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Murray: A Retirement Mecca?
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
Staff Reporter
Florida and Arizona, long known as
meccas for the retirement set, may be
getting some competition in the future
from the Murray area.
That's the thinking of Jim Johnson,
executive vice-president of the MurrayCalloway County Chamber of Commerce.
And Johnson has a stack of inquiries
from retirees wanting more information on the, Murray area to back
up his churn.
Talking to newsmen earlier this
week, Johnson said the surge in
requests. _for information about. the
Murray-lakes area comes via a series
of articles recently published in
specialized magazines.
Retirement Living, a magazine
devoted to retirees, published the most
recent articles,. all authored by Janet
and Gordon Groene.
"One man even beat the article down
here. He and his wife ended up staying

three days and bought a home on Blood
River," Johnson said.
The articles were an outgrowth of a
series of tours Johnson, Land Between
the Lakes personnel and others conducted with the Groenes a couple of
years ago.
"We had a good retirement program
going but this is overwhelming,"
Johnson said, citing the stack of information request on his office desk.
Since the article appeared in
Retirement Living in early June
Johnson said he's received an average
of six written inquiries a day.
Murray is cited in the articles as one
of three choice locations in the Tennessee Valley for potential retirees to
settle. The other areas are Florence,
Ala., and Chattanooga, Tenn.
Johnson is Particulary proud of the
information he can supply retirees
looking for a new home. "Two or three
said they'd looked at many sites and
this was the one place they could get
the information they are actually

seeking, the chamber of commerce
official pointed out.
What is attracting retirees in larger
number to the Murray area? "Well, we
have the distinct four seasons of
weather. We have good education
opportunities. I expect 30 percent of
these people will enroll in Murray State
University.
"They like our sports and recreation,
our low taf"tate and our medical
facilities.;', Johnson described.,
Johnson said that roughly two thrids
of the retirees WM are coming to the Murray area will settle in Murray while
a third will settle near the lake. The
higher percentage settling in Murray
comes from the fact the retirees want to
be near medical facilities, Johnson
pointed out.
The nearness of Kentucky Lake,
Johnson said, makes,Murray a choice
retirement location.
"It's very appealing for them to be
able to take a vacation on the Lake
practically every afternoon," he
pointed out.

What are the advantages of having
retirees move to the Murray area?
"For one, we have a ready made
,payroll. We don't have to create job for
then). We don't have to educate their
children It builds the tax base, and the
education and cultural base," Johnson
said.
''We want to make use of all these
people who come in here," Johnson
added.
Johnson said makeup of the retiree's
will range from -Social Security
recipients to the millionaires.
Johnson said most of the retirees who
write him are looking for a house and
tot or house with a small acreage.
Johnson says he envisions the
Murray 'area becoming a major
retirement center.
In their article, the Groenes point out
many of the attractions Johnson is
talking about—the four seasons, acres
of lakes, the low costs of living, attractive housing costs and recreation
opportunities.

CommissionMemberslixpected To
Dian
Considerraylor Request In Special Meeting
Murray is also due to receive some
Hurt said highway 641 (South 12th 1
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
$8,000 in local planning assistance funds
and a creek on the east side of the
Staff Reporter
from the Kentucky Office of Local
property will serve as boundaries for
Murray Planning Commission
govewrnment. The grant is expected to
the tract Taylor wants changed.
members are expected to make a
be used for current comprehensive plan
Brandon said most economic changes
decision on rezoning a section behind
updating work.
in the area were evident before Taylor
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet on South 12th
Taylor and Taylor received a' Chevrolet settled on the ploperty.
Street in a special commission session
strenuous objection to changing the
Planning- commissioners are exThursday morning.
zoning classification on for their tract
pected to meet in a special 8 a.m.
Harold Hurt, a Murray attorney
of land from local land developer
session Thursday to make a decision on
representing Taylor and Taylor Inc.,
Howard Brandon who owns property
presented Taylor's case for rezoning
planning commission session, some 283
adjacent to the land.
the pyramid shaped tract which faces a
feet of the property in question is ad"This will deflate the value of my
creek behind the Taylor lot in a public
jacent to the Brandon property.
property. . and I can't believe I should
hearing Tuesday everlIng.
Hurt ,said a restrictive deed has
bear the devaluation of my property at
Taylor asked to have the property
prevented Taylor from developing the
rezoned from a residential class (R-2) _the expense of Taylor Chevrolet,"
section of land.
.Brandon told planning ,commission
to a business rating (8-2).
members during tbe public hearing.
Planning -commission members,
The Murray attorney pointed to
meeting in the Tuesday night sassian. . Eirendon's property lies south of
Taylor's tract. Brandon told comassorted economic, changes the area
also okayed a motion to rezone two
, separate tracts of land on Whitnell from
mission members he plans to develop
has shown in the last five years —
his tract of land into a residential area
a residential class to BI (business
expansion of the Taylor lot, and an
in the future.
classification) and Professional Office
extensive development in the Uncle
(P.0).
According to a map eircidated in the
Jeff's Shopping Center.

whether to okay the change and forward it to Murray City Council or turn it
down.
Commissioners agreed to forward the
zoning change recommendation on
Whitnell to the city council after
,People:8 -Bank, representatives agreed
to alter an original request to have the
land zoned to a single classification.
According to Murray City Planner
Steve Zea, Peripheral Systems
Research has an option to buy one of the
tracts and indications are the firm
plans to build a professional office
building on the site.
Commission members indicated the
Professional Offidetraet will serve as a
"buffer" between residental and other
business zones in that area.
T. Waldrop abstained from the
Whitnell vote because he said he is a
stockholder in People's Bank.

Murray Among State HO USI ng Authorities
Showing Progress In Desegregating Houses
FRANKFORT,Ky. —Eleven of the 15
Mt. Sterling and Winchester.
public housing authorities that are
The level of housing segregation
. being closely monitored by the Kenactually increased in Paducah, Dantucky Commission on Human Rights
ville and Newport. Accurate comshowed progress toward desegregation
parative figures were not available for
over the past nine months according to
the 15th authority, Somerset.
The report indicates, "The Murray
a commission staff report released
Housing Authority, recently among
today.
"We are most encouraged by the
the most segreated, is the latest of the
movement toward adoption of good, four to adopt a voluntary affirmative
voluntary affirmative action plans by
action plan, approving a model
heating authorities throughout Ken- AFrograni At Ws June meeting."
tucky," commission executive director . "The March figures for Murray show
Galen Martin said.
that three of the four projeetes are still
Four of the 15 authorities have
totally segregated, but officials there
adopted Voluntary plans approved by
said that black families have since
the commission in the past nine monmoved into two of the previously allths. They are Cynthiana, Hopkinsville,
white projects: one black family into
Mayfield and Murray.
the Nash Drive project and six black
Other authorities showing im- families into the Riley Street project.
provement in racial balance are
the Cherry Street project remained allHenderson, Covington, Maysville,
black, the housing authority reported,"
the report further- pointed out.
According to the report, Murray
Housing Authority remains 74.1 percent
segregated (100 percent is total
segregation).
The Owensboro authority, the last in
the state to run a totally segregated
system, finally admitted seven black
families to its largest project which had
Kentucky State Police has obtained
been totally white. But its. older four
warrants charging an Indiana man
projects remain totally segregated ,
with rape in connection with the alleged
two are totally black and two are totally
assault of a seven-year-old girl early
white.
today.
Martin said the commission staff will
Authorities today arrested Jerry
continue to work with public housing
Warren Hammen, 27, 820 Burdette,
authorities .,across. the state to assure
Mishawaka, Ind., charging him with
that black Kentuckians are not
first degree rape.
discriminated against in determining
Hammen was in Calloway County
appearance
pending
an
Jail early today
before Calloway County District Judge
Sid Easley.
Calloway County Attorney Max
Parker said today that affidavits filed
In the case indicate the state police
By JEFFREY MILLS
were called to a KY 94 east residence
Associated Press Writer
about 1 a.m. today Where a person there
was holding Harriman at gunpoint.
WASHINGTON (AP) — Postmaster
Affidavits indicate the incident
Gerieral William F. Bolger Is warning
allegedly happened in a camper trailer_ _ each of 554,000 postal employees that
some children were staying in overthey could be fired if they strike when
night.
their contract expires at midnight
Parker said there were witnesses to
Thursday.
the incident
In lettere delivered to postal workers
Authorities asked that the names of
across the country Tuesday: Bolger
persons related to the case be withhell
warned that striking employees Would
because juveniles were involved.
also be committing a felony and could
Kentucky State Police detectives
forfeit paid health and life insurance
continued working on the case today.
coverage.

Charges Lodged

Against Indiana Man,

Authorities Indicate

eligibility or assignment.
Commission staff members have
been meeting with the housing
authorities in the 15 cities since September in an effort to increase the

number of cities with effective
voluntary affirmative action plans. The
effortis partly financed by a grant from
the U.S. Department of Housing and
Urvan Development.

Stinchlield Is Appointed
Assistant To MSU Head
Dr, Richard H. Stinchfield, who
recently completed doctoral studies at
the University of Idaho, has joined the
administrative staff at Murray State
University as the administrative
assistant to the president.
He succeeds Kaj Spencer, wholeit
the post in the
spring to become
publisher of_a daily
newspaper in Tiffin, Ohio.
Stinchfield, 30,
will work with Dr.
Constantine
W.
Curtis in several
areas,
including
Dr. Stinchfield report preparation,
speech writing, special events planning, coordination of institutional
public relations, grant application and
development, selected institutional
studies, liaison with campus governance committees, and special assignments.
A native of Phillips, Main, Stinchfield, earned the Ph. D. degree in

educational administration at the
University of Idaho in Moscow, the M.
A. in educational administration at the
University of Maine in Orono, and the
B. A. in geology at Colby College in
Waterville, Main. He also did graduate
work in geology at Arizona State
University.
His period of doctoral study included
experience as a graduate teaching
assistant and as an administrative intern to'the vice-president for student
services on the Moscow campus. He
also served on the Graduate Council
and the Affirmative Action Committee.
Stinchfleld, a member of Phi Delta
Kappa, was awarded a research grant
by the international Rrofessional fraternity for men in education, for a research project. He is currently preparing-an
article On "The Relationship between
Values Held by Teachers and Their
Professed Teaching Style."
A veteran of a three-year hitch in the
Army, Stinchfield is married to the former Lynne McKendry of Oaklyn, N. J.
They have two daughters, Ginger, 5,
and Holly, 1.

AO
,

A PILE OF INQUIRIES—Murray Chamber of Commerce Executive Vice
President Jim Johnson is pictured with a pile of inquires from retirees wanting more information about the Murray-Kentucky Lake area. Johnson
thinks Murray has the potential as a major retirement area.
Staff Photo By Lowell Atchley

Hospital May Be Potential
Child Health Care Center
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
has been cited by the Board of Directors of Kentucky Health Systems
Agency — West as a potential Level II
hospital for,maternal ,and child health
services.
- '
Murray-Calloway County's potential
to be named an intermediate (Level II)
hospital is based on the annual number
of births, its geographic location and its
concentration of health care resources.
This action comes in an effort to
move specialized health services closer
to the people of the Purchase area. The
HSA Board's nod to Murray-Calloway
County and 12 other west Kentucky
hospitals becomes part of the health
planning agency's Maternal and Child
Health Plan.
Local hospital administrator Stuart
Poston said the designation will allow
MCCH to qualify for funds which will be
used-primarily for new equipment.
"Some hospitals will not be allowed to

expand their maternal and child health
services," Poston said. He explained
that the designations are part of an
overall: plan that is aimed at centralizing health care services to provide
better care.
The Maternal and Child Health Plan-- supports the development of
educational, prenatal and neonatal
services throughout the western half of
the state. The plan was adopted by the
Board at its July 14-15 meeting in
Elizabethtown.
The Board has also recommended
three , locations-, — Bowling Green,
Madisonville and Paducah - for
developmental funding from state
appropriftions in fiscal year 1978-79.
These sites were suggested based on
their' geographic distribution of
patients and the need for a maximum
travel time of 90 minutes to Level II
services. Such funding would go to
develop Level II maternal and child
health services.

inside today
Two Section —24Pages
The Murray Little League Ali-Stars took another step
_toward the sub-district title, defeating Marshall County's
All-Star squad to advance to finals Thursday night in
Benton. For..rnore details about the game, see today's
sports section, pages 14A and 15A.
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Mostly sunny and hot today.
Highs in the low to mid 90s. Clear
to partly cloudy tonight and
Thursday. Lows tonight in the
low 70s. Continued hot Thursday
with highs in the low to mid 90s.
Winds southerly at 5 to 15 miles
an hour today becoming light and
variable tonight.
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Postmaster General Warns Of Firings If Strike Occurs
Bolger, who has so far kept out of the
negotiations with four employee unions,
said, "I want you to be personally
aware of the grave consequences of
strike participation."
The, two sides resumed separate
meetings with federal mediators today,
with the mediators carrying positions
back and forth between the union and
management representatives'. The
parties were still reported far apart on
major issues.
Bolger's letter to the union members
came as the contract talks deadlocked

over management efforts to eliminate a
no-layoff clause the unions insist on
retaining in the new contract.
Postal management says it needs the
right to improve worker productivity
and shrink its workforce faster than
could be done through attrition.
But the unions say that without job
security thousands of people would be
laid off. One union official, asking not to
be named, said management had indicated it plans to eliminate more than
100,000 jobs by the early 1980s.
So bitter is the no-layoff issue, one

Murce close to the negotiations said,
that it may "blow -this thing sky high.
"It might be the issue that one side
will strike ever and the other might
take a strike over," said the source,
who asked not to be identified.
President Emmett fendrews of the
American Postal Workers Union said

remaining priority items unless the
unions are willing to consider giving up
the no-layoff clause."
In a separate Message,td his union's
299,000 members, Andrews charged the
Postal Service strategy is "to keep the
negotTations at a boil.rigtt up until the
deadline."

manegement refuses to budge on the
no-layoff provision, creating a "stone
wall" for the union negotiatiors.
Andrews notified the union's board
members that, the Postal Service
"refines to negotiate any of the

But he added that the unions had told
management "there would be no
contract which did not contain" the nolayoff clause.
Postel Service spolsksthen had no
comment on the negothitions.
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-Mir_4610441- Jane Wagar Completes
ELLIOTT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Elliott of
:Mayfield Route Five are the
parents of a baby. girl. Stacey ,
bere on Tuesday, Jul)
1.I. at the Murrayt-Calloway
('awity'Hosprtal.
(lralidparents are Mr. and
Mrs., Farrel Elliott of
May field and Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Neal Hay of Hickory.

Plaws For Her Wedding

Miss Jane Marie Wager,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Robert Jack Wager of
Murray, has completed plans
for her marriage to Ronald
Lynn Mayfield, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubert William Mayfield
.
of Abilene, Tex..
The double ring ceremony
,will be Solemnized at seven
FLINT BOY
Christopher Wayne is the p.m. on Saturday,„July 22, at name chosen by Mr. and Mrs. the First Baptist Church . in
Wayne • Flint of Mayfield '...Murray The Rev. Dr. Rill
Rowe Seven for their baby Whittaker will perform the
bey born on Friday. July 7, at ceremony'.
Miss Wager has chosen Mrs.
thp_ Murray-Calloway County
Rebecca Cunningham, sister
Hospital.
• grandParents are Mr. and of the bride-elect, to be
Mrs. ,Jerry Flint and Mrs, matron of honor and Miss
Patsy Sims. all of Mayfield Martha McKinney to be maid
of honor, both of Murray.
Route One,
Bridesmaids will be- Miss
Patrice Carroll. Frankfort
and Miss Barbara Kemper,„
-:,-Cadiz. Junior bridesmaid will
be Miss'Jennifer Defrick and
flower girl will be Miss Debbie
NOR!
Detrick, both from Brown7:25,9:35
sville,
N. Y.tiodcousins of the
s
Sun
2:30
Sat.,
bride-elect
Just when you thought
Mr. Mayfield has chosen
it teas Nail' trig° back
Jeff Berroman of Abilene,
in the touter_
Tex., nephew of the groomelect as best man. Groomsmen will be Cy Ditmore,
Jonathan Hooper, and Steve
Moreland, all from Abilene,
Tex. Ushers will be John
Carroll, Dumas, Tex., and
Randy Cunningham, brother-

in-law of the bride-elect, from
Murray Mickey Hill, nephew
of the bride-elect will be
ringbearer
Nuptial niu.sic will be
provided by Dan McDaniel,
organist;‘MisS Kathy Crow,
pianist and vocalist, Kennett.
Mo.; Mrs. Vernon Shown.
vocalist; ''Sing and Tell,"
vocal' group led by Phil
Duncan, and Daniel Cleland°,
trumpeter.
Director of the-wedding will
.be • Miss Nancy Spann,
Murray.
The reception will be held in
the church fellowship hall.
Mrs Carl Hosficrd will attend
the guest register.
Serving will be Mrs. David
Hill, Murray; Mrs. Jack
Campbell and Miss Lisha
Wagar, both of Paducah,
cousins of the bride-elect;
Miss Jody Berryman, Abilene.
Tex., niece of the groom -elect;
and Miss Karew Gordon-,
Benton.
Mrs. Paul Lyons Jr.
........
will -direet- the reception. Miss
Dara Wilburn, neice of the
groom-elect, Red Oak Tex.,
will distribute rice roses.
Friends and relatives of the
bridal couple are invited to
attend the wedding and
reception, which will be held
immediately following the
ceremony in the fellowship
hall

Frances Drake-
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FOR THURSDAY,JULY 20, 1713
What kind of day will
Avoid tendencies toviard
tomorrow be? To find out what
haste, emotionalism Study
?,,,,say,
read
the
the stars
4$141Lealiiii
proffered plans, proposals.
forecast givenAor your birth
New advances indicated. but
ADULT $3.00
Sign.
don't lose interest in current
CHILD $1 50
projects.
ARIES
NO PASSES
GEMINI
Mar. 21 to Apr, 20)
NO BARGAIN
May 22 to June 21)
Shore up sagging producNITE
Some strain in key
tivity, _revise the format of
associations incfkated. Probe
programs which seem to get
deeply to find the cause, the
A UNIVER&1 KW_
nowhere. A change of pace',
better to cope with it efdirection, momentum may be
fectively. In any case, keep
the answer.
VW OE TOO IntlESE
YOUIIGEO CAMEO
your sense of humor intact.
TAURUS
CANCER
.Apr. 21 to May 21)
June 22 to July 23) 40,
Normally, you are not easily
(81URRAY
181
deceived, .but be especially
DRIVE
8:30-HVPTA
IN ,C
APlitate
—
alert now or you COULD fall
Tonite!
10:15-Cannon
for some slick salesmanship.
LEO
The
wee scamdidevs. Thesmsvie is hilarieas!
(July 24 to Aug. 23)4
.
A day calling for good
judgment. Don't sell any new
idea short.. and- do look for
opporturuties which may not
----he-immediately obvious.
VIRGO
(Aug, 24 to Sept. 23 ITP(tS
You grasp ideas easily, see
"The day my mom ma
benefits to be gained where
sacked it to tke
others only note the obstacles.
Use your instincts NOW - and
flamer Valley PTA"
go forward!
LIBRA
t Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Especially favored now: Jon
and financial- interests.
Competition may be keen but, _
where you have the know-how,
tie
aU•'46jagl
-don't tf/safraid to get into the
rice.

SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Mars influences indicate an
extremely active day. Things

\60

/be

HARPER VALLEY P.T.A. .,BARBARA EDEN • RONNY COX
ANETTE FABRAY • LOUIS NYE • SUSAN SWIFT PAT PAULSE
Plus "Cannonball"(PG)

•Oa
Jae
say /•• sir
••••••••
•••••••iiille•
•

tonite's movies
For Program Information, Please Call 753-3314
WALT DISNEY
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should move briskly and you
with- them. Don't scatter
energies. however.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) "
X (ilelr
'
Several chances to do even
better than usual. Take advantage of all worthwhile
opportunities. A good period in
which to try out new methods
and ideas.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 29) Vi
An excellent day for making
travel plans, whether for
pleasure or business. Family
concerns also governed by
friendly aspects.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) •••••"....'„..i
A good 'day for trying to
push .through a unique
program. You will get backing
from those in authority - IF
your approach is deferential.
PISCES
4,r
(Feb. -20 to Mar. 20))(
You could overstep limits
now if too strong a desire for a
certain attainment causes you
to press beyond reasonable
boundaries.
YOU BORN TODAY: Like
most Cancerians, you are an
idealist and a humanitarian at
heart. According to the stars,
you are destined to a life of
service to your fellow man notably in such professions as
medicine, religion, education„
sociology and reform-lag**.
However,there is another side' to your nature
'a more
material one - which CaUlie
you to expend orernendoUs
energy in the accumulation of
wealth. Emotional conflict
often results from this conflict
of interests, but you CAN
resolve the problem if you will
devote yoitr life to the things
you do best --- content with the
satisfactions of achievement
rather than more tangible
rewards Art as an avocation,
would make an excellent
outlet for your very deep
emotions. Birthdate of:
Francesco Petrarch,
poet; Natalie Wood. film iest

Van Buren

" 1.1Py

Gives Remarried
Mother Hard Time

COOPERATIVE PRE SCHOOL-Sara -klussting, right, teacher for the Murray
Cooperative Pre School, is shown with pupil's during one of the activties in the past
school year. Pictured, left to right, are Biff Petty, Cayce McGinnis, Leigh Winters, Chris
Owens,and Melissa Must ia.

•.
Murray Cooperative Pre
School Still Has Opentngs

Your Individu
Horoscope

e

An-Alibt

t••••••••

four old group. Applications School
philosophy is that
are accepted on a first come, parents
should be involved in
first Serve basis.
the child's initiation to
The Murray Cooperative
education; therefore a parent
Prs School offers a unique of -each
child assists in the
approach to early childhood school about
two days a
education. Part of the Pre _ month. Another
belief is that
the child's first educational
experience should be only,
three days a week for two
hburs and fifteen minutes a
day so that the child doesn't
become bored with the
educational routine.
Mr. and Mrs.tryan Tolley of 1326 Main street, Murray, will . Opening of the school will be
observe their 50th wedding anniversary on Thursday, July 20. during the first week of
They were married on that day in 1928.
September, with the meeting
The wedding vows were read by the Rev. Earl Starks in Han- of parents, the board and the
nibal, !Vie: They were accompanied by Eva Cramer and the teacher, Sara Hussung,
late Harold Hollen beck.
being on August 31.
Mrs. Tolley is the former Mabel Webdell, daughter of the
The three year old group
late Harrnon Webdell and Lizzie Schaffer Webdell. Mr. Tolley meets from nine a.m. through
is the son of the late William To116 and Gaberrilla Ferguson eleven-fifteen a.m., Monday,
Tolley.
Wednesday and Friday, and
After their, marriage they resided in Paducah for seven. the four year old group meets
years where Mr. Tolley traveled for the H. J. Heinz Company. from
twelve-forty-five
They came to Murray in February 1935 and opened a grocery through three-thirty p.m. on
store with the late Joe Carson. known as Tolley and Carson, on the same days.
the court square. Mr. Tolley later became full owner and
Those interested in the
operated the business until 1969.
Murray Pre School for their
They have two sons, Dr. Charles Tolley .of Murray and child or desiring additional
.Harold (Bud) Tolley of Bel Air, Md. Their grandchildren are information may call Shelia
Wynn, Karl, Bill,_Ray, and Karen Tolley,all of Murray, and McGinnis 753-8538, Diana
Greg, Mike. John; and Jeffrey Tolley, all of Bel Air, Md. One Rabatin 759-1371, or Molly
grandson, Bryan Tolley, diet! in 1972.
Booth 753-4057.
Mr. and Mrs. Tolley plat no special observance for the anniversary day.
The Murray Pre School.
which is housed in the Early
Childhood Center Education
Building of Murray State
University, has only two
openings in the three year old
group and just a few in the

r. and Mrs. Tolley
Married For 50 Years

Let's Stay Well

By

DEAR ABBY: My husband died six years ago. He was a
heavy drinker and habitual gambler, and our children
knew theiP father for what he was. I worked all my
married years to give our children the necessities. (I have
four children-all mar r ied now.)
A year ago I married a good man who neither drinks nor
gambles. He was divorced and walked out leaving his wife
everything, so after our marriage, he moved into my home.
One of my daughters is giving me a hard time. She
resents my new husband. She never got along with her
father when he was living, but-pow she says she can't
stand to see another man living in her father's house,
sleeping in her father's bed, and sitting in her father's
r.
this IniShand treats me better than-I've ever been
Ay,
b
-treated in my life, and I'm lucky to have him. Why should
we gd into debt to refurnish the house so my married
daughter Will feel comfortable when she visits me? I can't
take it anymork„ What should I do?
SECOND TIME AROUNDER
DEAR SECOND: Tell your daughter that if she can't
stand to see another man using the same furniture
formerly used by he? father, she should spare herself the
agony and stay away.
DEAR ABBY: What are some of the most common clues
to look for if I already suspect (which I do) that my wife is
ni,Giig another man somesvhere-during- the-rbly? I am not an overly suspicious man, so you will not be
generating trouble where none exists.
In this case, asking her will not help.
HAROLD IN BUFFALO

Wednes,
Hannah (
United Meth
have a picni
cabin.

Twilight
perform at 8:
beach area c
Village State

Tau Phi La
Woodmen o
scheduled to
Lanes at sev
Lakeside
perform at
Village State

Activities
the Lakes wiJ
auto tour
goose star
Station at tw
the Past at
1850 at 8:30

Thursd
Lakeside
perform at
State Pork al

Temple Hit
Order of the I
meet at 7:30 I
hall.
_—
Business a
Women's Clu
meet today.
Murray
Moose will m
at the lodge

4„
DEAR HAROLD: If a woman gets all dressed up to go
"shopping," comes home slightly late and out of breath, has
no packages and is wearing her pantyhose inside out, I'd
wonder where-eked been.

Land Bets
activities w
chaelogical
South Inforrr
ten a.m.; Na
Center Static

DEAR ABBY: As a marriage and family counselor, I am
disturbed by her response to MINNESOTA MOM, who 41
complained because her r7-year-old daughter displayed
"affection" for her boyfriend in public.
While I agree there are certain forms of affection that
are inappropriate to demonstrate in public, holding hands
and putting arms around each other's waists are not only
appropriate to my view, they are warm, lovely sights to
see.
An appropriate show of affection is essential to our
physical and-emotional well-being. I believe that one of the
problems in our society today is that there is not enough
touching. We are progressively alienating ourselves fromeach other, and that is why we marriage counselors are so
busy seeing people who desperately want to know how to
_make contact-with others.
bA-MARRIAGE COUNSELOR
,

Country '
Music Band
Henderson's
at Hardin at

z

Th

rJ.L Blasingarne,

DEAR COUNSELOR: MINNESOTA MOM asked me to
--get the message- across to her daughter that it is-extremely nor taste for a girl tolet a boy "put his hands
all over her in public.
I replied:"All the world may love a lover, but he doesn't
have to act his role out in public. A boy who respects a girl
will keep his hands OFF her in public, and a girl who
respects herself will make sure he does."
Holding hands is a far cry from letting a boy put his
reduction in smoking durbands all over her, which, I repeat, is highly inappropriate
ing the next one or two
in public.
decades.
The American Cancer
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
Society is developing a pro=
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
'gram to help the health
Box 69700, Los Angeles, Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped,
professionals play a more
self-addressed envelope.
effective role in persuading patients to stop smok/011
,
===l0i/C==at
ing.

An Antibiotic For
Traveler's Diarrhea
Q. Mr. B. T. writes that judgment whether he feels
he and his family are plan- that you and your family
ning a trip to Mexico and should have this medicine
Central America, and he or some other one which he
has had reports that a new, prefers that you use.
effective drug is available
to prevent diarrhea. He
Health Protessionatl
would like to know if this is
Lead Public in Glutting
Smoking
true and how to take the
medicine.
Q. Mr,. P. D. writes to
A. It is true that
ask whether the reports
which he sees occasionally
traveler's diarrhea is a
common curse_of tourists
In the prese Are true that a
to many foreign lands and
higher percent of physithat an antibiotic (doltm,-- cians have stripped smokdine) has been reported to
ing cigarettes than the
percent of lay persons in
be quite effective in the
the general population.
prevention of'this disease.
A. According to the
kjohns Hopkins UniverAmerican Cancer Society
isty research team,headed
by Drs. David Sack and R. (ACS) in its Cancer News,
Bra,dley Sack, studied a
the health profession has
group of Peace Corps vo- , been "setting a good
lunteers in Kenya during - - example."
their first five weeks there.
A survey made of 5,000
Members taking the a ntibi;'• such professionals (physiotiC were much less subcians, dentists, nurses, and
pharmacists) showed that
ject to having diarrhea
than those who took 'a pla- the number of physicians
cebo while living under
who smoked dropped from
• 30 percent in 1967 to 21
similar conditions.
percent in 1975, while denDoxycycline appears
have a long-acting effect, • tists dropped from 34 perand only a few doses are
cent to 2.1 percent. In that
usually required to prevent
same eight-year period,
pharmacists cut from 35 to
an infection. The antibiotic
is excreted through the " 28' percent, but nurses reduced their smoking only
intestine.
Doxycycline is regarded
two percent -from 37 to 35
as potent, and it should not
percent.
be taken over an extended
The ACS is hopeful that
period of time.
these declines in smoking
You should discussyour
among health professiontravel plans with your phyals may mean that the
sician and depelici on his
public will start the same

CLAXTON GUESTS
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Claxton
and daughter, Jean Hamra, of
Hamlin had as visitors the
past few days all of Mrs.
Claxton's family, Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Duggins of West
Plains, Mo., sisters, Mrs.
Selma Cabral of Albany,
Calif., and Mrs. fl'annie Louise
Wray of South Haven, Miss.
Wednesday night the family
was joined for dinner by their
grandson and his wife, Mr.
and Mrs. Skip Hamra of
Murray.

Socks..

Belts...

Jeweirl

Posters

mint ,
01.1.1)6
Announcesiheir
totally N Ew

Man

Maternity Line
Topsfor
Gump
Thiaitirt,
,,
E...).=:=414=
,ct Your maternitv Jeans&

sale/
Come See
All Summer Merchandise
Less Than Half

Beginning

Monday,
July 17th

Don't Miss
Furth&
Reductions.

Dr. Gordon
Vire
will begin practice
in Family Medicine
at hicoffice

Shirts.,

41:
41:

located adjacent to the Emergency Room.(Until the
new medical arts bldg. is completed)

AI"

Phone for an appointment 759-4098 if no answer 753-2626

tr)

CourtSquare

I

Mademoiselle
Shop
.".

111

0.5
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To Marry In August

Present Program For PEO

Wednesday,July 19
Friday, July 21'
Thursday, July a
Hannah Circle of First
Mt
Pleasant
United
Murray-Calloway County
United Methodist Church will Theatre will present "The Methodist Chnrch will have its
have a picnic at the Baker's Thread That Runs So True" at homecoming with preaching
cabin.
the City-County Park at eight at eleven a.m. followed by a
basket 'dinner andOkiness
p.m.
Twilight -Gabaret will
meeting.
perform at 8:30 p.m. at the old
Twilight Cabaret will
beach area of Kentucky Dam
perform at old beach area of
Shopping for Senior Citizens
Village State Park.
Kentucky Dam Village State will be held and eall 753-0929
Park at 8:30 p.m.
by nine a.m, for morning
Tau Phi Lambda Sorority of
shopping and by 11:30 a.m for
Woodmen of the World is
Betty Sledd BYW of First afterukon shopping.
scheduled to bowl at Corvette Baptist Church will meet at
Lanes at seven p.m.
nine a.m at.the home of Mrs,
Country Trend Country
Debbie Bell. .
Music Band will,play- at Piney
Lakeside Singers will
Campground in Land Between
'perform at Kentucky Dam
Ellis Center will be open the Lakes at eight p.m.
Village State Park at 8.; 30 p.m. from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray Other activities in Land
Activities in Land Between Senior Citizens with devotion Between
the Lakes will inthe Lakes will include film and at 10:05 a.m.; hand work and
clude beginning macrame
auto tour on giant Canada visiting with friends at 10:30 workshop
at Empire Farm at
goose starting at Center a.m.; lin ch at noon; 12:30.p.m.
anddiscussion_and
Station at two p.m.; Ghosts of tablegames at one p.m.
field trip in search of warblers
the Past at The Homeplacealong woodland walk at
1850 at 8:30 p.m.
Baptist Young Women of Center Station at two p.m.
First Baptist Church will meet
Thursday, July 20
Miss Robin Denise &item
with Rebecca Cunningham at
Lakeside Singers will
Lakeside Singers will
seven p.m.
perform at Kenlake State
and Keith Miller
perform at Lake Barkley
Park at 8:30 p.m.
State Park at 8:30 p.m. .
Men's Stag Night will be
Mr. and Mrs. John W. Bryan of Murray announce the
held at 6:30 p.m. at the
engagement and approaching marriage to their daughter,
Friday, July 21
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Murray Country Club with
Robin Denise, to Keith Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. N. Miller of
Memorial Baptist Church
Order of the Eastern Star will
Buddy • Buckingham
as Puppeters will present a
Guston.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge
chairman serving with Chad
Miss Bryan is a 1975 graduate of Calloway County High
program at Hillman's Ferry
hall.
Stewart, Jere Stripling, and
School
and is presently' attending Murray State University
campground
in
the
Land
,
Bob Burke.
Between the Lakes at 8:30 majoring in medical technology. She is a member of Alpha
Business and Professional
Delta Pi social sorority and is employed by the Murrayp.m.
Women's Club is scheduled to
Friday,July 21
Calloway County Hospital.
meet today.
The Thread That Runs So
mfr. Milleris_a_1973 &arillate of.Meade County High School_
True" wilLbe pi eseflted by thr Second annualsummerle41.;
exhibits, nature
and is attending Murray State University majoring in
Murray Women of the
Murray-Calloway County --featuring
manufacturing technology. He is a member of the Lambda Chi
Moose will meet at eight p.m. Theatre at the City-County hikes, square dances, and
for the whole
entertainment
Alpha social fraternity and is employed by Dunn Furniture.
at the lodge hall.
eight
p.m.
Park at
family will be held at Rushing
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Aug. 19, at 7:30
Campground in the
Creek
p.m.
at the Memorial Baptist Church, Murray. A reception will
Land Between the'Lakes
Twilight Cabaret will
Lakes.
the
Land
Between
the ceremony at the church—
follow
Aractivities will include
perform at old beach area of
friends
and relatives are invited to attend. Only out of
All
chaelogical Adventure at
Kentucky Dam Village State
Saturday,July 22 --town invitations are being sent.
South Information Station at
Park at 8:30 p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
ten a.m.; Nature's secrets at
at Kentucky Dam
perform
Center Station at two p.m.
Murray Country Club will
at 8:30 p.m.
State-Park
have twilight golf at 5:30 p.m.
Country Trend Country
with Dick Orr as chairman.
Jonathan Creek Sunday
Music Band will perform at
School Day will be held at the
Henderson's Four Way Freeze
• Oaks Country club twilight
from 8:30 a.m..to
at Hardin at seven p.m,
golf is scheduled at 5:30 p.m. assembly
four p.m.
The descendants of the late Margaret Shirel and Elizabeth
•
Mr. and Mrs. Elbert West of Anne, Miss Mary Jane
Murray-Calloway County Graves County met at the Dillihay, Miss Marilyn
Theatre will present "The Murray-Calloway County Dillihay—all of Drakesboro,
Thread That Runs So True" at Park on Saturday, July 8, for Ky.
the Murray-Calloway Park at thier annual family reunion.
Harold's family— Mr. and
eight p.m.
The. six surviving West- Mrs,• Harold West of NashAl
children are. Walter West, - Ville. .
Activities at Land Between Paul West, Marian RichardThe Blackford House Gallery
AmyLois'family — Mr. and
the Lakes will include Sum- son, -Virginia Dillihay, Harold Mrs Joe
(lomrer/y the Gallery Unilimited 1
(Amy Lois) Green,,
mer Fest at Rushing Creek. West, and Amy Lois Greer?! VW and Mrs. Jehn Green,
nature
, Campground;
Those present from each Julie, .Jennifer, and JoAnn, all
recording at eight a.m., snake family were:
of Graves County, Dr. and
slide presentation at two p.m.,
Walter's family — Mr. and Mrs. James W. Green of
—and inoonlight walk- -at -11;30- —Mrs.
Walter Wet of St. Lou. Erlanger, Icy,-Dr. and-Mrs.
p.m., all at Center Station;
Paul's Family — Mr. and Thomas L. Green, and Samuel
lantern tour of The Homeplace Mrs.
Paul West, Mr. and Mrs Thomas of Murray.
• 1850 at eight p.m.
Paul's .and Amy Lois'
Gary West, Paul Lynn and
Lori Ann, Mr. and Mrs. John families were 100 percent
Phillip West, and Brittain—all present. There were 18
Save on Such Items As..
Members absent from the
of Graves' County.
$500
-dther families..
Marian's
family—Mr."
and
Shirts
•
EA.
Also present were Mrs
Mrs. M. G. _(.Marian)
Betty Moore, a cousin, and her
50C
Richardson',
Charles
Socks.
Pr.
of
Monica,
Richardson, Teresa, Melissa, daughter,
8300
Belts
Robin and Jay—all of Murray. Mayfield.
ea.
A picnic lunch, visiting, and
Virginia's family—Mr. and
Jewelry(SPECIAL SELECTION)
pm*
were
pictures
The Olga Hampton Group of Mrs. Bert- (Virginiai Dillihay, making
Miss Martha Dillihay, Mrs.' highlights of the_ day.
the
WMU
of
the
Sinking
Spring
$1
00
.
"
,
.
Pos ters (SPECIAL GROUP!.,
Baptist Church met on
Monday. July 10, at 7:30 p.m.
at the church with Maxine
I *IN ADDITION
Nance, presidept,..presiding.
Anna Frost gave_ the
opening prayer.
10% OFFDURING,THISVALEI
A reunion of the EdHomer Edwards, Mr. and
„Guest speaker for the
wards family was held
Mrs. Dewey Edwards.
_evening was the Calloway
July 4 at the Farmington--- Mrs. Eunice Edwards.
County 'Sfferiff, Max Morris,
On Aff
Community Center.
Mrs. Fairra McCallon,
who gave an interesting and
A basket lunch was
Brice Edwards, Mr. and
informative discussion on the
served as the noon hour.
Mrs. Garcia Ray, Buford
drug problem in Calloway
Hurt and Truman EdPL US
'
Attending were Mr. and -- wards County, and also discussed
Many Other Values In Clothing and Gifts!
Mrs. Marvin Edwards,
other'small crimes.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble
Linda Cooper was in charge
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs..
of tht.program.
Remember the Back Door
John Duncan, Mrs. Ruth
Members present were
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs
Sole At The
Dorothy Brandon, Mary Bell
Leon Watson, Judy.
Jones, Gladys Williamson.
Charles, Phil and Bryan
Rhea,
Mary Kathryn Stark; Ruth
Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Warren, I.urline Wilkerson,
McCuiston, Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Turner, Hattie fee
Gratus Riley, Mr. and
Galloway, Faye Orr, Anna
Mrs, Johnny Riley, Mr
Frost, Maxine Nance.
and Mrs. H. B. Riley, Mr
Dixieland Cen" ter -- 753-8301
Refreshments were served
and Mrs. Lowell Smith.
by Dorothy Brandon and
Jonathan, Cindy and
Lurline Wilkerson.
Christopher Galloway.
Mrs. *Vivian Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman
Edwards, Mr. and Mrs

West Family Reunion Held
At Murray-Calloway Park

Back Door Sale!

•

Sale!
Come!
00044% Now!

tl° July 20-21-22

Morris Speaks
For Meettng,
fVMU Group

Edwards Family Reunion
Is Held On July4

Jeans! _

L

Mrs. Freeman, Mrs. Sparks

1

HOSPITAL MEWS

New Born Admissions
Mrs. Debbie E. Cooper and
Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Ky„,

spent by the various
Chapter M of the P. E. 0.
publishing companies.
Sisterhood, in its final meeting
Among the books which
of the summer, met at elle
Sparks described as 7-4-78
Mrs.
home of its president, Mrs.
enjoyed were "The Adults 133
having
Alfred Lindsey, in regular
book by
session at one p.m. on Source",a centennial
Nursey 6 •
I Lay
"As
Michener;
James
Dismissals
Sittirday, July 15.
Dying" by William Faulkner;
Glenn Jones, Rt. 5, Benton,
Mrs. Lindsey presided at the
"World Enough and Time" by Mrs. Sandra K. Johnson and
meeting with Mrs. Harry
Robert Penn Warren; -They Baby Boy, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Sparks presenting devotions.
To Stay" a new book Dana H. Bazzell and Baby
Came
In . addition to monthly
refugee children by Girl, Rt. 1, Box 258-B, Farabout
reports of officers and stanMargoles; and the mington, Mrs. Jane Lane, Rt.
Marjorie
ding conunittees, the annual
and Peace", by 3, Box 212-K, Murray, Mrs.
"War
classic
report of the audition comLeo-Tolstoy.
Doris K. Birdsong, Rt. 4,
mittee was heard.
Following the program, the Cadiz, Raymond Grace, P.O.
Mrs. Olga Freeman and
hostess served delicious Box 39, Hazel, Buddy Young,
Mrs. Sparks presented a
refreshmenfs. Other members Rt. 7, Evansville, Ind., Lee A.
program on summer reading
in attendance Mesdames N. T. Whitehead, 704 So. Kings
which was introduced by Mrs.
Lewis Bossing, Robert Highway, Sike.ston, Mo., Mrs.
Freeman with remarks about Beal,
Bryan, Henry McKenzie, Willie E. Cox, Rt. 6, Paris,
T.
the various processes in
Hugh L. Oakley, Jamb W. Tenn., Miss Kathy M.
r-eading, e. g. thinking,
- Howard, Rt. 3, Box 357,
Parke,r,and Morgan Sisk.
teaching, choosing, etc. She
first fall meeting of the Murray.
The
also discussed some of the
Chapter will be on September
Mrs. Charlene Carroll, Rt. 2,
qualities of a good book. Book-s—
16, with Mrs. Harlan Hodges Dresden, Tenn., Miss Janice
which she discussed or
and Mrs. Sparks as. co- K. Smith, Rt. 3, Paris, Tenn.,
mentioned included -Tramp
hostesses.
James Satii, Box 292, New
For The Lord" by Corrie Ten
Concord, Albert Dodd, 913
Boom; "On Reflection", an
Plans
North 18th, Murray, Mrs.
autobiography of the first lady Tennis C"Group
Christi P. Lamb, CR Box 39,
of the theater, by Helen Hayes
ForPlav On Friday
New Concord, Jarnes H.
with episodes including her
Pridemore, Rt. 6, Box 241,
husband, Charles McArthur;
C Group of Women's Tennis
"All Things Wise and Won- of the Murray Country Club. Murray, Urie F. Kelso, Rt., 7,
Box 452, Murray, Hugh
derful", a best seller by will play on Friday, July 21, at
Farris, B-9 Fox Meadows,
James Herriot; "Rolling In nine a.m. at the club courts.
Murray, Thomas N. Pittman
The Isles" by George and
Pairings will be made at the
Joan Lewis; "Frontier Tales court. For information call (expired),806 Broad, Murray.
of Tennessee", by Louise Marilyn Adkins,753.4722.
Davis,a native of Puryear and
FOOD TALK
graduate of - Murray - State
IN JAMAICA
University who is at present a
KINGSTON,Jamaica(AP) —
roving reporter for the NashTo understand talk about food
HOOKS BOY
here, you sometimes need _a
ville Tennessean; "Blood and Mr. and Mrs. Lee Hook of translator. Quick service takeMoney", another book on the
best seller list by Thomas Murray are the parents of a out, as popular here as in the
Thompson; "Trinity" based baby boy, Todd Ryan, born on United States, is "gyam and
scram."
on the conflict between Thursday, July 13, at the
If you're invited to a dinner
various factions in Ireland, by Murray-Calloway County of -stamp n'go," be prepared
--Hospital.
Birds"
Thorn
Uris;
"The
Leon
for salt fish batter-dipped fritThey have anether— son, ters. "Run down" fish is mackby Collen McCullough, a story_
of Australian sheep country. James Ashley.
erel, or salt fish, boiled in coco- Grandparents are Mr. and nut milk with onions and
She also mentioned another
new book "Fools Die" being Mrs. Haley,Book and Mr. and peppers, and natives say it
published by Putnam Com- Mrs. James Hickey of tastes better than its name implies..
Paducah.
pany at enormous expense.
"Solomon gundy" is the
She closed her remarks by
name fer pickled herring, very
books
•
saying that many good
The largest opencut tin mine spicy. An offer of "matrimony"
in a free market of citizens are in the world, according to Na- toward the end of the meal can
being pushed out by the mass tional Geographic, is on the be accepted without serious
appeal made to popular taste outskirts of Kuala Lumpur, Ma- thought. It is a dessert comholstered by huge amounts of laysia. Its pit is more than 500 bining orange segments with
promotional money being feet deep and half a mile wide. star apple pulp in cream.

•••
•••
•

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••:

2 PRICE

•••
•

"
LADIES'
SHOES
•
•
• All Sales Final-Entire Stock Not Included
•
•
•
•
•
•

•:
•

SALE STARTS 9 A.M. Thurs., July 20th

•:

NANCY'S HOUSE OF SHOES

• Lucy's
• Shoe Box
•
mk REELFOOT SHOPPING CENTER
w UNION CITY,TENN.

44:

101 WEST WASHINGTON
PARIS,TEN:sic

••
)-4
4:

Simmon's
204 S. 14tH
Humbolt, Tenn

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Blackford
House Gallery

4

4

uk.

RICHARD B.
CROUCH M.D.
announces the opening
of his officefor

Family Practice

e
_GUESTS HERE
Mr. awd---Mrs, Georei
Webdell of Aurora, Mo., are
the guests of his sister, Mrs.
Bryan Tolley and Mr: Tolley.
1326 West-- Klitin--Street
Murray. .1

Murray Calloway County Hospital
Petultrig Cctrnpletitn• tif 11i5
.17ffiiv5 4,

MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
NM Smith lith
$fit rrriv
Off• ice ibmrN by Appointment

phone,759-4099

Day or Night

For Information
Regarding

Electrolysis

•

Here's the Diamond Sole you've
' been waiting for! Choose from over
300 Blazing Gents' or Ladies' Clusters —
and Save 30% Buy now with easy terms
or Layaway for Christmas.

MICHELSON'S

(Permanent
Removal of Hair)

Call 753-8856

0-

efre/e
753-7695

-

•

-
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Looking Back

11) DONALD M. ROTHBERG
Associated Press Writer

Capitol Ideas

10 Years Ago

'Talking'In
The Senate

•

WASHINGTON ( AP) - The floor of
the United States Senate is one of the
few forums where a person can carry
on a conversation with someone who
isn't there and not be led away in a
straitjacket.
If the Congressional Record- can be
believed — and would the record
mislead us- Sen. Gary Hart had a nice
chat the other day with Sens. Alan
Cranston. D-Calif.. and William
Hathaway, 1)-Maine. Unfortunately,
neither Cranston nor Hathaway wats
present.
"I thank my good friend, the
assistant majority :leader. for his kind
comments and his support of this
said Hart, according to the
Congressional Record transcript of the
debate on legislation dealing with military- construction projects.
Half a page later. the Colorado
Democrat turned to Hathaway, who
was elsewhere, and said. "I assure the
senator from Maine that I share his
concern regarding base closures and
realignments."
Did other senators shake their heads
and murmur about poor Gary Hart
taking leave, of his senses? Not at all.
Hart had simply submitted the, whole .
dialogue with Cranston and Hathaway
to the clerk for inclusion in the record.
Congress recently decided the record
should not mislead and black dots mark máteiáT hTth'as -Sub-Mitt-ell-bid. not
actually read. The statements by
Cranston and Hathaway were so
designated. But since Hart was on the
floor, his responses were not Marked.
Tempers are griiing shiort in the
Senate.
Sen. Mike Gravel, D-Alaska,
threatened to keen the Senate in session
all night Thursday in an effort to block

Washington Today

committee action on the Alaska lands
bill. The next day. Sen. Harrison Schmitt. R-N.M., blocked a vote on an
energy-bill.
"It seems to be the fad these days to
have a filibuster," said Sen.. Wendell
Ford, D-Ky., obviously annoyed by Schmitt's tactic.
Ford then asked Schmitt to explain
why he was opposed to the coal conversion bill. •
opening
"You ,- - missed
my
.statement," replied Schmitt.
"I probably was fortunate," snapped
Ford.
Later. Schmitt was asked if he was
trying to embarass • the president by
blocking action on the first element of
the administration's energy package to
emerge from' the Senate-House conference committee.
"No. replied the senator_"I think the
president dqes that very well by himself."
- Gravel says he will continue his fight
to.defeat the Alaska lands bill and will
use whatever parliamentary weapons
are available.
Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, 1)-N.Y.,
thinks he has discovered a military
secret:
During the debate on the military
construction pill. Moynihan noted that
• f
-at the geographic
distribution of the Army bases in this
country, we have to conclude that our
armed forces are preparing'fort-heir
next war to be against Nicaragua, as
they are almost all located in the more
sulubrious regions of the .Sun Belt and
that the idea that there are places in the
world where it sometimes freezes and
even snows, is one that has rather been
lost in the military mind."
By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer

FRB Up To
Old Tricks
WASFIINGTON .1AP — The money- courting precisely that danger now.
-managing Federal Reserve Board is up ,Miller openly has admitted the Fed's
to its old tricks, pushing interest rates actions could result in a recession if the
White House and Congress don't coopto the highest levels in . years and
contributing to fears of a new recession.' erate by reducing federal spending.
But last week. Miller even voted_
It's all reminiscent of 1974 when the
Fed's pressure on interest rates and the against the latest increase in the Fed's
discount rate, which was raised from 7
money supply played a major role in
percent to 7'4 _percent, the highest in
the nation's plunge into the deepest and
Longest recession since World War • II. more thap three years. He was outvoted
But wasn't that in the days of 3-2, though. the first time in recent
Republican presidents and the con-', memory a Fed chairrnaa has been on
servative chairman of the board,'crusty _the losing side in such a vote. The
old Arthur Burns? Didn't Democrat discount rate is the interest charged on
Jimmy Carter name his own man. G. loans to banks.
Members of the Federal Reserve
William Miller, to run the Fed? What
Board are appointed for 14 years and
goes on here?
What goes on here is that the Fed, like once 1)6 names a member, the president
no longer has any authority over him,
the Congress and the presidency, has a
or her, which gives the Fed its inrole to play in government that
dependent status. It is technically
sometimes transcends the inclinations
Congress. but
responsible to
of any particular chairman.
In other words, no matter what lawmakers frequently,,eomplain they
Miller's personal views might be, nor have little influence over its actions
either.
no matter bow much he would like to
please Carter, the business of the Fed
comes first, and right now the Fed sees
its business as fighting inflation.
. The White House and the Congress
are the spending branches of government. and, whether for better or worse.,
they are spending far more than the
government has in revenues. ,
The Fed, on the other hand is in a
position to try to counter the impact of
By Hugh A. Mulligan
excess spending, especially when it
AP Special Correepeadent
Shows up in worsening inflation. It
reacts almost instinctively .by tightDANBURY, Conn. (API — A big
ening the money supply. an action that. over-the-road bus .with .
' a toilet -in the
theoretically at least, relieves pressure back roils bi on Interstate 84, and in the
on price by pushing up interest rates. glint of its stainless steel my mind
With prices rising at an annual rate of flashes back to sunny summers long
more than .10 percent so far this year, gone when there were no interstates
the Fed ha-i- predictably reacted by and the toilets were at the next rest
tightening the screws on ,the money stop.
supply, pushing interest rates to 1974
1 am a small boy peering out a bus
levels. The,cost of, conventional home window at America rolling by in a
mortgagei is now over 10 percent, the breathless panorama of small towns,
highest in recent history .
tilled fields of corn and then wheat,
But there is a danger that as the Fed ranches, dark green mountains and
pushes up interest rates to slow the desert nights filled with stars. My
economy and coot inflation it may push father is by my side, a bundle of
them too high and plunge the-country Chamber of Commerce literature and
into a recession. Treesury Secretary W. the-Sporting News on his lap.
Michael Blumenthal-has said the Fed is
I don't suppose he ever made more
than 0,000 a year in his life. Probably
much less. He had an unusual
Murray Ledger & Times
warehouse job in a government office in
New York City, weighing and stamping
Pubilsher1.r I sippi•r-ori
bars worth millions from 8 to 5
gold
Mo lit' heon
Edibir
every day, but he never let dull routine
Mutt.,, ledger 4 Tubes is published
avers afternoon esLept Jundays. July A.atisttie him down. His mind's eye was
Ina,[My New Year s 1.iity and Thanksgiving
ways trained on the horizon of next
Mtrray Newspapers. liw• 103 N 4th St.
Murray. Ky 42E1 Second (lass Postage Paid at
summer's dream, planning the big bus
Murray: Ky 42071
trip.
, • .
,
SUBSeR1PTItr: MATES In areas served by
Carners, $2 SO per month. payable in advance'
There were three of usltids, all boys,
mail in Calloway County and to Benton. liar
and starting at the age of about 7, each
din. Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington,Ky and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryeas. Tn . 119.50 per
of us got to go in •different year: The
year. By mad te other,destinatIong..PS OS pv,
whole family'couldn't go on account of
Member of Associated Press. KentuclifPiesii
the financial considerations. Besides,
Association and Southern Newspaper Publlahites
Assiklation
Mom didn't like to travel, but she was in
The Aasoristed Preis is exclusivelyentitled
on the 'planning sessions which lasted
rePubbah local news originated by The Murrill,
Isdgar & Times as well as all tither AP news
all wieter long. After the supper dishes
IF1 PHONE NUMHER4
were cleared if0111 the dining room
753-191,
'
ilmalneskUifice
•
75rres
Classified Advertising
. table, it was like Eisenhower and Brad74-3.
Beau! Display Advertimuut
ley planning the 1)-Day invasion, maps
Vircidattan
261
Newsand Sports Dept
and schedules and pertinent literature
spread out all over the place.

Airman First Class John C. Larson is
now assigned to a squadron at an air
base in Vietnam).
Nesbitt'L. Mathis left July 13 from
Seattle Wash., and has now arrived for
U.S. Army service in Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nora
Edwards and Mrs. Tula Wells.
Thomas Clifton Doran, Jr., son of Mr.
and Mrs. T. C. Doran,,Murray, has
completed all requirements for the
degree of Doctor of Masic at Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Mrs. Mary Beale Cromwell of
Murray, teacher at Forrest Hills
Elementary School, Paducah, is attending the national conference of the
Associatiion of Classroom Teachers of
the National Education Association at
*Stillwater, Okla., this week.

20 Years-Ago

Inside Report

Carter: Still
-Self-Confident
Washington — Jimmy Carter, his
self-confidence undiminished by
believes
misfortune,
political
Democratic Senate candidates who now
treat him like a leper would help him in
the Senate and provide necessary votes
for a new SALT treaty.
This is no public relations
proclamation, but President Carter's
private comments, most recently made
to. a visiting delegation of liberal
Democrats. In this meeting and other
similar ones, the president's faith in
himself has seemed totally unaffected
by his precipitous fall in public esteem
During a half-hour meeting in the
Oval Office, the liberals expressed fear
that U. S.-Soviet detente was on the
rocks and that any newly negotiated
arms control(SALT Iii treaty probably
would not get through the Senate. The
president disagreed, predicting SALT
II would be ratified,by the Senate next
year and that negotiations -would get
underway for a SALT III treaty.
One visiting liberal pointed out that
some Democrats most likely to win
Republican-held Senate seats tend to be
conservative, hawkish and anti-Carter.
Specifically, he mentioned Gov. David
Boren of Oklahoma, Gov. J. James
Exon of Nebraska and former Atty.
Gen. Andrew Miller of Virginia.
The president laughed that off. He
forecast he would get support in the
Senate, from all three on SALT and
other questions. He particularly
stressed a warm relationship with
Virginia's Miller, forecasting that he
would vote to ratify a SALT treaty.
That was an awesome exhibition of
confidence, but perhaps not realism,

Mulligan 's Stew

Bus Trip
Briiigs Merifiiries

Ana--

o'

Il HIM land-EN-all% and Rolwri \Ai% uls

Then, usually late in April, came the
big night when Dad and who's ever turn
it was to go went down to the bus terminal to buy the tickets. Pittsburg
Columbus. Cincinnati, Evatisvilli,
Memphis ... each overnight stop
required a separate stub, but attached
to the rest of the
-ticket by perforation
and stretching on endlessly across the
country like a roll of pink toilet paper.
Dad's claim to fame, and it was a
proud one, was that he never had
learned to drive but had been in Ivery
state in the --Union three times by
Greyhound or Trailways, which was no
easy feat for an unskilled laborer in the
Depression years. Of course, Hawaii
hadn't entered the"Union yet. and the
Alcan Highway hadn't been built, or
we'd have gotten to Anchorage in those
pre-statehood days just to see if they
had a semi-pro baseball team that the
Sporting News had missed.
Since my father first taught me to
pack a cardboard suitcase in that uncomplicated unair-conditioned long
ago, the great open road of life has taken me to 106 countries on every continent. Flaps out, wheels down over a
new city Bangkok, Peking, Calcutta,
Papeete - I always look out at the
buildings and...
streets and bridges
hurrying into focus with the wonder and
excitement and feeling of adventure of
a small boy peering out a bus window,
Out of a sense of nostalgia: I always
cheek the local paper to see if there's a
ball park.. Cricket in Auckland, New
Zealand. rugby and soccer in Thiwan
helped pass many a Sunday afternoon,
but what bliss to find a real iliseball
diamond in Manila, in Kyoto, in
Cristobal, Panama, and outside the
huge automobile plant in Twin, Italy.

Virginia is a defense-oriented state, and
Miller has been campaigning in that
spirit — avoiding identification with the
president.
The other two Senate candidates
mentioned are even more intent on
avoiding the Carter imprtint. Exon
vows the president will not set foot in
Nebraska during his ,xampaign.
Oklahoma's Boren never has forgiven
Mr. Carter for reneging on natural gas
deregulation- and declined to attend a
recent Carter fund-raiser in Dallas
while consenting to send his wife as a
proxy).
CRANE'S MYSTERIOUS
.
•
BACKER
At least three strategy meetings
preparing the imminent Republican
presidential campaign by Rep. Philip
Crane of Illinois have been held at the
Virginia headquarters of the
mysterious right-wing fund-raiser
Richard Viguerie.
That confirms word which has been
circulating through conservative
circles since the 1976 election; Crane is
Viguerie's choice for president, no
matter whether Ronald Regan rims or
not.
While a superb fund-raiser, Viguerie
is not total asset. He has opposed so
many Republicans and made clear so
often that he is not a Republican but an
independent conservative that he-mar
prove a liability in Republican
primaries.
A footnote: Viguerie has returned to
conceal his operations. After the 1976
election, he tried to improve his image
by hiring William Rhatican, a wellliked public relations man in the NixonFord administration. Now Viguerie has
returned to "nd comment" when asked
about his participation in Crane's or
any other eneimaign-.
VP REALISM
While scrupulously loyal as a vice
president must be, Walter F. Mondale
is realistic enough in private sessions
about the hard facts of campaign life
this year.
A Democratic candidate making an
uphill fight for a conservative,

CaRRA1F1Frirr

?WV
KgE tifFIER
Hoe.,IN
JO DEBT
ORfgOUBLE
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor are welcomed-and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and thy writer's.
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The Phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should .be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers...
Address correspondence to:
Editor,- The Murray Ledger &
Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
.!

Republican-held congressional district
in the West talked bluntly about those
facts during a recent visit with the vice
president. The candidate said Mr.
Carter was a distinct political liability
for his campaign, and he had no choice
other than to occasionally criticize the
president.
He expected but received no
argument from Mondale. The vice
presideriCreplied that he understood the
situation and realized that all candidates should do what they must to
get elected.
CARTER'S COIGRESSMAN
Intense congressional endorsement
or Rep. William Steiger's amendment
to reduce capital gains taxes is
reflected by the support for it in the
face of presidential opposition by the
man known as Jimmy Carter's
congressman: Rep. Wyche Fowler of
Georgia.
Fowler, who left the Atlanta city
council to replace Andrew Young in
Congress, supports the president most
of the time and defends him personally.
But he objects to the Carter policy on
capital gains, contending that the investor who takes risks ought to be
rewarded.

Alood crowd was on hand July 17 at
the court house to hear a discussion of
the project being planned by the East
Fork Water Shed Conservancy District.
Pvt. James H. Miller and Pvt. Eura
W. Flood have been assigned to the
551st Antiaircraft Artillery Missile
Battalion in Chatsowrth, Calif.
The growth of the educational system
in Calloway County was the subiect of
the talk made by Dr..Hugh McEirath
at the Meeting of the Murray Rotary
Cub.
Lorene Clayton, missionary from the
Kentucky Mountains, was speaker at
-the meeting of the.Woman'tsocigty of
Christian Service of the Hazel
Methodist Church on July 16.
"Cattle Empire" starring Joel McCrea, Gloria Talbott, Don Haggerty, and Phyllis Coates is showing at the
Varsity Theatre.

30 Years Ago
John Shroat has been appointed
chairman of the Calloway County
campaign for Virgil , Chapman- .for
United -States Senator from Kentucky
on the Demecrafic tickerDeaths reported include Mrs. Laura
Brown, age 87.
Dr. Ralph H. Woods, president of
Murray State College, will address a
joint meeting of the civic clubs of
Ballard County on July 22.
Grand Ole Opry stars from Nashville,
Tenn., will Present a show at the tent at
North Seventh and Olive Streets,
Murray, on July 20.
Mrs. Callie Outland has returned to
her home in Cincinnati, Ohio, after a
visit with her son, Hill Gardner, and
family and other relatives and friends.
Mrs. Harbard Jetton was hostess for
the meeting of the Missionary Auxiliary
of the North Pleasant Grove: Cumberland Presbyterian Church held on
July 16.

EARTIIIN
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. II
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
Heartline, 114 East Dayton Street, West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
reetikee-a prompt reply, but you must
Include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed In this column.
Heartline: I am going-to-WIZ-this
year. I have been drawing Social
Security for three years now. When I
turn 65, I will be eligible for Medicare. I
am undecided about buying a suPplememtal health insurance policy to
Medicare. lam in excellent health and I
havenot been to the doctor, except for a
yearly check-up, in about 20 years.
Everything I read says that a person's
income and desires should dictate
whether or not they buy an insurance
policy. Do you think a person's present
state of health should have some
bearing on this?—L.E.
In some cases, health would be a
determining factor, but normally you
can be taking a big risk by letting your
current state of health dictate when you
buy a health insurance policy. Your
health can change rapidlisand once you
become unhealthy, it is then, very
difficult, if not impossible, to get
health insurance, and even more difficult to get a good Medicare supplernenal policy.
There are some Medicare sup-,
plements which will cover you for all
pre-existing health conditions immediately. Some people have been
lucky enough to find such a policy afttr
their health turned for the worse.
Others 144 been less feirtunate and
have lost their life savings, home and
all they-wed fin- during their entire
lives. It is our opinion that even a
person who is presently in very good
health - can still benefit from having
health Insurance.,As we stated warner,
it can be risky, and later on very expensive, to not have a health insurance
policy.
For free information on buying'health
insurance and Medicare supplements,
send a long, self-addressed and
stamped envelope to Heartline Health
Insurance, 114 East Dayton St., WA*

Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please allow 30
days for handling and delivery.
Heartline: I am 66 years old and I
draw my Social Security benefits. I am
also on Supplemental Social Security
Income (SCI). Last week Ifeceived a
call to go to the local Social Security
office to discuss my SSI benefits. I don'tunderstand why they are doing this. My
situation has not changed at all. Can
you tell me what thisis all about—P.N'
The Social Security administration
reviews every SSI recipient at least
once a year to .inake sure that the
recipients are still eligible and that they
are being paid the correct amount.
These reviews are required by law.
Social Security representatives will get
in touch with everyone on SSI when it is
time to review the case.
This review may be done by phone, or
a personal interview at the recipient's
home or in the Social Security Office.
The same type of questions will be
asked as were asked when you applied
for SSI. They will need information
about your income, things you own and
your living arrangements.
Heartline: I am 59 years old and I am
a widow. I am drawing my widow's
benefits from the Civil Service Commission as my husband always worked
for the government. I have met a
gentleman whom I have been seeing for
over a year now. If I decide to marry
him, what will happen to my pension
form Civil Services?-1.J.
If you decide to remarry before the
age of 60, then you will lose your entire
Civil Service Survivor's Annuity.
Remarriage after the age of 60 will not
terminate your widow's benefits. If you
decide to remarry before age 60 and
lase your annuity), your benefit can be
reinstated if yoqr marriage is terminated by death, annulment .or
divorce and you pay back the lump slim
(if any ) that was paid to you.., upon
termination of the annuity:
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Deaths Of 21 Persons In Texas
Attributed To 1 7-Day Heat Wave
century mark for the Dallas
Business was also booming
area.
for area ice companies, Bob
People suffering from the Russell, manager of Fort
heat continued to straggle into Worth's Crystal Ice Co., said,
Dallas and Fort Worth "We're selling it faster than
emergency rooms, but no we can make it."
heat-related fatalities had
Record or near-record
been reported in the area water and power consumption
since Monday when two have been common in Dallas
women died at a Dallas and Fort Worth since the heat
hospital within five minutes of wave began July 2.
each other.
Les Robinson, director of
At least 12 heat victims were the
Fort Worth '-water
hospitalized in Dallas Tuesday department, said Monday's
night and three more in Fort usage was another record Worth. Bob Clark, assistant almost 184 million gallons.
administrator at Dallas' Tuesday morning, the city
Parkland Hospital, said, "We began pumping at the fate of
not
experienced 214 million gallons a day to
have
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By DON HARRISON
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS SAP) - Ervie
Gipson sat on hengilont porch
herself,' -quietly
fanning
praying for the end of an
oppressive- dome of hot air
that has spread across the
northern two-thirds of Texas
and killed at least 21 people in
Dallas and Fort Worth.
The p4-year-old widow
adnfitted she was frightened
and wondered out loud, "How
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Clearance
Bel Air Center
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long Lord? How
much
longer?"
One story that scares her is
that of an elderly couple found
dead last week in an unail-conditioned apartment.
"Most of those folks who
died are older. But I guess all I
can do is trust fl-the Lord. I
been here most all my life and
I ain't never seen it so bad,"
she said Tuesday. The tent
perature had climbed to 101,
the 17th straight day above the
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Goodyear quality, every step of the way!

inistration
it at least
that the
d that they
amount
d by law.
/es will get
I when it is

I'LL GIVE
.
YOU A
DLME
FOR THAT
:Gum

ST IC-K. IT ON
THE BOTTOM
OP MY
CANE

AND I WANT
TO PICK UP
THIS TEN
DOLLAR
BILL I
FOUND

Sale Ends Saturday!

460-13
F60.14
060.15
1460-15
1.60-15
F70-14
070-15

-

.47 "
lar
P•
1741

$46.85
$57.50
$62.05
$66.70
$71.50
$53.15
$58.35

$37.00
$46.00
$49.60
$53.35
$57.20
$42.50

11:tr:Re
noseli.
$2.10
$2.78
$3.02
$3.20
$3.55
$2 58
$2.85

RANI CHECK - If we sell out of you, sue we
will issue you a rain check, assuring future
delivery at the advertised price.

Smooth-Riding Polyester
75

r phone, or
recipient's
.ity Office.
is will be
ou applied
iformation
U own and

_

d and I am
y widow's
vice CornLys worked
ire met a
seeing for
to marry
iy pension
before the
rour entire
Annuity.
60 will not
fits. If you
4e 60 and
eflt can be
ge is terlment .or
lump -----You_ uPon

13R70-13
DR70-14
FR70.14
HR70-15
81E60-13
HR60-15

Slali

The big bold look of action? Double
.fiberglass belts reinforce the tread ' keep tread grooves open for good grip,
long wear. Shock -absorbing polyester
cord body. Outline white letters. A
powerful choice for performance.

RIME

Resuiar
Prise

- &No

glackwall
Size

OUR
PR ICE

Plus
FI T
and old
tire

E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
G713-15

131.10
$27.00
121.00
130.01

$2.03
$2.04
$2.19
$2.38

• S75-13 biackwall

phis $1.72 F.E.T.
•;
'and old tire

Lube& Oil Change

Durable ribt tread, designed for -grip • Resilient polyester cord body
won't flatspot! • 78series sizes fit many
popular American cars

$588
• Up to 5 qts. major brand
Oil • Helps protect moving
parts a ensures smooth
quiet performance • Complete chassis lubrication
and oit change e Check fluid
levels•Includes light trucks
Calll for an appointment.

APuit $2

ON The
PALACE
MR. WALKER'S* GROUNDS.
GONE? WHERE
WE ARE
SEARCA NG.
MAJOR

Engine Tune-1

Front-End Alignment
and 4lire Rotation
Parts extra
if required
Excludes front
wheel drive.

• Protect tires and improve vehicle
performance • Inspect and rotate 4
tires, check suspension and steering
system • Set camber, caster and toein to manufacturers specifications
Meat U.S. mails- sem Import cart.

$3988

Price Includes
PAWS and labor
14 less for
effietrowit tgaftion.

6-cyl,
WM - Lcyi
WM - 4-cyl
• Klectronic engine, starting and charging sys-

tem analysis • Install new points, spark plugs,
condenser and WO( • Set dweill• and engine
timing • Adjust MIrburetor for fuel-economy
• No extra charge Mr air conditioned cars
• Includes Volkswagen. Toyota, Dotson and
light trucks.

410
Just Say `Charge It'

1111.
110.1,
Own
of these 7 other ways to hwy. Our
BankAmericard
•
Charge
Master
•
an
l
tusbtoomrai
:u
er C:edit P.
• American Express Card • Carte Blench. •Diners
G
•
Acts*
Charge
Drialciag
111111117 Goatee
Shown At Golidyear ser41ce Stems
See Your independent Dealer For His Price and Credit Terms Prices At
•a
In All'Communities Served By This Nevesparler

0OD rik-YEA

Else sly

WE'LL ASK THEM
WHEN TI-4EY COME
TO, CELEST/Afr.
ONE,

7

GOOMAR SERVICE STORES
Store Resin: 7:30 A.M. until 1-00 P.M. Deny OPea FrMaY Wt.8:00 Vat
romf(Prteth
comforted •
; Torinthiunfurl
ritt1fi t

are?

lir

Het

Mgr. T. Younkin
315 W.Broidway
Mayfield, Ky. •
247-3711

Mgr. E. Witte
600 Jefferson
Paducah,Ky.
'
442-5464

Mgr. L. G. Ginssco
100 S. Stateline
Fulton, Ky.
472-1000
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ROSE'S JULY COAT LAY-AWAY PLAN
...LAY-AWAY NOW.
Phillip B. Klapper, M. D.,
has announced that he will
begin practicing medicine in
Murray this month. He is a.
specialist in otolaryngology
Dr. Klapper's practice will
include all aspects of the
diagnosis and treatment of
diseases of the ear • nose and
throat His practice will inmicroscopic
ear
clude
surgery, head, neck and facial
plastic surgery, and endoscopy .
A native of Seattle, the new
Murray physician received his
bachelor of Arts degree from
the University of Washington
at Seattle in 1970. He then
earned his M. D. degree from
the University of Washington
School of Medicine in 1073.
Following a surgical internship at Rochester General
Hospital. Rochester, New
York, Dr. Klapper served a
three-year residency at Strong
in
Hospital
Medical
Rochester. He completed this
specialty training in June
1978.
Dr. KlapPer and his wife,
the former Patricia Stokke of
Seattle. are now residing in

Our Coats Won't Stay on the Racks Long
Great colors. Beautiful detailing. New styles. Better hurry . .they
won't stay on the racks long,we expect a sell-out. Rose's lay-away
plan lets you select now for the coat you'll be wearing later. What a
smashing way to step out thliswinter. .. proving you can look Super
whOe fending off the cold.

Dr. Phillip B. Klapper
Murray. The Klapper's have
.
an infant son, David.
Pending completion of his
office in the new Medical Arts
Building, Dr. Klapper's office
will temporarily be located in
the lobby of the Convalescent
Division at Murray-Calloway
ApHospital:
County
pointments 4ith Dr. Klapper
may be madF ita calling 7594811.

("(

WKRTC Trustees Named
president and secretary, and
Stephenson,treasurer.
The election of trustees was
conducted by Farland Robbins, attorney for the
cooperative. The financial
report was presented by
Bethel Richardson, the
-cooperative's auditor.
a.In his annual report to the
members, Glen B. Sears,
general manager, said that
since last year's meeting four
more exchanges Lynnville,
and
Farmington, Sedalia
West Plaint have deen ,'con-verted to all one-party service.
Sears noted that the
cooperative had a net gain of
561 telephones in 1977, which
made a total of . 16,152
telephones in service at the
end of the year. He said the
total tost of plant in service as
of that date was $16,964.520.
Door prizes were awarded
at the conclusion of the
meeting, and Don Rust and
Impressions
from
the
Paducah entertained prior to
the`opening .. of the business
•
session.

MAYFIELD,KY.—Three
'MIMI-es-of-the West Reatacky
Rural Telephone Cooperative,
serving Graves, Calloway,
Carlisle,. Marshall and Hickman counties in Kentucky—and
and
Henry
Weakley counties in Tennessee, were re-elected at the
cooperative's annual members' . meeting Saturday
evening at the Mayfield
Middle School Auditorium.
'Re-elected to three years
terms' by acclamation- were'
John W. Galloway and Roy M.
Lowe, Graves Cfinzity; and
Lassiter Hill, Calloway
County-.
Holdover trustees include
Cortez Schmidt and George
Stephenson,- Graves County;
Hemion Darnell, Calloway
County; Stanley .lones,
Carlisle County; Bill Futrell,'
Marshall County; • and W. F.
Cary. Henry County Tennessee.
Following __the members'
meeting, the trustees met
bnefly and re-elected Jones,
president, Schmidt, vice-

.Pio

Meeks Accepts-Position
•

WILLIAMSBURG. Ky. —
Dr. James L. Meeks, chairman of the department and
professor of chemistry at
Cumberland College. recently
accepted the chairman of the
de artment of chemistry_ and
eology at Murray State
University. A Harlan County
native. Dr. Meeks has been a
member of the Cumberland
College faculty since 1964 and
head of the chemistry
department since 1967.
_After graduation tri3111
Evarts High School, Meeks
enrolled at Cumberland where
he earned the B. S. degree in
1962. Meeks proceeded in
graduate work and earned his
M.S. at Purdue University
11965 and Ph.D. at Louisiana
State University (1974).t-- Throughout his career,
Meeks has been the recipient
of various academic honors
including: the E. A. Compton
Mathematics Award,.. Cumberland ." College;
AEC
Research
Assistantship,.
Purdue University and
Louisiana State University
numerous National Science.
Foundation Institutes for
Cotrege Teachers in chemistry
assistantships and awards for

MISS YOUR )APtill
Sdbealbere las bees
recelved flab beene4Iellawal
reef
The *am Weer I
Time by 5316 p.a. Ihealtry.
Maps,by 3:30 p. a. en Sawdays ere urged t• cell 753-1914
between 510 p. a.aid 6 p.m.,
Meer* Friday,
3:31p.
ad 4p. S. keerdays, re Inure
dellawy el Ike newspaper Calk
err be plated by 6,... we*
days r 4yds._
Ju fie

seseereedeiweey.

Ladies'
Hooded Easy.
Care Vinyl

B Ladies'
Full-Length
Brushed Denim

Coat

Coat -

A

-

C

Ladies'
Versitale
Belted

Coat

444
lath

awn

Dr. James L. Meeks
participation in Argonne
National Laboratory Faculty
workshop.
In an attempt to pronounce
Photoelectron Spectroscopy,
Meeks' field of specialization,
the tongue might become
twisted as happened to the
Cumberland College Student
Government
Association
president during a special
convocation in which Meeks
was presented the 1976-77
S.GA.-- Honored Professor
award. However irt-this hard
to pronounce field,-Dr. James
L. Meeks . is considered an
ainharity and has written and
lectured extensively on the
subject
- •
Meeks' non-professional
Interest. lies with, gritimist
International, in Which he
served as president (1975-76i
of the Williamsburg Optimist
Club and lieutertant governor,
1978-77i of the KentuckyWest Virginia District, and
amateur radio, reaching the
rank of instructor for the
American - Radio
Relay
I Ra g ue.
._
-Meeks" is married to the
• former Peggy Taylor and they
are the _pole pis uf_one
a uyTri.r, Sumac._
- -

For The Asking!

-

NYLON SKI JACKET

A lightweight yet warm jacket. This jacket zips
and for added warmth has 7 over snaps Has 2
front snap pockets and a hide-away hood
Choose sizes S
:KA-L 6,--Navy, Green or Wine

Bundle up in our full length brushed
denim coat. Highly styled with 7 butt
ton front, 2 side pockets with button
flap trim, detachable hood, tie belt,
fully lined inside of warm flannel
Select from sizes 7/8 - 15/16 in
toluo only.

Elegantly styled crinkled look
coat with the appearance of
brushed buckskin. Has 3 button
front, matching tie belt, 2 side
pockets with button trim, soft fur
look trim collar arid cuffs, and is
fully lined. Choose sizes 10- 18
in Ctiestnyt, Vicuma or Gray.

SHOP YOUR NEARBY ROSES STORE FOR MANY OTHER SAVINGS.

4-Ounce
Head & Shoulders

}Fre

ite
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071

'A soft, vinyl all weather coat A sytlith coat for today's woman: Has 6
biitton front, 2 side pockets, tie belt,
detachable hood, 2 chest pockets,
and fully lined inside Choose sizes
7/8 - 15/16 in Redwood, Candy
Apple orqioney

Lotion
&„Shoulders
Head
hats end Solidi

127
Deodorant Des1 Soso safe for the
wry* family in handy size 3 5
oz (net wl I brs

Head & Shoulders helps prevent
dandruff and fleeing 4-oz (net
WI)tube

Lotion formula Heed & Shoulders
dandruff shampoo
oz betVs

Scope leavis breath minty
ta.hng. 24-0. oz. litaffwarnfsi
fondly size

d look
nce of
I button
2 side
soft fur
, and is
10 - 18
ay.

°lids

I 50
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ROSES
RECORD & TAPE SPECIAL

Similar To Illustration

BEAR

X14010

Kraco
40 Channel
C. B.

JEANNIE
C.
RILEY

WILLIE
NELSON

RED
SO VINE

*ROCK
*COUNTRY
*GOSPEL
*EASY

Assortmentall Spring and Summer
REG.
TO
17.95

Reduced

Peat
Moss

2/$5
2/$3

Gives yv.i.0 five separate functions with
Just the press of a button. The hour.
minutes, seconds, month and day. Treat
yourself cf your favorite guy or gal

SOUTHLAND

PEAT
MOSS
Quaker
State
Motor Oil

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
A formal signing ceremony
was scheduled today at which
the city and representatives of
the firefighters' union would
sign a new contract.
The contract was tenapproved
by
tatively
negotiators early Tuesday and
was ratified by a 358-30 vote in
pre-dawn balloting.
"It's a joyful occasion for
me," said Mayor William
Stansbury.
Although the contract won't
be official until signed, the
ratification vote was enough
to send firemen back to work
voluntarily.
The intercession of former
Louisville Mayor Frank Burke
was considered a major factor
in breaking the impasse over
wages that triggered a fiveday walkout by the 600
firemen.
Burke, who was mayor during a 1971 firemen's strike,
served as a go-between in the
secret talks Monday that
eventually led to the settlement. The city's revised
proposal was submitted to the
union on Monday and began a
day of talks at a Louisville
motel.
The breakthrough apparently carne when both
sides agreed on time-and-ahalf pay for Sunday work.
That money boosted the annual pay increase to about
$1,600 for firemen with five
years experience, the figure
that union negotiators had
demanded in earlier talks.
Firemen at the five year level
had been making ,about
$12,400.
The agreement to pay fire- men time-and-a-half for Sundays will increase a firefighter's scheduled overtime
by 408 hours a year.
Sergeants would receive $1,-.
693 and captains $2,100.
The agreement also includes one-time payments —
of $350 for some salary grades
and $500 for others — for Fire
Department employees such
as office workers, who work
40-hour weeks and would not
benefit from the overtime
--provisions.
Before the strike the city
had offered wage and benefits
increases of about $1,200 a
year for firefighters with five
years experience. The union
had sought about $400 more.
"The union did achieve its
basic goal," said union lawyer
Herb Segal.
He said he thought the wage
increase was fair in• light of
the rising cost of living and "in
light of bow far behind we
were before."

The strike began Friday
morning, ended for 13 hours
late Fridley, and commenced
again Saturday when another
round of talks failed.
The walkout closed all but
seven of of the city's 23 fire
stations, and 28 department
supervisors and some 280
National Guard troops formed
skeleton crews to provide
some protection. No serious
fires broke out, but even
routine alarms taxed the
crews.
National Guard troops were
recalled when the contract
was ratified.

•
As an introduction to The
Homeplace-1850, Land Between The Lakes is sponsoring
an 1850's Craft Day, Sunday,
July 23, 1978, from 2:00 to 4:30
p.m.
The Homeplace-1850 is a
living
history
farm,
illustrative of the lifestyle of
area residents in the mid-19th
century. To open in the fall of
this year, The Homeplace now
offers periodic tours of the
two-generation farmstead.
Sixteen original log and
frame structures have been
moved to Prior
Tennessee, in the southern
portion of Land Between The
Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre
public demonstration area in
western Kentucky and Ter17.
nessee.
.When the project opens on a
regular basis, The Homeplace
staff will, perform the daily
farm nd household chores,
using 19th century methods.
As a preview to The
Homeplace
program,
domestic crafts will be
demonstrated at 1850's Craft
Day.
Visitors may -observe and
participate in flax spinning,
wool processing and dyeing,
candle .dipping, shingle
making, and butter churning,
all demonstrated by TVA staff
dressed in the—style- of -the •
period.
Those who help churn the
. butter will earn a taste of their
results on home baked bread
samples.
For additional information
contact Interpretive'Services,
TVA, Land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, KY
42231, telephone (502)924-5602,
extension 243.

Chicken
an vvhitemeat
landlubber's treat.
Enjoy a Chick-en Planks. Dinner. Four
boneless strips of whitemeat chicken cooked in our secret batter. Served with crispy fryes.
A landlubber's delight.

Short Sets

25%

OFF

(No Ram Check)

Vents
s-14 Gable Vent Reg. $37.50
1400 Spartan Roof Vent Reg. $49.95
EB-12 Wind Driven Ventilator Reg. 18.88

S

11,131tu
SAVE $4.00

*MarkrBowns in all

Departments on Spring and
SEAFOOD SHOPPES

PAGE 9-41
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Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

*Bel-Air Shopping Center

*Limit Rights Reserved

Pure

Cr
Gt

Ti(

8 AM-11 PM
EVERY DAY

Bout

To
These Items On Display
Throughout The Store

PURCHASE BEAUTIES-Seventeen-year-old Robyn Overbey was crowned as the 1978 Purchase District Fair
Queen on Friday. July 14, in ceremonies at the Mayfield Middle School auditorium. A Marshall County High School
student from Calvert City, she is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert K. Overbey of Calvert City, and the granddaughter of George E. Overbey and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Waldrop of Murray. She will reign over the festivities at this
year's Purchase District Fair at Mayfield. July 17-22, and will be competing in the Miss Kentucky-Universe Pageant in
Louisville. Members.of her court are, left to right, Miss Patricia Ann Johnson, Murray, first runner-up; Miss Tonia D.
Barnett, Hardin, third runner-up; Miss Sherri Johnson. Mayfield, fourth runner-up; and Miss Renee Tobey, Kirksey,
second runner-up. The latter was chosen as "Miss Congeniality' by her fellow contestants. Judges included State
Senator Richard Weisenberger, Mayfield. Martha Broach and Leta Taylor, Murray, Julie Harris, Paducah, and Nancy
Mayfield Messenger photo
Elliot Mayfield, a former Miss Kentucky-Universe.

Ch

Lb.
Otrs.

Delta

By. SY RAMSEY
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP)Western Kentucky Gas Co.
has put on four witnesses to
try to prove to the state Public

annual

rate increase. •
The firm said its 7.3 percent
increase, if granted, would_
raise average residential
rates about $8.50 a year.

Texas

Northern

Tissue

June

company

with

Sch.

Item

Mil.

Col.

1

LIABILITIES
.17. Demand deposits of individuals, partnerships, and corporations
018. Time and savings deposits of individuals. partnerships, and corporations
19 Deposits of United States Government
20. Deposits of States 'and_oofitical subdivisions
21. Deposits of foreign governments and official institutions

25 Lb.
Bag

E

4

D
A

10

9.
b

Sch
•

"re

2
3

F'

4

6 Or

12

13
"one 14
15
11 07 16

Item
If

F
•

w
11

Col.

F

No. shares outstanding
a. No. shares authorized
b. No. shares outstanding

A

17

8+C
A+13+C

is

A+13+C

20
None 21
None"

A+8+C
A+84-C
A

- 5+6
7
a

A

8
4

13+C

a

None
None

25
26

None

27
28
29
30
31

None

33
370

131

34
35

701

36
37

11 ncp

59'

Scot Lad

RADISHES 4 For '1
Red Plums
Neciarines
69'
Yellow Corn 3 ,49`
3
Bananas
Yellow Onions3.b.g69'

-Peas

160z.4/99'

Delta

Towels

roll

1/99

USDA
Beef

CANTiibUPES

Bryan

Por
Fresh

7R0

5

6214

Spa

710
10

ea.

none
‘:Ine
None

Fresh

Stei
3

_ -COUPON

,COUPON
II 1:.ker

44weif4-Per Fen,
this report of emu:Nairn

General Mills

Bisquick

•••••
rector*.

••••••

10 lb, bog $149

K pnt.iicky
(7.911
„ County of
day of
to and nibeeribedlififere is. thee ...... 2th
441 Opt)

40 oz

89'

Wyler

Borden Prize

Dove

Lemonade

Lemonade

Bar s

Do

$1 59

liquid
..
no, 69'

Expires 7-.25-74

Expires 7-25-78
Good Only At Storey I

•

4505

$219

33 oz

m:
,

sad!hereby eertify Mat I ossi slot on officer or arootor of thiljebemk•
,19.71

SWi

311

Cor-rvat--rAtteot!

tAnliber 14i
•

18 or.

rpp

rcy)

of the above-wowed bank, do ifiz
---

S

.Sauce

Red

-

zpirag

Kraft Bor B-0

32

(Par value)

2. Standby letters of credit outstanding las of Call data/
3... Time deposits of $100,000 or more (as of call date):
0.in AMMOrIllicTs_Pf_1100,040 or _MOS
-UDR c4111111CATes 01-0,90
Bobby.
,,
.
i. true darFairrreet, to the begs/ lops biorhythm ogyilsolieI•

3/S100
10 oz

3.000

3.000

Average for 30 calendar days ending with call date:
a. Cash and due from banks (corresponds to item 1 above)
b Fetterst funds sold and securities purchased Under agreements to resell (corresponds to rtern 8 above)
c. Total loans (corresponds to item 9. above)
d. Time deposits of $100,000 or mOrilt(Corresponds to Memoranda items 3a plus 3b below)
Total deposits (corresponds to item 24 above)
f. Federal funds purrased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase (corresponds to item 25 above)
I. other liabilities for borrowed rrioney (corresponds to item n *boys)

-401har Ire doodad* sa.Aceountara S.141Q10130

one
qt, 97-

Xin

(Par ;slut)

371_
MEMORANDA

my

10,7 69'

Plates

Mustard

PRODUCE

C

34. Surplus
35 Undivided warts
36. Reserve for contingence,* and other capital reserves
37. TOTAL EQUITY CAPITAL(sum of items 32 trim 36)
311. TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY CAPITAL (sum of items 30, 31,and

,
-•

72

Et Opeeated

7
8

a.

Strom

0i 64/88
'

Plochmon's

EQUITY CAPYTAL

41.111111 MARE FOR
• NOTARY'S 111141-1

99

)4

iGher Dill

4

rnOnfy

Stele et

Hominy

7rn 3
9 4
Nor, 5

TOTAL LIABILITIES (excluding subordinated notes and debentures)
Subordinated notes and debentures
,

•

89'

Bush

-52(13

Acceptances executed by or for account of this bank and outstanding
Other liabilities

1.

79'

3/88'

14 oz

Owl

36

Nor-

Certified and

Common stock

qt.

Wizard

DOG FOOD

6

Deposits cif commercial banks
officers' checks
24. TOTAL DEPOSITS (sum of items
a. Total demand deposits
b. Total time end savings deposits
Federal funds purchased and sscarrtms sold under agreements to repurchase E

33

Bow Wow
Chunk

Thee:

7

16. TOTAL ASSETS (sum of items 1 thru 15)

stock

Gt. Northerns

declining

N-1
State Bank
No.. 71-A71

c. Loans. Net
10 Direct lease financing
11. Bank premises. furniture and fixtures, and other assets representing bank premises
v.
12 Real estate owned other than bank premises
13 Investments in unconsofiClated subsidiaries and associated companies
14 Customers' fiabaity to this bank on acceptances outstanding
•
7
15. Other assets

32. Preferred

(with coupon below)

because it "is a relativelystraight gas utility

small

Foam
c

Loans, Tot"! (exclikling unearned income)
Less: Reserve for possible ioan losses

Other liabilities for borrowed
Mortgage indebtedness

Cc

a•-•(

4. Obligations of States and political ititiFrisiorts
5. Other bitinas. notes, and debentures
6, Corporate stoCk
7 Trading account securities
8 Federal funds sold and securities purchased under agreements to resell

22.
23.

Fog

Bush

and Domestic Subsidiaries at the clone of

ASSETS
,,,-.11NANCE SHEET
Cads and due from banks
2. U.S Treasury securities
3. Obligations of other U.S. Government agencies arid corr..

a
b

Louisville Gas & Electric Co.
Kentucky Utilities Co.

or

sales."
'It' is vital to Western's
Charles
Larson
of financial
health
that the
Washington, D.C., a company !
-PSC) approve its proposed
consultant, said Western
rates," Larson said.

K f.ritucky

, 19 7P

30
'

sc(iid,Dreng

He said Western's stock is
risky than that of

es.•Barik. rlf

in the State of.

Ca

of 69

Slices

more

PUBLISHER'S COPY

of ...iaze,1

81`

Paramount Hamburger

capitalization.

"The company at the
present time does not. have
4ny,.significnt alternate
supplies available," Greable
said.

should be allowed a higher
depreciatrion rate because the
.oiitlook for adequate gas from
Western Kentucky's suppliers

4 roll

Mor

should be allowed a return of
its
on
percent
10.8

Transmission

by Western Kentucky.

One of them, Gene Greable,
a certified public accountant
from Chicago, said the firm

Consolidated Report of Condition of"

9

Gas

Corp. and the Tennessee Gas
Pipeline Co. supply most of
the natural as sold at retail

to give the attorney generaN
office, the only intervenor, an

halt fee (ote)

business qui

is not optimistic.

opportunity to cross-examine
company witnesses.

Service Commission Tuesday
that the utility needs its
requested, $4.3 million

After
the
testimony
Tuesday, the PSC adjourned
the hearing until a later date

2/89'

Facial Tissue

ySeeking Rate Iiik
Associated Press Writer

- Hick

Nettary pubis&

Expires 7-25-78
OW Oily Al Skiffs

Expires 7-25-78
6164 Obit

At Siony's

Cod Omit At Sisrei's
,

3
Expores
Good Only A
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Every Day Low Pikes
Compare These Low SheffPrices With Theirs
Pure Veg

Chef Skillet

$169

3 lb

Crisco
Gt Size.

Pizza
C& H

Tide

49 oz

S1

39

Bounty

Sugar

Deli Now

$17
10 lb

Scot Lad

Towels

Roll 65`

OPEN

SUGAR
c"

5146

•38 oz
Oil

- Hickory

8 A.M. to 7 P.M.

ft

Chips

2 lb 69`

Morton
2/89
'

SAVE

S1 21

13 oz

Kc
Miracle

Whip

qt99c

Canning Salt

5 lb 42`

Singles

$1 09
•

12 oz

•

Scot Lod

5 Lb.
Rag.

Kraft

e

Margarine

Jib 43
'

Ocean Spray Cranberry
Folger's

4 roll 81
'

Coffee

I lb

$291

Beans

Juice
„b

33
'

Limit 1 Per Custeme, With
SU Ado
our. Excluding -02XICLU d1 Daly. uroducrs

Q,

48 oz

51 23

Scot Lad Frozen
boring

9 oz

59

Scot Lod
79c

Everyday Low SheffPrices

qt

z

Drink

Hyde Park

L$599
46 oz 55`

BACON

•

Flour

99c

64/88`

11

10'2 69
'

qt 89`

pkg

Kool-Aid

25 lb.

11
'

G

ant
s

10 qt.

10 oz

'42
'

Kroft

Velveeta

Sliced
Lb.

frk.

2/b 5199

Clean Scene
'
Web

roll 2
/
8
9`

Luv

3/5100

DiaPerS

SAVE

780, 59C

30°
Lb.
USDA

4/99`

50°Lb.

Choice
Boneless

)11 2/99`
,

CHUCK ROAST
139

box

S249

Folger's Floked
Coffee

)Z

Instant Milk

5 lb

Unsweetened

19

Dog Chow7
Carnation

Gold Medal

89c

2 ct 49`

Purina

Hi C

50°Lb.

3/88
'

Pie Shells

13 oz

S235

Ball

Lids

35c
reg

Yorkshire
Boneless

Similac

U A I/

Advance

13 oz 41'

.-Tender Chunk
89c

69

1

Lb

USDA Choice
Beef Shoulder

63,4 oz

Turkey
Scot Lad

Biscuits

89c
6 pkg.

Lb
Bogged

Ice

79C.
10 lb

Campfire
12 oz 79
'

Franks

lb

Swiss Steak

Bryan

Bologna

Si 29
lb

Pork Chops

lb

Store Made

Fresh Water Catfish

Dove

ljquid
nos

COUPON
-rom.ly
Per-Pamir' Omit

Bar Soap

Dove
loth Pre 3/89
4

Expires 7-2.5-78
Good Ooly At Stony";

Expires 7-24-78 .
Coed Only Al SaettY's

Sausage

5 lb. bog

-COUPON
---EfrrItt

S1 99

Cooked Ham

51 19

Spare Ribs

.1zot t 142.er

S109

Hyde Pork Sliced

Frosh Leon Pork

Steaks

12 oz

COUPON

lb. 99
'

CQUPQN

COVPOP.1

Luml I Per-Forni4-..-LiCALL-Letaaam14.......licnit 1 Pavlof

Hefty Bonded

Country Time

Heinz

2 Ply

Lemonade

Baby Food

Trash Bags
20c, $169
Expires 7-25-78
Good Only At Storey's

CASH Pol'

50 or

$189

4 oz stroonecl
1$1°°

Expires 7 2578
Geed Only At Sloe's

Expires 7 25 78
Good Ooly At Storey's

T

•

Betty Crocker

.Potato Buds
i6ot

794

Expires 725-78
Good Only At Sionfl

•
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Premature Baby Abandoned
Along Rural California Roadside
By JOE BIGHAM
- Associated Press Writer
FRESNO, Calif. 1AP1 — A
miAth-premature baby -*as
tossed naked into .dry grass
along a rural roadside, where
hours later she was found
bruised, scratched and
by ant bites,
covered
authorities said.
But officials at ,,Valley
Children's Hospital said
Tuesday: that the little girl.
dubbed Jane Doe, was
recovering from her injuries
art was in good condition..
•'Whole bunches of -people
want to adopt her already,"
said Marilyn Hutchison,
patient care coordinator at the
hospital. "One nurse wants to
adopt her,too. She's a cutie."
Tulare County's adoption
agency received eight calls
Tuesday after the baby's
plight was publicized.
"Everotty's interested in
that little baby," said Truth
Rudd, adoption supervisor.

"It's all concern for the baby ,
sympathetic calls."
Sheriff's deputies reported
no success in efforts to find the
mother, who they believe
discarded the child Sunday
shortly after birth.

crying," said Maria Leal, 19,
of Delano. "I never expected
to see a little baby there on the
ground. She was very small
and she didn't have any
clothes on at all."
Miss Leal and her companions flagged down a man
who used a citizens- band radio
in his truck to call for an
ambulance. Then he took
some blankets from the
pickup and wrapped the baby,
she said.

The infant was born about a
month prematurely and
weighed 3 pounds, 13 ounces,
nurse Margaret Casaburri
said.
The baby was tossed into
grass in the Sierra Nevada
foothills south of Fresno,
Miss Leal and her friends
apparently from a. car, first heard the infant cry Pi
sheriff's deputies said. Her' hours earlier when they
umbilical cord had not been arrived to fish at a creek.
tied, officers said.
"We didn't pay any attention then," she said. "We
covered
with
Her tiny body
thought she was with her
ants, she sweltered in the hot
mother."
sun and dry grass for more
than three hours before some
. Miss Leal, a night student at
young people heard her cries a community college, was
- while walking back to their delighted to hear the baby was
car after fishing nearby.
all right. She asked for the
"We were looking to see if name of the hospital because
we could find who was "I want to see her again."
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO
*NO REGISTRATION REQUIREI:..
*NO INSURANCE REQUIRED—
*NO IttlitETREQIIIREB...
_Under Kentucky State Law! An operator's license is
required in Kentucky.

Special! Our
Reg. $287.97
All These Features:
• DEPENDABLE 2-CYCLE "McCULLOCH" ENGINE GIVES UP
TO 170 MPG
• TUBULAR STEEL FRAME WITH 2"x16" TIRES, STEEL RIMS
• 6-VOLT ALTERNATOR, SEALED BEAM HEADLIGHTS
STOP AND TAIL LIGHTS, ELECTRIC HORN
• DRUM BRAKES WITH EASY-TO-USE CONTROLS
• EASY TO PEDAL WHEN ENGINE IS DISENGAGED

Testimony In Prostitution Case
In Covington Continues Tuesday
!COVINGTON, !Cy. (AP.) -7-----Knoyear--411tt New Mexicogirt
testified she was sent to
several states to work'as ,a
prostitute and said seized
coded records from a Newport
brothel belonged to houses of
prostitution around the
country.
Three men and a. woman are
on trial in U.S. District Court
charged in a 19-count federal
indictment alleging use of
interstate travel facilities to
promote prostitution.
Nine of 13 original defen!
dants pleaded guilty to
charges last week at the
beginning of the trial.
Defendants standing trial
are... Malcolm Wooton, 45,
Erlanger, Ky., Ralph Bernius,
44, Cincinnati, and Marshall
Riddle, 37, and Jacqueline
Riley, 2:50, both of the Cinbinnati suburb of Dent.
Brenda Smith Galloway, 17,
said she was brought to
Cincinnati after running away
from an unidentified town in
New Mexico at the age of 14. .
She said she was introduced
to prostitution operations in
the Cincinnati area by
Wooton. She said she worked
in houses of prostitution that
were raided in Cincinnati and
Newport, Ky.
Miss Galloway said she was
also sent to work at truck
stops and brothels in Canton,
Ohio*. Tampa and Daytona.

Fla.', Greensboro, N.C., and in
Peorisylvaiiis.
She. testified that records
seized by Newport, Ky., police
in a raid March 13, 1978, were
from brothels around _the_
country.
The tall blonde, wearing A
tight-fitting green blouse and
yellow slacks, said the records
belonged
to
Patsyann
Thompson Poon, 40, who
operated both -local brothels.
Mrs. Poon's code name was
"Mrs. Brown," Miss Galloway
said,
Miss Galloway said she told

753-2571

HARDWARE STORES

This Special Good Through
Saturday. July 22nd ONLY

Newport police about the
afterMrs:-Pocarfailed
to bail her out of jail following
the raid.
Cincinnati police vice squad
detectives Robert Hennek
and Robert Cadone testified
they observed prostitution
operations at a Cincinnati
apartment building where
Miss Galloway said she
Worked.
James Arehart, Assistant
'U.S. Attorney, contended
Riddle• maintained separate
.apartments in the building to
house the women and conduct
prostitution.

WI

Take advantage of this in
credible rebate offer Hurry!
it is a ,rrated time offer that
you may never see again

•

NEW YORK (APf
ABC
scored a double hit with
baseball's All-Star Game last
Tuesday and regained first
place in the networks' battle
for the prime time TV viewer,
A.C. Nielsen Co. figures show.
The week's most-watched
program. however, belonged
to NBC, and CBS had five of
the first 10. No. 1 -Quincy"
was NBC's lone entry in the
Top 10 shows for the week
ending July 16. The baseball

•

You get:
•4Pieces of fish filet
•crisp french fries
•creamy cole slaw
._.0

game was second and the pregame show No. 7.
CI3S'a bestfor the week was
No. 3 "Alice," the previous
week's top-rated program.
CBS had finished first in the
ratings race two weeks in a
row.
The rating for "Quincy"
was a full point more than the
baseball game's — 27.2 to 26.1.
Nielsen says that means of all
the homes in the country with
television, 27.2 percent saw at
least part of "Quincy."
ARC, thanks to the ball
game, "Happy Days" and
"Charlie's Angels," also in the
Top 10, finished the week with
a rating of 15.1, followed by
NBC at 13.6 and CBS at 13.2.
The networks say that
means in an average prime
time minute, 15.-1. • percent of
the homes in the country with
TV were tuned to ABC.
Except for the game, the
pregame show and CBS's
"Switrh," all of the top 10
programs were reruns.
The bottom five included
"Saturday Comedy" Special"
on ABC, No. 59: "Carol
Burnett Show" on CBS, No.
60; and "Free Country" on
ABC, No. 61 — and two news
specials; ABC's report on
asbestos followed by CBS's
special on the newspaper
business.
Here are the week's Top 10
-.shows: -"Quincy," with a 27.irating
representing 19.8 million
homes, NBC; "All Star
Baseball," 26.1 or 19 million,
ABC; "Alice," 20.8 or 15.2
million, "All in the Family„"
20.4 or - 14.9 million, and
"Switch," 19.1 or 13.9 million,
all CBS; "Happy Days," 19.1
or 13.9 million, and "All Star
Pre-Game Show," 18.7 or 13.6
million, both ABC; "Lou
Grant," 18.6 or 115 Million,
and "One Day at a Time," 18
or 13.1 million, both CBS; and
"Charlie's Angels," 17.8 or 13
million, ABC.
Here are the next 10
programs:
"Love Boat," ABC; Big
'ypt_"flpisthuijj(,jchje" and

Consider these
Fisher Features
current heating WI
• Fire Bock Lined
• Virtually Airtight
• Burns Renewable Wood
Energy
• Guaranteed
• Patented Spin Draft
Controls.
• Doesn't need Fans or
Fancy Gadgets
• Different Styles and
Colors

11

while supplies last
Ignite charcoal'in grills, lay and
remove asphalt tiles, strip old
paint. Use it in plumbing and
gutter work — soldering and
hobby work. Includes standard
pencil tip and instructions. UL
T75S5
listed.
QUANTITIES LIMITED

See why hundreds of thod
sands of folks Sr. already
warming up to thew own
Fisher Woodstove at

• lallow four to six weeks for
processing of rebate check)

IlliDell1110111

CLIP AND SAVE

WELDINO
CLINIC

Invite a Friend
or Neigtbor

01810011M

LEARN FIVE WAYS TO WELD
Sponsored by
Mel

Murray Home & Auto

Be Sure To
Take Advantage
of Murray
Nome & Auto's

Bridal
Registry!

See latest welding techniques for equipment
repair PLUS demOnstrations of amazing.
new. easy-to-use welding equipment. NO
charge No obligation
Even if you weld only oCCaSiorially. you will
find this clinic informallye, interesting fun
and a way to save money on equibment
repairs

w=wl014.0,00/0•.101111•4•0311.114111*04160‘

and
SAVE!

leg
All

Thurs., July 20, 7:00 P.M.
PLACE:

Murray Home I Auto
Chestnut Street

Clinic participants will be invited to try these new welding techniques using various materials- Easy-to-do
eldin will be included in the demonstras e u trITT1,31111mvesiiiese-iii8Attigaa
for AC/
ctiiiiMinVellettrioneteerettge
--during an intermission And a special drawing will he
held • No obligation or charge

.• 7eramee

Einpty Grave," both
"Barnaby Jones," CBS;
"Three's Company," Sunday
Movle-"The Take,", and
"Starsky and Hutch," all
ABC; "Hawaii Five-0," CBS;
Sunday Movle-"Return to
Fantasy Island," ABC; and
"Rockford Files," NBC

er
ributtac
PROPANE TORCH

• Saves up to SO% of your

Meet and hear welding experts from
Century Mfg. Co.. world leader in maintenance
.welding equipment for the farm and home shop.
•' ,
INVITE A FRIEND OR NEIGHBOR

Wi
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LOW OVERHEAD
MEANS LOWER PRICES

MORE FOR YOUR FOOD DOLLAR...GOOD BUSINESS FOR US!
CE

Prices Good Thursday, July 20
Through Wednesday, July 25
Kraft

Bar-B-Q Sauce
Plain or Smokey

tIMS
iHTS

320z. - Save 16'

Meal

Betty Crocker

Lynn Grove
Grade "A"
Large

sup

Martha White

18 Oz. Save 20'

Pound Cake Mix

PRODUGE

with our coupon
Below — Save 16'

the gizahed&apanToien

Eggs

with $10.00
order or more

Texas Sweet _

Canteloupesurpsiz. 59c

Save 10'

Yellow Home Grown

Squash
Pineapple

69

Dl
oz

Dole Fresh

Yellow Cling

Green Giant

Large
Size
Save 10'

2%-ftz.

Mushrooms
EXTRA

Yellow Sweet

Onions

Royal

Pringles
Potato
Chips

Twin Pack Save 26`

g49 ada

Juice

79

Frosty Whit Dessert

Topping
Frosty Acres

Tasty Taters

ROC

lip go

Roast
Lb.
......

$1.89

r
.
I
1

Showboat

.I
i
I

Sliced Bacon

mm.

MOIMIIMIND

$111
ma

!mune

Imo now

Kelly's

Big Rolls
fave zo•

12 Oz. Pkg.
Prairie Farm

Ice
Cream

Krey

89c

Mg.ScantorISeL4S
2.5 Oz. Savo $1.21
Ilreciated

Scot
Towels

Krey

Wieners

I

Port & Beans ,...MIIIIIMIMDINIIIMINIMMIE71111.001NON
-

Lb.

Krey

3AVS aNV d110

Sliced Cheese

Lean Tender
Minute

I

_ NMI=MB111111 Milia01116.
MillSONIIIMINI

12 Oz. Pkg.

1 Lb. Box

Kraft

16 Oz. 8 Bottle Carton
With Bottles or
Deposit

Rump

n&itea4i

Frost/ Acres Orange

Cheese Cake Mix

d

tb. Bag

Country Style

.415f 4.i*

Lean Boneless
Rolled

69c
3 49c
14's - each

NEW
C154
PRiia

11 Oz. Save 10'

39C

Lb

Sliced
Bologna
$ 09
1 Lb. Pb .

KeelAid

Assorted Flavors

Pre Sweet...711
7 ear,
on*

r vinwoo

Betty Crocker
---

Pound
Cake
Mix

3 99`
I/1 Gal.

$1 29

Offer Expires
7-2S-78
Offer Expires 7-26-711

5sve`fir

(,isi.ciply it rarkert

s Geed 0615 At Porten ;NI%

Home Owned
and
Home Operated
Joe M. Parker
and
Sammy Joe Parker
Owners

We Reserve the
Right to Limit
Quantities

Downtown Shopping Center

PAGE I3-A
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Observations
By Lochie Hart

THE FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH HOMECOMING was a reunion for the "Hay Sisters."
Registering from left, Mary Virginia (Mrs. B. D.) Hall, pins ID tag on her aunt, Miss
Virginia Hay,. Registering is Miss Hay's sisters, Frances (Mrs. Jimmy) Bergman, at right
front is Ruth Hay Filbeck. In the back row are Mrs. and Mr. Frank Wainscott and Mr.
Bergman. The Bergmans and Miss Has live in Irvine. The three sisters are daughters of
the late elder and Mrs. I. B. Hay, long-time members of the church.
•

FROM CALIFORNIA AND FLORIDA — Mrs. Howard
Swyers, Lake Worth, Fla., chats with Mrs. 0. C. O'Kell, Los
Angeles, Calif. Both visited in Murray to attend the
Homecoming of tite first Christian Church July 15-16.
Photos by Mrs. Kent Forrester

WAITING FOR THE CROWD TO HEAR HIM SPEAK — The last gathering of the home
church folk and the returnees for the homecoming of the First Christian Church Sunday afternoon heard "Good Housekeeping" editor and native son John Mack Carter.
Carter (sitting at right) is shown here with his mother, Mrs. W. Z. Carter and his wife
Charlynn as they wait for the crowd to gather. Seated in the pew behind Carter are
(from left) his twin sister Carolyn (Mrs. Johnny Reagan), her daughter and son-in-law,
Mr.and Mrs. Mike Ryan; his mothers' sisters, Mrs. Mildred Lee, Tampa, Fla., Mrs. W. G.
Scott, El Paso, Tex., and Mrs. Hess Crasstand. In the background are the Rev. and Mrs.
Robert E. Jarman, Roannoke, Va., Dr. Clegg Austin, Fred McCard,John Ed Scott, Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Roberts, Ralph Wear, Paducah, Mrs. Bob Robbins, the Rev. and Mrs. J.
Howard Nichols, Bridgeton, Mo., Mrs. Clyde Jones and Mrs. Otis Loften.

PO(

R01

LIMIT 6

Gillette
QUANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED
3 OZ
-

AT THE REGISTRATION DESK—' Registering at the reception atthe UniversityLVmchL
Bank of Murray were,from left.-front row, unidentified, Mrs. Frank Wainscott, Mrs.Paul
Emily Gore, Gayle Egnor,
Rusk, Muncie, Ind_ her mother, Mrs. A. B. Austin. Back row.,
unidentified. With
Atlanta,
Mrs.'Don McKee!, Mrs. Tommy Lavendar, Mrs. Bill Cooper,
Rollins.
Mrs.
fel
and
Parks
backs-to-camera are Mrs. Rirpert

JERGENS SOAP

(BEGLEY'S
DRUG

Di

STORES

An,

- the church sancuary, featurec before air conditioning and
By' LOCHIE HART
electric fans, under the shade
Approximately 200 people a sermon by former minister
of trees—but in the dining hall,
church,
J
returned to Murray for the of the Murray
with
and
zernfortable
Bridgetor
Nichols.
Howard
15-16 anniversary
July
Sunday
everyone
•
dressed.
in
program of the firstChristian Mo •
apparel. The 40-foot buffet
Church's 120th birthday. .
Dr.'0Robert E. Jarman, table was centered with a
The event began with an Eloanoak, Va., also a former birthday cake, befitting in
open hous reception for , pastor. of the local church size, the crowd. and 120 birthdays of the church. One
visitors, church members and spoke to a capacity crowd.
An elaborate "dinner on the hundred and twenty red rose
all local residents in the
reception
hall of the grounds" meal was served on buds outlined the top of the
University Branch, Bank of the ground floor of the cake and that many candles
educational building—not like were in the center.
Murray
The evening service, held in 'the meals served in years John Mack Carter, a native
of Vurray, now editor of
-Good Housekeeping," was
the main attraction. He. spoke
to a full house, -off the cuff,"
he said, when asked for a copy
of his speech. But he was back
home and reviewed some
events related to Murray and
told of his two-week visit in
Russia . this year at the invitation of a council of Russian
women. He is the son of Mrs.
W. Z. Carter of Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Swyers and their daughter,
Mrs.Steve Aliapoulios and her
husband of Lake Worth, Fla.,
presented vocal numbers at
all four events. The Swyers
were -at home" here, too.
Their two - children were
born here. He was a member
-of the music_ department of
Murray State University.
Working on the planning
committee--was an exper-i.encel_Rxeston "Ty"
Holland, retired football coach
and former tennis coach,
called the plays as,chairman - of the celebration and we -women turned our best plays.
Also serving were church
• board -- chairman Waiter L.
..Apperson, publisher of The:.
Murray Ledger 81' Times: and -Dr. David Roos, minister.
The women included Mrs.
Del Flemming, president of
Women's
the
Christian
Fellowship, Mrs. George Hart
and Mrs. A. B. Austin.

KILLS
GERMS
INS1 CAUILE
SOWN

COLGATE
DENTAL CREAM
7 OZ

CEPACOL
MOUTHWASH

LIMIT 2

Ct10- 20

NEW
FRESHNESS

PRICES GOOD WHILE QUANTITIES LAST

NATURAL DISPOSABLE
DOUCHE

SALE ENDS JULY24

Kodak film

II
.KODACOLOR
.

SINGLE

FILM1.4
BEGLEY'S
BABY SHAMPOO
OZ

BOTTLE

16

BEGLEY'S
BABY POWDER
14 02

710

HALO
SHAMPOO
11 oz.

RAID
PROFESSIONAL STRENGTH

• IgGLEY'S
CALAMINE LOTION

46C

4 07

, ANT & ROACH KILLER

Halo

1.82
CANNING JARS

• BAWLS•4 MIME N • Alit I,TS
FAMILY GROUP% e

IFNI
Ili NI

0

Mono horn
.

S

different berltorrevasda

i.uriteavi
10 per tiabieet. one per
orve•
family
kelditional portrait• aveileble le all
07.0.4

loyo

Per-eerie trader In were be WOro
',mediae
• needier] portrait. delivered et Mare
Psoird In parr.) or

•
•

NEW!
"DUO4MAGEPORTRAIT

• Orfroiablo at Our IOW

disclaini glen

Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
July 19-20-21-22
Photo Hours Daily 10-1 2-5 6-8 •

PROJECT
INDEPENDENCE
What Is Project
Independence?
Project Independence is a demonstration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase.
It
is
designed to help older
persons remain in
their own homes as an
alternative to entering
institutional facilities
Who is eligible?
Persons who:
I. Are age 60 or
older, AND
2. Need services to
remain in their homes
such as household
chores, meals, health
needs, --itransportation
And othersnAND
Can not get the
services .from any
other soprce.
If
you
have
questions
about
Project Independence
call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5362.

Box of 12 lids
and caps
included

QT.
ox of 8 lids

efferdent

2.22
2.53

nd caps included

011.0)011 CIISOIIS

A SST
COLORS

,4011,
5

MR.
COFFEE
FILTERS

FREEZER TAPE

LIMIT ONE
OF 100

SIGNAL
MOUTHWASH
Uddle
Griddle
PB2

19•88

12 07

/
2 PT.
11
FREEZER
CONTAINERS

r . . .,,,,,,....
I
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Efferdent
Denture
Cleanser
Tablets

;Mini-Lir

SINE
OFF

HIGHWAY 641---MUkRAY, KY

le home
rch SunCarter.
his wife
irter are
t-in-law,
rs. W. G.
Ind Mrs.
Mr. and
Mrs. J.

Sale

ome items riot exactl as •ictured

$1

$129

5-Day Pods
Anti Perspirant

49

894

2.4 Oz

Sale
24 Tablets

Geritol Tablets
High potency iron
vitamin tonic.
100 Tablets

35 Pads'

Gillette
Trac II
Shoving
Cartridges

Sine-Off
Tablets
Sinus Medicine

60 Tablets

etierdent

Blue Jeans
Cologne
Spray Mist
I 01

Kotex
Heavy Duty
Tampons

and

Crest
Toothpaste

HICK"MKT
IRON AND
VITAMIN TONIC

Regular or Mint Flavored, Family Size 7
Qz. Tube

Regular or Super
lies of 30

Portage of 5 with PRY! Trac ft
Razor

•Woolite
Liquid.

Mouthwash
and
Gargle

New Signal

Fights strong mouth odors even onion and
garlic.

Vlasic
Pickles

Coldwater Wash

or Kosher Spears
Safe, Fast Pain Relief Without Aspirin. 100
•
T•blets.

Sale

Winner of
$50 Gift Certificate

MA Size

Poishy Wyrob Spears

For All Fine Washables
1601.

Brewed, with 0.'3 real beer for
super body, super hold and the
shine of your life. Normal, Dry,
Oily. 7 01.

Coast
Deodorant
Soap

•29

240z. Jar
Sale Your Choice

5
Ladies' & Girls

DOROTHY COOPER

Swim Suits

Ladies'
Pullover

Discontinued Sizes

Tops
Solids,
Stripes
Reg.
$7.99 & 88.99

Sport Shoe
Reg. $14.99

Men's Pullover

Boys

Shirts

Tank
Tops

••-Terry Cloth or
--- Polyester
Blends.
Reg.$8.99
Now Only

Values To
82.89
Now
Priced
At Only

Boy's
Jog

Sizes
S-M

$1188.

Novi
'

Reg.$10.99*

_Sizes642 to 104

Sizes 11 to 2

'zip 4 to 16/18-

Ap Shoes, The
Footwear of Champions

This is the Lost
Of the Season

$357
5 ft. Oak

Porch
Swings

5 Ft. Only!
$4.00 Extra
for Assembled

with hardware

Use Under Rocks or Bark

Hardware Included

Potting
Soil

each

Black Top
Patch

Has
White
Enamel
Finish

40Qt.,20Qt &8Qt.
60 Lb Bag $
447

DISCOUNT PRICES

Unassembled

. Lady Jo

•

Peat
Moss

Lawn Lime

Sheller
Pea
Use drill or

50 Lb. Bag

mixer to drive

STP
Motor Oil

UNCLE JEFF'S NEW SPORTING GOODS
DEPARTMENT IS NOW OPEN!

87(!ar,

For the past 4 years this department has been leased.
Uncle Jeff's is now back in the Sporting Goods
business. Come in and browse around and check our
low prices,then you'll know for sure that Uncle Jeff's
has returned.

Sponges

Ice Cream
Freezers
6 Quart Electric

$2297

WATCH FOR OUR

Clay & Plastic
GOOD ASSORTMENT

'Discount Prices

GRAND OPENING COMING SOON!
Metal

Compressed

Gas
Cans

Air Sprayer
Plastic & Metal
& 3 Gal. Capacity

1-2-5 Gal

,

GrEY

Black & Decker
Nylon

Duct
Tape

Grass
.Trintmer

$
1S97

$197 t„ $6
"

From

* sir

Ii

'WAN%
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Shooting For 1st Winning Season

Brewers Edge Within 8 Of Boston
Associated Press
Nobody expected the
Milwaukee Brewers to be
where they are at this point of
the American League season.
Not even the Milwaukee
Brewers.
"I didn'A really believe our
pitching would be this good,"
says
Manager
George
Bamterger.
"What makes this unbelievable," adds third
baseman Sal Bando, "is
coming from next-to-last
place to second place."

The Brewers, whose best
previous finish ever was a 7686 record in 1974, are rolling
along in high gear this season
with a solid chance to create
some unique club history.
Now 17 games over the .500
mark with a 53-36 record after
Tuesday night's 7-2 victory
over the.Chicago White Sox,
the revitalized Brewers finally
find themselves in the role of a
contender in the AL East,
eight games behind Boston.
In the other AL games, the
Baltimore Orioles whipped the

Texas Rangers 5-1; the
Cleveland Indians trimmed
the California Angels 8-3; the
Oakland As stopped theDetroit Tigers 6-3 and the
Toronto Blue Jays edged the
Seattle Mariners 13-12 in 10
innings.
Money and Gorman Thomas
belted bases-empty homers
and Jerry Augustine scattered
10 hits to lead the hot Brewers
past Chicago. Sixto Lezcano
knocked in two runs with a
single and double for
the winners.

Orioles 5, Rangers 1
Ken Singleton and Mark
Belanger *drove in two runs
each and Scott McGregor
hurled a seven-hitter as
beat Texas.
Baltimore
Singleton drove in runs with a
first-inning double and a
fourth-inning single.
McGregor, 10-8, in beating
Texas for the second time in
two starts, allowed a run in the
sixth when Jim Sundberg
drew a two-out .walk and
scored on Al Oliver's double.

Murray Swim Team Edges By Marion
4r iedigripeemovidem
•

A Hearty Welcome After A Home Run Trot
Teammates mob Mark Boggess after the Murray All-Star shortstep biased a the first inning of Tuesday's sub-district Little
league aorne against Marshall County. Merrily won,5-1 and feces Mayfield West for the championship Thursday.
Staff Photo by hay Wissu

The Murray Swim Team
held on to a narrow margin
throughout most of the meet to
edge Marion 647-609 at the
Marion Country Club pool
Monday.
With the absence of several
team members, some Murray
swimmers Swam back-to-back
events in upper-age brackets.
Clay Furches led Murray
scoring with 31 points on seven
first-place finishes. He also
swam two legs of the 15-18
freestyle relay.
Eric Easley placed first in
the eight-and-under freestyle,
backstroke„ individual
medley, breaststroke and
butterfly.
Pitman led the
girLS' scoring with l4-andunder and 15-18 wins in the
medley relays, individual
medley, breaststroke, bul-fatitterfly and freestyle relifY.
Murray, now 5-1 it
meets, will conclude its ason
Saturday with an invitational
meet at Calvert City.

DOT'S IV INTS
Wadley
8 and under: 2. arlarnmons, M
Hopkins,E. Easley, T. Nix. .
10 and under: 2. J. Whitlow, W. Simmons,E. Easley, R. Hopkins
12 and under: 2. T. Burchfield, R.
Perrin, C. Franklin, R. Marquardt
14 and under.
. 2. T. Burchfield, M.
Holloway, B. WY111", R. Marquardt
15-18: 1. M.Sykes, C. Furches, C. Furtiles, K. Eversaneyer

Home Run BarrageContinues AsAll-Stars
Bomb Marsh all-County-To-Reach-Firrafs
By Tony Wilson
Ledger and Times Sports Editor
A span of four pitches was all theMurray Little League All-Stars needed
to defeat Marshall County in the second
round of sub-district basebaU action at
Benton Tuesday; four pitches and two
swings of the bat.
With two outs in the bottom of the
firs inning, shortstop Mark Boggess
drilled a home run to rightcenter for the
game's first run. The next batter, Kyle
Evans, took two balls low, then blasted
the 2-0 pitch in nearly the same spot.
Those two tallies proved to be all the
all-stars needed- la an eventual 5-1
victory and a spst in Thursday's 7 p.m.
title game.
After Marshall's David Butler lined a
drive that cleared Jeff Downey's glove
and the fence by inches to cut Murray's
lead to 2-1 in the top of the fourth.it -was
the long ball again that iced the coritest
for Murray.
Pitcher Jinuny West doubled to the
wall in right with two out in the bottom
of the Inning to bring up catcher Wade
Smith.
Smith laced a shot over the right
centerfield wall,giving him two bakers

in two days, and providing Murray with
the final 5-1 margin.

grounder up the middle, stepping on
second and firing to the first for a
double play after the first batter hini
West was dominant on the mound for
singled.
most of the game. The tall righthender
"These fences are so short, its a
walked three and struck out eight, and
jake," muttered one obviously prowhen Marshall County batters were
Marshall County fan after the game in
successful against him, he received
reference to the outfield fence-185 feet
more-than-ample support from his
from the plate and 15 feet short of
teammates.
recommended Little League standards.
Marshall County threatened in the
sin, Murray opponents over the
second inning with a bloop single and a
past two days managed only one home
runners
grounder up the middle to put
run. while Murray belted six.
at first and second with no outs-and a
Mayfield West advanced to the
big inning seemed imminent.
championship game opposite Murray
The nett batter rapped a ground ball
----with a 17-6-decision over Mayfield East
in the direction of second base, but
in the second game Tuesday.
shortstop Boggess fielded the ball and
OM. Loop* le gusre
.threw quickly to third for the force.
a i
David Whitten, 213
0 1
Two pitches later, the runner at
Rodney Key.2b
0 0fr.
Mark Boggess, Is,
second attempted to advance a base
2
3
Kyle Evans,lb
2
3
on a West wild pitch. But Smith made a
Harry Weatherly, lb
0
0
David McCuistan,'cf
1
perfect peg to third for the out before a
3
Jelin Mark Bilffrafton. 3b
0
2
goundout ended the inning.
Brad Lyons,3b
I
0
Andy parks. rf
Boggess twice more made stellar
2
0
Roger Durui, rf
I
0
defensive plays to keen the all-stars out
Jeff Doismey, If
0
2
Mick Daniel, If
0
of trouble. He leaped high to snare a
0
Jimmy West.'p
2 2 2
liner for the first out in the fourth, and
Wade Smith,c
2 1 2
Totals
killed any Marshall County comeback
21 5 10
Marshall Comity 000 100-1 5 I
hopes in the sixth by grabbing a
Murrai
0
210 20x-5 10

4.

women's golf.
"My overall goal is to break
as many records as I can,"
said the 21-year-old Lopez,
who has hit the women's tour
with the greatest impact in its
history.
"Because of my age I feel I
can do this, and if God is
willing, I will have many
years to accomplish this

Brooks' No
-Keys
Braves' Twinbiq Sweep
Scott Brooks tossed a nohitter to give the Braves a 3-2
victory and a sweep of their
Colt League doubleheader
Tuesday night.- The Braves
topped the Giants 7-4 in the
opener.

goal."
Her immediate challenge, of
course, is the Open Championship,. which begins
Thursday on the hilly 6,115yard, par-71 Country Club of
Indianapolis course.
She is, of course, the
favorite - an overwhelming
favorite - in an international
field of 153. Her presence in
the field has produced a larger
press corps and a greaWgeneral interest that this
event has ever seen.
Many observers feel that in
the shorttime Lopez has been
on the women's tour she has

straight Brooks wild pitches.
Robin Roberts belted a
homer, two doubles and a
single to drive,in five runs in
the Braves' first-game victory
Kim Wilson came on in
relief
of Roberts on the mound
Brooks walked three and
LOUISVILLE, Kys (AP)sixth to strike out the
in
the
struck out three in the gem
preserve the- Wimbledon champion Bjorn
and
batter
final
and was aided by Jimmy
Borg won't be playing in next
Byurn's two-run homer in the victory.
week's Louisville Interbottom of the sixth to tie Braves
national Tennis Classic.
201 022 7 3 1
things up. Bruce Rogers Giants
100 ORS 4 5 1
Neither will three-time
Robin Roberts. Run WiLson 6 and Jimsingled home Robin Roberts my
Byte"). Ricky Smith. Tony Herndon
champion Guillermo Vitas,
minutes later to give Brooks 4 and Mark Smith, Vddie Requarth
nor will Vitas Gerulaitas,
)4)
.the victory.
Raul
Gottfried,
Brian
or
Meyer
Sandy
Ramirez,
The Tigers scored their runs
MR 4111-2 0 0
Braves
Corrado Barazzutti.
' 11. 41111.4 6 1
in the first inning on a fielders' Scott
Hill and Mart
Jimmy Connors? Maybe.
choice, a walk and three and Mike Gough Y011111; &Oft Brooks
Connors has never played in
the Louisville tournament,
even though tournament officials have made extra efforts in an attempt to lure him.
Although the Louisville
tournament is less than a
week away, tournament
director Sam English is
hoping that Connors will play
here this year. John English,
the tournament director's
brother, is in Washingtonthis
week to talk with Connors,
who is playing in the
Washington Star T,ou,rnament

We Will Be Closed
Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For Our Sale

Watch Tomorrow's
Paper!!

Cgraham & Jackson
&a1', 11 tb.

Assaming that Connors
passes the $175,000 Louisville
event again this year,the field
would feature only two of the
top 10 players In the world
No 6 Eddie Dibbs and No. 8
Manuel Orantes.
Dibbs vas runneruplo YAW
in la
final. °nudes

V
5

PHILA
Andy Be.
of golf
Scotland
to be an
bust.
But thi
leading r
wouldn't
experien
lear
over thei
said Bea
week's I
Golf Clas
Bean, ,
on the tc
up a palt
British 0
"Oh n
those bui
the WI
County C
one day,

CLEARANCE
SPORTING GOODS
Reg. 2.49-SAVE 724
TENNIS BALLS, Pressure packed con Ophc
yellow. 63 459 6
Reg. 7.67

177

SAVE 1.80
TE4INIS RACKET. 6.
ply hardwood bow
from.. Recessed nylon
strings. laminated shoulder overlay. 63-449

CAN OF 3

Reg. 3.49
SAVE 734
SOFTBALL, Official
size & weight. leather cover. Cork
rubber center.
63.302-5

276

HOUSEWARES
43,

STACKING GLASS
MUGS. 10-oz. size.
30105

neg. 3.04 3-pc. mold
set

Only Two Of Top Players
Setfor Louisville Classic

Gildemeister
was an
unknown when he appeared in
the 1977 tournament. But he
quickly won the hearts of the
fans when he upset three
seeded players in successive
days before falling to Dibbs in
the semifinals. As his world
ranking indicates, the quiet
C'hilean has been impr,ving
steadily since then.
We have almost the same
field as last year, except that
Vila**. won't be here," said-.
Sam English. "But while-we
lost Vitas, iVe added Orantes,
Tanher(No.21 Jose) Higueru
and (No. 28) Stan Smith.
"It's'definitely a better field
thap last year," he added.
The tournament opens with
first round -Ay on Monday,
with the nationally televised
final scheduled for Sunday,
July 30.

Bei

Mid-Summer

done for the LPGA what
Arnold Palmer did for the
men's game in the late 50's
and early 60's - singlehandedly produced a surge to
prominence'.
A number of factors go into
the phenomenom. One, of
course, is her unparalleled
success.
In her rookie season, which
will be completed this week,
she has won seven tournaments, including a record
five in a row. Her money
winnings of $135,564 are the
most ever by a first year
player - male or female.

won the title here in 1973.
Half of the second 10 will be
represented, including No. 11
Roscoe Tanner, No. 12 Harold
Solomon, No.. 14 Dick
Stockton. No. 15 Wojtek Fibak
and No. 16 -John Alexander.
Solomon won the 1976 title.
Also on hand will be No. 30
Hans GlIdemeister of Chile,
and therein lies a story in
itself.

raild
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Don S
umpires
thanked
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his lucky
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over Pitt
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OUR 60'" ANNIVERSARY
DIAMOND JUBILEE

Nancy Lopez'Success Spices U. S. Open
BY BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
INDIANAPOLIS -(AP) There's.an added dimension to
the United States Women's
Open Golf Championship this
year.
It's the Nancy Lopez factor.
And it figures to be around
for some tune, quite possibly
as the dominant force': in

Betterfly
15-18: 3. llffany Taylor
6 and under: 1. Don Easley
Backsireks
Sand under: 1. Eric Easley
Sand under: I. Kathy Williams
10 and under: 1. Jim Whitlow
10 and under: 2. Laura Farris
14 and under: 2. Mike Holloway, 3
12 and under: 1. Lisa Farris, 2. Kelly
Harry Wyatt
Thomas,T. Greta Shepard
15-181 1. Clay Furthers,3. Chip Furches
14 and under: 3. Suzanne Pitman
Relay
15-18: 2. Missy Mobley, 3. Monica
Sand under
h711.111
2,
Easley, M. Hopkins, Greene
T. Nix, J. Sammons
Indlvidon Medley
10 and under: 2. R. Rogers, R.
4 and under: I. Kathy Williams, 3.
Hopkins,1. Sammons,J. Baker
Kristy Mobley
12 and. under: 2. C. Franklin, R.
10 and under: 1. Margy Burchfield, 2.
Marquardt, R Perrin, T. Burchfield
Freest*
Leslie Franklin
6 and under: L Don EISICY
14 and under M. Holloway (twice),
12 and under: I. Lisa Farris, 3. Greta
Sand under: 1. Eric Easley
R. Marquardt,B. Wyatt
Shepard
10 and under: I. Robert Hopkins, 2.
15.15 1. Clay . Furches (twice, Chip
14 and wider: 1. Suzanne Pitman
Jason Ssunmona
Furcbes, M.Sykes
15-18: I. Monica Greene
12 and under: 1. Ilin Burchfield
0111.'S
EVENTS
Breaststroke
14 and under: 2. ?slike Holloway
Sand under: I. Kristy Mobley. 3. Jen15-18: 1. Clay Furches, 3. Chip Furches
liteassy 1161/1
nifer Rayburn
beekstreke
8 and under: 1. K. Mobley, K. " 10 and under: 2. Margy Burchfield, 3.
Sand under - 1. Don Easley
Williams,J. Hammat,J. Rayburn
Leslie Franklin
Sand under: 1. Eric Easley, 2. Jason
10 and under: I. L Franklin, M. Bur12 and under: 1. Lisa Farris, 2.
Sammons
chfield, I.. Farris, M. Jackson, 3. C. Caroline Schoenfeldt, 3. Teresa Ford 10 and under. 2. Robert Hopkins
Walston, S. Smith, S. Christopher, V.
14 and under: 1. Kathy Walston
12 and under: 3. Tim Burchfield
Hays
15-18: 1. Suzanne Pitman, 2. Kathy
14 and Under: 2. Mike Holloway
12 and under: 1. K. Greene, W. Taylor, Walston
15-111: I. Clay Arches, 3. Kent Ever- L Schanbacher,14. Mobley,3. L. ThomIlaterfly
peon,B Broci-,-G.'Miepard,E.Burke8 and under: 1. Kristy Mobley, 2. .
14 and under'. I. & Pitman, K.
ledeldsol Medley
ipp.Ntx Wanton, M. Conner, K. Shepard, 3. C. Megan Cappock
8and under 2:11ertrElidagas
wader: I. Leslie Franklin
Bell, M.Greene, T. Ford, T. Taylor
10 and'oder:1. Robert
12 and under: 1 Kelly Thomas, 3.
15-18. 1. K. Walston, S. Pitman, K.
12&Mender:& Tim Burchfield
Greta
Shepard
s
3.
M.
T.
Ford,
Mobley,
Shepard,
M.
Mike
Holloway
14 and totter: 2.
14 and under: I. Susanne Pitman, 3.
Greene,T. Taylor, C. Bell
WU:1. Clay Perches
Kate Shepard
_
Freestyle
ineetstreke
15-18. I Missy Mobley
8 and under: 1. Megan Cappcok, 3
Sand under: I. Don Easley '
Freestyle Relay
Kristy Mobley
Sand under: I. Eric Easley
Sand under. 1K. Mobley.J. Rayburn,
10 and under: 2. Lama-Farris
10 and under: 3. Ron Rogers
12 and under: I. Kelly Thomas, 2. Lisa J. Hanunat. M. Gappock
17 and under: 2. Tim Burchfield, 3
band under: 1. L. Farris, L. Franklin,
Earns,3. Kelt Craw'!ord
Clans Franklin
.
14 and under: 2. Kate Shepard, 3. M.Jackson, U. Burchfield,2. V. Hays,S.
14 and under 3. Mike Holloway
Smith,
C. Walston,S. Christopher
15-18. 1. Clay Furches,2. Chip Furches Suzanne Pitman

Hi

43'
EA.

USE OTASCO CREDIT

/
1
4
swop initiates%
Reg. 36.97
SAVE $10

97

20-INCH FAN. 3- •
speed, roll about. 5
blades, rotary switch
33905)

LAWN & OUTDOOR

Rig. 13.99

SAVE 4.02

MULTI POSITION LOUNGE.
Tubular steel frame,
safety' ratchets, vinyl
ng 114 2:1111

411)

97

famiki prnducts
Inc.

Reg. 4.27
SAVE 1.28
1-GALLON
JUG. Shoulder spout.
Insulated.
Wide mouth
opening.
59 359

99

nog 2 09 All Meet
whtt• enamel legs.
oestes),

199

/ .#1
7
Rog. 3,99

SAVE 81

GRASS SHEARS. Teflon-S hardened blades Vinyl grips. Scissors
typo. 1.5 124

Grass Shears
6 in blade Up& Down
typo action, in.

299
MISCELLANEOUS

W110 EATER CLIPPT.
8-in cut Double insulated loop handle for
easy handling
45-179-8
a

19

16"

in acnanocil 11111111ECT TO STOCIS ON NANO

APPLIANCES

InceLpoodtbeoupt,lbau.teloy
ot oil Platte Stant. and
participating 0.044

OTASCO
Center
753-8391 '

Bel-Air

Reg 24.95
Reg

7 88

FLOODLIGHT P
'and C.,
83425 A

SAVE

$2

588

SAVE 4.911

PM CONVIRTIR Mimi under
dash, complete with
mounting broekets
Use with AM rod.*
04•604

97

Reg.

22.9$

SAVE 5.95

PORTABLE RADIO. AM FM, AC
DC, slide tuning:
telescopong TAMA°
II 313

ii

Mon.-Thurs.9 6
Fri. & Sat. 9-8 1.5 Sun

ml'
Mx, I
Wee
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Hurlers Happy As LA, Astros Notch Wins
Associated Press
Don . Sutton thanked the
umpires, J.R. Richard
thanked his natural ability
and Eric Rasmussen thanked
his lucky stars in a night that
saw some outstanding pitching 'performancel in the
National League.
Los Angeles right-hander
Sutton, in uniform only by the
grace of league President
Iamb Feeney, made a sixhitter stand up for a 7-2 win
over Pittsburgh and his 200th
career victory.

Richard,
Houston's
strikeout king, fanned 10 and
gave up three hits to beat
Philadelphia 9-1.
And Rasmussen, acquired
by San Diego in May from St.
Louis, hurled a five-hitter in
his first start against his
former club as the Nres
beat the Cards 3-2.
Sutton, - Richard
and
Rasmussen weren't the only
pitchers in the league with live
arms Tuesday night. --Phil
Niekro handcuffed the New
York Mets on six hits in

Atlanta's 4-3 victory and Hal walked six.
Houston tagged three
Dues of Montreal yielded only
four hits to Cincinnati in 62-3 Philadelphia pitchers, ininnings for a 3-1 win. Jerry cluding loser Jim Lonborg, 7Koosman of the Mets also 7, for 18 hits, the most this
threw a six-hitter, but lost to season by the Astros. Art
Howe and Julio Cruz each'•
Niekro.
Chicago edged San Fran- drove in two runs.
cisco 7-6 in 11 innings in the
Padres 3, Cards 2
Rasmussen, 9-7, whom the
other NI,game Tuesday night.
The boxscore, by the way, Cards traded to the Padres for
outfielder George Hendrick,
showed 10 pitchers.
won his seventh in a row,
Astros 9, Phils 1
Ric,hard's 10 strikeouts 'allowing a run in the second on
Pete
raised his league-leading total losing
pitcher
to 177 and his record to 9-9. He Vuckovich's RBI single and a

Bean Still Optomistic After British Open
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — I'd have been even par (for the food $400. I only wanted to rent
Andy Bean's trip to the shrine tournament)- if it wasn't for You have to hit it in the right
of golf at St. Andrews in those nine holes."
spot. It's a good golf course."
Scotland last week turned out
The 25-year-old Bean said he
His experience in England
to be an artistic and financial
discovered
an
entirely
difapparently
hasn't hurt Bean's
bust. •
,
confidence. He feels he has a
But the U.S. pro golf tour's ferent game in Scotland.
"They pitch and run," Bean good shot at winning the
leading money winner says he
wouldn't have missed the explained. "I fly the ball at the $50,000 first prize on the par
pin. I guess I learned the hard 36-35-71 Whitemarsh course,
experience for anything.
I learned the way they play way, but it will stick a little where- the tournament starts
Thursday.
over there — the hard -way," longer!-1said Bean, who is here for this
Bean said it was an
Bean will need a strong
week's $250,000 Philadelphia expensive lesson and one that effort to win. This is a
Golf Classic.
should make people think designated tournament, which
Bean, who has won $240,058 about the other side of golf's means all the tour stars have
on the tour this year, picked financial picture. He said the to play,including British.Open
up a paltry $663 in last week's fans only hear about the big champion Jack Nicklaus, Tom*
British Open.
purses.
Watson, Hubert Green, Bill
-Oh man, I can still see
"It cost me close to $5,000 Rogers, Tom Itife, --Ben
those bunkers," Bean said at for the trip, and I won $663," Crenshaw, Lee Trevino, Ray
the _ Whitecearsh Valley. -fieiti:"Of-eoursejtook my—Floyd, If2; Open thempion
County Club. "I hit 'em all in father. The (air.fare) tickets Andy North, Hale Irwin, Bill
one day, shot 43 on one nine. were $2,600, the hotel $1,200, Xratzert and Lon Hinkle.

the rooms, not buy them."
Bean, however, laughed at
his expensive trip.
at least had a free'Cidi
dy," he said.
Bean's fatheT7Tom, a
working pro from Lakeland,
Fla., toted his son's bag.
"All I know is, I wasfirst out
of the boxSaturday and didn't
pass anyone," said Bean, who
'has Won three times on the
PGA tour this year.
"I love the golf courses- in
this country," Bean said,
waving at the 6,615-yard
Whitemarsh course.

ninth-inning solo homer by
KeithHernandez.
The Padres scored a run in
the fifth on Ozzie Smith's runscoring single and two in the
sixth on RBI singles by
Fernando Gonzatez and Bill
Almon.
Braves 4, Mets 3
Niekro, 11-9, struck out
seven with his knuckleball and
didn't walk a batter in his
winning performance, but he
did hit a batter, costing him a
run: Leading 3-'Niekro hit
Willie Montanez, then allowed
John Stearns' two-run homer.
Cubs 7, Giants 6
Greg Gross drove in two
runs without an official appearance at the plate, inCludingan llthinning sacrifice
fly that made A winner of
relief ace Bruce Sutter, 7-3,
the fifth Cubs pitcher.
...The Giants had gone ahead
6-4 in the top of the 10th on RBI
singles by Jack Clark; who has
hit in 19 consecutive games,
and Willie McCovey.

BLOOMINGTON, Minn.
(AP) — Billy Martin won't
have Reggie Jackson to kick
around
— or is it vice versa?
"You hit on the green here,
— until Sunday.
the ball stops, doesn't go into
By then, Jackson, the $2.9the next county," he said.
million slugger who chose to
-"This eotirse emnds golfoverride his manager's
course manager$ent. It
directive and tried to bunt
doesn't require a long'drive.
during Monday nigt's 9-7 loss
to Kansas City, wine roughly
$12,000 poorer, thanks to the
five-day suspension twithout
pay slapped ori hini Tuesday
by Martin and supported by
the Yankee top brass.
The
Yanks
weren't
schedulecL.Tuesday. Jackson,
who had a nationally'televised
run-in with the fiery Martin in
the Yankee dugout in Boston's
Fenway Park last season and
who has voiced dissatisfaction'
with Martin's managing this
year as well, will miss
tonight and Thursday night
against the Twins in Minnesota and Friday and
Saturday night's 'games
against the White Sox in
Chicago.
As it stands now, he'll rejoin
the Yanks Sunday in Chicago.
When the Yankees were
Minneapolis-bound on
Tuesday, Jackson. was
Oakland-bound, to his home.
He scurried- off a plane and
into a waiting car in San
Francisco and vanished.
But Martin had plenty to
The Yanks ran up a 13-1 record and the championship of Kentucky League. kneeling, from left, are:
say, before and after the
David Dill,tKevin Jones, Scott
Nix, David EdwardsdAlitdiell Fain, Phil Bryan and Chris Lamb. Back row are Coach Steve West, Pat
Yanks'flight.
Wilson, Mark West, Tim
Weatherford, Kelly Steely, Code Buie, Chris Padgett, Jon Mark Hall and Manager Earl Padgett.
"I'm the manager and he's
the player. That's the way it's

A Tag Before The Bag
Murray third baseman John Mark Billington tags out a Marshall County base runner after he attempted to advance on a wild pitch in the Little League contest Tuesday. Billington took the
throw from catcher Wade Smith. The Murray All-Stars won 5-1.
•
Staff

Photo by Tory Wilson

got to be," he said before the
team left New York. "It was
out-and-out defiance of my
orders, and that's not going to
be tolerated."
And when the club got to
Minnesota, he added:
hope
lie comes baci realizing lie's
made a nlistake and has the
right thoughts ... As manager
I have to enforce the laws. If
someone defies those laws I
have to take a stand."
Asked if the penalty might
be too harsh, Mastin snapped:
"It wasn't harsh enough. The
next step would be twice as
hard."
A major factor in Martin's
favor was the backing of the
Yankee bosses —'President Al
Rosen, club owner George
Steinbrenner and General

Manager Cedric Tallis. Rosen
and Steinbrenner have
displayed
less-thanoverwhelming support of
Martin in the past. Only a few
weeks ago Martin's job
appeared to be on the line
before a "clear-The-air'
session with Steinbrenner
brought a vote of confidence
for the rest of this season.
Stetbrenner _personally
voiced his support of
Jackson's suspension, which
was originally an indefinite
one Monday night but was set
at five days after Martin met
Tuesday with Rosen and
Tallis.
"We did a lot of soul searching," Tanis said. "We were
aware that Reggie has worked
very hard this season. But it

WASHINGTON(AP) —Ken
Rosewall, a 'semi-retired
tennis craftsman from
Australia; returned Tuesday
to the scene of a former
triumph at the- Washington
Star
International
tournament. It was as if he
never had been away.

._
Rosewall said he has not
been *able to get enough
practice to become truly
sharp. The rustiness showed
in a rash of uncharacteristic
errors as James took a 2-0
lead.

was our feeling that
disregarding a manager's
instructions that had been
explicitly explained to him
was of such a serious nature
that he had to be suspended.
oar
IEC.C1/13r.
"IL w
mendation," Tallis continued,
"but on a Matter of such
consequence, we did check
with the owner and president
of the ball-club. They gave
their approval.

"The manager runs the club
on the field," added Rosen.
"He has the full authority to
do this and the full backing of
the front office on this matter.
No player or players are
bigger than the team. That's
the way I played and that's the
way I run this team.-

ernes

13-1 Keptucky League Champs

731

Suddenly, though, the
Rosewall, 44, accepted a Rosewall
backhand regained
pair of engraved beer mugs to its silken touch. He moved
his
honor his status as a -living younger opponent from side to
legend," then demonstrated side. Two perfect
lobs and a
that he still has a lot of his old
touch with a 6-4, 6-2 victory precise shot down the line got
over fellow Australian John Rosewall even. In the ninth
James, who was born around game of the first set, Rosewall
the time Rosewall began took the lead.

In other matches involving
seeded
players:
John
Alexander of Australia
defeated Alvaro Betancour of
Colombia 7-5, 6-0; Raul
Ramirez of Mexico beat Billy
Martin 6-2, 6-3; Harold
Solomon ousted Ismael El
Shafei of Egypt 6-2, 6-1; Phil
Dent of Austialia beat Rick
Fagel 7-6, 3-6,6-2; Eddie Dibbs
defeated John Sadri 6-4, 6-1:
Manuel Orantes of Spain beat
Christophe Freyss 6-3, 622;
John McEnroe eliminated
Robert Lombardi 5-7, 6-3.6-2,
and Brian Gottfried overcame
Fred McNair 3-6, 7-6,6-1.

78

Lister.
FE $10

SPORTING GOODS

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Open Mon.thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6
Prices Good Through July 12th

Supir Sixty Depth Sounder
Model WPS60
A depth sounder especially made for bass
Is i g. Has a combination of reliability,
durability and performance features not
found in any other depth sounder at any
price.
Increased power output, a super efficient
2 in. titanote transducer and thin line
flasher light combine to give a sensitivity,
definition and detailed bottom readings
that are unmatched in conventional sounders.Clew,prec,:,e readings to 120 ft. with use of inside scale.
Offers flowtess, high-speed performance, making it ideal for surveying —
large la es ct high speeds. Is completely waterproof and will stand up to
•xtend8 use in oil weather conditions.
12 vo t operction, low power drain. Permanent or portable operation:
Comes with trol.sducer, 20 ft. transducer cable, power cable and gimbal
mount. Scale racksetted from 0 to 60 ft. in one foot intervals

UL Reg._
' 149.97_

Special

$12488

Wilson
Tennis
Balls
$188

39

'PT.

gge inmdl.for
a
21100 Series Free Spool
Free spool design with, automatic re-engo ment; power handle and star drag On crank H h
speed 4.7 to 1 gear ratio. Hydro thumb ,
backlash control plus centrifugal drag to oc
madote a wide range of lure weights. TWO

15
1

sti.-swiwisoy
and
Seetsr,

otter

.s.i-6
1-5 Sun

10/1•4•1 3030
•Two.toned ochre and OW* brown hi-impart '
styrene. '44o-1ip" top, recessed handle, ASS
latch arid risers.
Three big, roomy troy:17-16 muttisited xcirn.
/
4 in over oil
partments 1.31iti7lisx71

---‘11FTT-TIVelkiPMWttir
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Deaths and Funerals

Free Courses Scheduled Senate May Balk
At Adult Learning Center Full House Approval For ERA

Extension Expected By Backers

Regularly scheduled free nished.
Guthrie advised that perclasses in English, general
math, writing, real:ling, and sons interested in taking the
Educational
interpersonal communication General
WASHINGTON (API — Backers of a
The ERA, which would 'outlaw
subcommittee is still vacant. A comskills will be offered in the Development._ (GED test
new lease on life for the proposed Equal
discrimination based on sex, has been
mittee source said it was not known
Adult Learning Center at should take English, general
Rights Amendment, victorious in the
ratified by 35 states, although four
whether she would also fill the subJ. C. i Con) Milstead, retired
James Aaron Caraway,
math,
and reading. He said
Murray.State University Aug.
House Judiciary Committee, say they
legislatures later rescinded their accommittee seat.
brother of Mrs. Elizabeth rural mail carrier out of
persons
interested
29.
in
7-Sept.
expect approval by the full House but
tions. Unless the extension is approved
The four legislatures that rescinded
Scott of Murray, was killed Hazel, died Tuesday at 2:30
Chuck Guthrie, director of preparing for college or other that they could run into trouble in the:
by Congress, the amendment must
earlier approval of the amendment are
Miss.,
Murray-Calloway
on
the
Hernando,
p.m.
at
near'
post-secondar
y
courses
the
listed
educational
center,
the
Senate.
have the approval of 38 states by next
Kentucky, Tennessee, Idaho and
Tuesday at 4:45 a.rn. then his County Hospital. He was 88 and meeting times in the Adult objectives should take all the
That was the consensus after
March 22 to become part of the ConNebraska. The validity of their moves
him,
age.
over
years
automobile rolled
of
Learning Center in Room 206 offered courses.
Tuesday's 19-15 conunittee vote to put
„ stitution
will ultimately be up to Congress.
The deceased was a resident of Roy Stewart Stadium as
according to DeSoto County
off the deadline for ratificgtion of the
Rep. Don Edwards, 13-Calif., the
Kentucky's action was vetoed by its
coroner William P. McCarthy. of Hazel Route One and was follows:
Regularly scheduled classes
to June 30, 1982 — an extension of
ERA
leader of the pro-extension forces on the
acting
governor, however.
The coroner said the victim married to the former Tyra
—English, 10 to 11:30 a.m. are - an expansion of the
three kears, three months and eight
committee, predicted the measure
had been visiting a, brother at Paschall. who survives on on Mondays and Wednesdays. program at the center, which
Before Tuesday's -final committee
days.
would win approval in the House, where
Eudora, Miss., Monday night Dec. 25, 1915. Born Nov. 15,
vote on the extension, the panel
—General math, 1 to 2:30 was opened in 1974. Adult
it is expected to be put to a vote next
the
late
of
son
the
.and menlioned that he needed 1889. he was
rejected
an amendment to permit
also
students
have
the
option
_en Monday and Wedmonth.
to check something dragging George .Milstead and Nancy
states that have ratified the ERA to
of beginning the program at
nesdays.
But other ERA supporters said the
automobile. Jane Orr Milstead.
withdraw their approval during the
his
under
—Writing, 10 to 11:30 a.m. any level at any time and
Senate subcommittee on the ConMr. Milstead is survived by
McCarthy said Caraway-was
additional time period.
working toward a goal at their
on Tuesdays and Thursdays.
stitution, to which it will be referred,
crushed by the,autgmobile his wife; two daughters, Mrs.
There has been no previous request
—Reading, 1 to 2:30 p.m. on own rate.
could present an obstacle.
parked on a small ineline orrlTy Jcie !Betty Strader, Tuesdays and Thursdays.
for a time extension on ratification of a
Students may register for
The subcommittee was believed to be
Bluff Road between Hernando Calvert City, arid .Mrs. Skeet
constitutional amendment. And until
—Interpersonal
coin-, the classes by visiting or
Myers, Hazel
divided
3-3 on the extension issue when _ several amendments early in this cen)Geraldirle
and Eudora.
-munications skills, 10:30 to calling the Adult Learning
Sen. James B. Allen, 1)-Ala., an op- tury, Congress put no time limit on the
Coroner McCarthy said it Route One; One grand- noon on Fridays.
Center in Room 106 of Roy
ponent, died. His seat on the parent
appeared Caraway stopped daughter:, Mitss Nancy Myers.
ratification process, although the
All courses are offered at no Stewart Stadium (502) 762WASHINGTON(AP) — The first part
Judiciary Committee has been filled by
his automobile and left the Hazel; one grandson, Dale charge and books are fur- 6971.
Constitution gives Congress the power
his widow, Maryon, but his post on the to set such a qinitt.
of President Carter's 15-month-old
engine running. while he Strader. and one great
energy plan, designed to conserve
looked under the car from the grandson, .Derak Strader,
dwindling petroleum and natural gas
front. The vehicle rolled about Calvert City.
supplies by forcing industries to burn
He was a member of the
200 feet into a ditch with the
more coal, awaits House action after
engine still running after it South Pleasant Grove United •
winning lopsided Senate approval.
struck and crushed the victim. Methodist Church where
The bill has broad support in the
A DeSoto 0nty coroners funeral services will be held
conference
The
will
feature
A
workshop
on
the
but other, more controversial
House,
Jury Tuesday ruled the death Thursday at two p.m. with the
Prevention of Child Abuse will Mrs. Kathy Jonas, CoorFRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
year, an increase of 14.8 percent over
Rev. Dr. William P. Mullins,
parts of Carter's plan remain in serious
accidental.
dinator
for
Parents
be
held
Kentucky's
at
General
Fund
Murray
receipts
the
for
State
previous fiscal year but under the
trouble — raising doubts that Congress
Mr. Caraway is survived by Jr., and the Rev. James
the 1977-78 fiscal year barely exceeded
University Thursday, July 20, Anonymous in North Carolina.
$125
million estimate.
will
supply
his wife. Mrs. . Margaret Garland -officiating. Music
much
help
in meeting, the
from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. It is open Mrs. Jonas, a P.A. parent
estimates, and state revenue officials
Transportation fund receipts were up
Caraway; two daughters, will be by the church Ohoir
energy
conservation
,
goals.
Carter
to all professionals in the herself, will comment on all
are breathing easier.
8.9 percent for a total of $512.3 million.
Mrs. Lynn Nance. Milan. with special selections by
- any, at
aspects of child abuse, but will promised in Bonn, Wed t'erm
human
services
and
to
the
Tax receipts increased by 8.6 perCinthia 011yeng Erwin antis. Blonstress- -child —abuse---from -a'. the- end .of a .seven-nation ecnntunir
- The state's General Fund totalled
remit,
representing about $349.3 million
Morgan, Bedford. Texas; two davene Cook.
parent's perspective and summit on Monday.
$1,476,114,586 at the end of the fiscal
of the total transportation fund.
Active pallbearers will. be.
sons, James Caraway, Jr.,
Both
Carter's
proposal
for
a
domestic
effective intervention for
year June 38, just a fraction above the
Motor vehicle usage tax receipts of
Eva, Tenn__ and Garey Calvin Key, Glen E. Paschall,
families where child abuse 'crude oil tax and a proposed combudget
estimate of $1.475 billion.
Federal State Market News Service July
$109.4 million were up 20 percent for the
Caraway:, Humboldt, Tenn.; Willie 0. Vinson, Herdrell 19197$ •
promise
on
natural
gas
pricing
—
the
exists.
"I think it puts -us in pretty good
year, well over the estimate, but motor
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. -F. Stockdale, L. D. Cook,Jr.. and Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Mrs. Jo Curris, a Murray two major parts of the energy package
shape,”
said Paul Tanner, director of -• fuels taxes did not meet expectations.
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Honorary Receipts Act 556 Est 400 Barrows &
Erwin.
.Caraway. Milan. Tenn.
Otto
—
still
!ace
major
opposition
in
attorney; Dr. Charlene
the state Revenue Department's
"Our great strength is the motor
He is also survived by three pallbearers will be Tom Gilts Si 00-1.25 lowerSows most steady
Robinson, and Mrs. Lois Congress.
research staff.
lower
Instance
50e
'vehicle usage tax," Tanner said.
sisters. Mrs. Elizabeth Scott, Struggs, -Leland Strader, US 1-2 N10-2301bs
Tuesday's
92-6
Senate
approval
of the
$45 50-4075 'Smith, teamleader for the
Revenue officials were concerned
"People continue to buy cars and
Murray, Mrs. Charlene Caswell Humphreys, J. few $46 00
McCracken County Social broadly supported coal conversion
that
the long coal strike last winter
US
1-3
200-2401hs
445'25-45
50
trucks and continue to put things on
Carrington and Mrs. Bonnie Robert Taylor. Hester H. US 2-4 240-260 lbs
measure
would prohibit most new
144 25-45 25
Services, will also speak atthe
would cut about $10 million from antherm,
and they cost a lot of money."
Arnold, Bent'& Harbo,"Brown, and Charles - B. US 3-4 260-230 lbs
543 25-44 25
workshop. Two films focusing power plants from burning natural gas
ticipated severance tax receipts.
Sows
But
motor
fuels taxes increased by
Mich.; two brothers, Willard Guthrie.
US 1-2 270-350 lbs
$37 00-3900
on Parents Anonymous will be or petroleum and give the governments
But a record month in May and the
only 3.4 percent Tanner said the big
US 143 30D-50014s
136.00-3700
ft. caraway, Hernando. Miss., _ Burial will fellow in the L'S
power
to
order
the
industries
certain
to
shown.
department's collection of beck taxes
1-3 450-500 lbs
437 00-38 50
loss occur'ed in January when heavy
and, Leslie Caraway. Owen- church cetnetery with the US 1-3
500450 lbs
$38 00.39 50
The workshop is sponsored switch to coal. The bill also would ban
put coal severance tax receipts within
snow resulted in roads being closed.
Miller
the
arrangements
by
sboro.
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
$35 00-3000
residential
outdoor
gaslights
Jan.
1,
by
by the Division of Social Work
$3.5 million of estimates. Severance
"When you lose a period like that you
Funeral services will be Funeral Home of Haiel where Boars -26 00-30 00 .
at Murray State University, 1982.
taxes
totalled $121.5 million for the
never get it back."
call.
*JO. Thursday at two p.m. at friends may
Kentucky- Welfare
the
.the First -Baptist Church,
Prices of stadia of local Interest at
Asscociitiori and:the Bureau
noon. EDT. toay. furnished to the
Trezevant, Tenn., with Nitta!
for Social Services in the ,
Ledger & Ilrnes by First of Micfugan,
to follow in the Camp Ground
Corp., of Murray,areas follows.
'
Purchase Area. Participants
Cemetery in Carroll County.
Industnal Avg
+3.29 should pay a $5 workshop fee
Tenn. The Hunt Funeral Home
ir Products
• when 'they register between
of Humbolt. Tenn.. is in
Amencaa Motors
Mk *LI. 8:30 and 9 a.m. in rootti-228 of
A.shland OD
charge of the arrangements.
The Countrs Trend, a
35% ±',
--Roy Stewart Stadium. The fee
Amencan Telephone
804,1 +
country music band, will Ford
Motor *3
'4
includes lunch at tht,
154 bid iF ait
perform at several places General Care
university cafeteria. Students
General Motors
during the coming 'weekend. General Tire
will not be required to pay for
W. +4
The group will play at C.00dnch
22% -1.1 the workshop. but will need to
He ublein
20.une
Henderson's Four Way Freeze IBM
.291's +Pi
buy their own lunch.
at Hardin on Thursday. July, McDonald'
54'4
414
For further information,
Pennwalt
.
344
unc
20. at seven p.m.: at Piney Peptic°
call Dr. Mark Singer,
.Campground in Land Between Pal
La
professor in Murray
Oats
2424 invc assistant
Mrs. Forrest Major Hen- The Lakes on Friday, July 21, Quaker
Tappan
9 + L4 State's
department
of
derson, mother of Mrs. Pete at eight p.m.: and at Rushing Texaco
' 2562 -1"
professional studies, at 762WaleMart
. 231-4 unc
•
Panzera of Murray, died Creek Campground in Land Wend's
bid 35,•ask 6461 or Roberta Hart,247-4711.
Wednesday at 12:30 aog,..: at Between The----Lakes on
the Trigg County Hospital. Saturday, July M, at eight
Cadiz. She was90yearsof age.
•
The Cadiz woMarr-was the . Members of the band
wife of Fulton Henderson who organized -about a- year ago
died-- -in 1923. She was a were Jerry Burkeen. Kathy
member of the Cadiz Baptist Reid, Dale Reid, Neil Vick,
Park north and west of, tne
Registration is- now unChurch.
Eastern
Star. Diane Clark. Ronald Phillips.
Woodman Grove, and, a Jeff Dowdy, and Donald derway for artists and craft- tennis courts and will last
from 10 a.m. till dusk each
smen to participate in the
retired sales lady of the F. B. Housman.
day.
Wilkinson Company.
Kenlake Arts and Crafts
This years event will include
Festival
Mrs. Henderson was also
over Labor Day
the musical talents of Ann and
._ preceded in death by two sons.
weekend.
Dick Albin, in- addition 70Charles Trimble Henderson
The festival, which has a
musical entertainment of past
and Fred Clark Henderson.
seven-year tradition
Albins, popular
Survivors include her
Western Kentucky, • will be folk singers who perform
held
daughter, Mrs. Pete (Sarah)
Saturday,
September
2
The regular meeting at
regularly across the state. will
Panzera, and her husband. Hicks Cemetery will be held and September 3 at Kenlake
Pete. Panzera, Murray; . one Saturday. July 22, from eight State Resort Park in Aurora. perform throughout the day on
tirdther, Garnett J. ilajor, a.m. to-twelve noon. Funds Sponsored by Kentucky's Saturday, as \veil as conducting a dulcimer-making
Birmingham, Ala.
will be collet:al for the"-Western Waterland and the
seminar
Saturday afternoon,
...The funeral will be held upkeep of the.cemetery and Kentucky Department of
Registration for the event
Thursday at two p.m. at the for the trust fund.
Parks, the festival last year
will -begin at 8:30 a.m. on
drew over 15,000 spectators to
chapel of the Goodwin Funeral
The trust- fund consistes of view and
Home, Cadiz, with burial to
purchase the hand- Saturday, September .2.
plots that have been spoken
crafted work of the exhibitors. Howevet participants are
follow sn the East End
for and have neither been paid
The festival will take place encouraged to pre-register for
Cemetery in Cadiz.
Friends may call. at' the. for or marked off and those on the grounds of the State the event. Cost for the
exhibitor space is $5 per booth.
funeral home after six p.m. on plots which have been marked
off but have not been paid for.
Festival regulations require
Wednesday. •
Plots that have not been paid
that all items on display must
for or that have not been
be handcrafted work of the
marked cannot be held, the
exhibitor. "We want ta
LAKE DATA
trustees said.
TheIlirooks Chapel United 'provilfe a quality' show for
Kentucky Lake.7 a In
down 0.2.
Trustees are Clifford Methodist Church will hold its both the exhibitor and the
NO APPOINTMENT NEEDED
Belbw dam 301.2. up I
Farris, Rudy Bucy,fled E. D. annual Vacation Bible School spectator" said Karen Cissell,
KWW ExecutfVe Secretary.
Barkley Lakv..7 a p 357 8. Winchester who said they starting Monday, July 24, and
SERVICE OUR SPECIALTY
would appreciate any money continuing through Friday, -The festival has been exdown 0.2.
tremely popular for a number
Below darn 301.2. 0%113.3
that can be given for the July 28.
Classes for nursery through of years and we look forward
Sunset 8:15. Sunrise 5 51
upkeep of the cemetery..
teenage will be held from to this years festival conseven to nine p.m., Monday tinuing the tradition "
through Friday.
Artists and craftsmen who
For transportation perstfris are interested in displaying at
may call 753-2913
the festival should contact the
KWW office to pre-register.
They should call 527-1303, or
write KWW Route No 7 Box_
144, Benton,42025, to request -a
registration form
The annual homecoming
i4,711Lbe held at Mt. Pleasant
I Mounting And Balancing
Uraul Methodist Church, Shopping Cancelled
near Buchanan, Tenn., in
FREE With Tire Purchase

Energy Plan
Is Approved
By Senators

Child Abuse Workshop Slated
On University Campus Thursday

Hog Market

Stock Market

Country Trend To
Perform At Places

Brooks Chapel To
Hold Bible School

NOW AT CARROLL TIRE

We Will Be Closed
Thursday Afternoon
Preparing For Our Sale

Watch Tomorrow's
Paper!!

ahdm & Jackson
DOWritoWri NIUMI%

Lipt Truck Tires

nior Citizens

Preaching services will be.
field at eleven p.m. with-the
Rev. A. M. Thomas as
speaker.
Bids will be taken on the
upkeep of the cemetery during
the business meeting.
A basket lunch will be
served at noon.

Senior eitiZens on the Senior
Citizens van will-be raneeii,
on Friday, July 21, due to
repair on the van.
FK emergency shopping
senior citizens may call 753.0929 by nine a.m. on Friday,
said Verona Grogan, Murray
Senior Citizens director.
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In Love To Accident Victim
By SANDRA BALMER s
but I figured Peter could hear him round-the-clock attention.
yours."
Associated Press Writer
me," Linda said.
After one year of practice,
With her savings, Linda had
CHICAGO (AP) — Peter
She refused to give up, even an outdoor swimming pool Peter and Linda finally made
Saraceno concentrated on one though doctors told her to installed so hecould exercise it.
step, then the next, as he forget about Peter, to go but his legs and work at physical
"It was supposed to be a
walked haltingly down tto and have some fun because he therapy.
small wedding, just family
aisle at Our Lady of Pompeii never would be the same, Today,'though his speech is and close friends," said the
,Church. Linda Fraschalla, his never would walk again or still garbled, he can talk, he Rev. Angelo Calandra, who
bride, who brought him back talk again.
can shake hands,and, with the celebrated the wedding Mass.
to life from a 342-month coma,
But finally he opened his help of an aluminum walker, "But there were more than 300
walked beside him, her arm eyes, and though he could not he can walk.
people and more outside."
linked in his.
talk or even move a finger, Peter had worked hard on
-Any other girl would have
-U NA MOMENTS — Jesse Stuart's The Thread That Runs So True" is the second major production of the MurrayHis hands shaking slightly, "his eyes followed Linda his speech and last year spoke. forgotten me,left me long ago,
Calloway County Community Theatre's summer theatre program. Pictured here is a tense moment in the life of
Peter flashed a wide smite around the room," a relative to Linda's father. -Mr. but Linda never gave up. ...
Jesse Stuart as hefries to maintain order among his students at the Lonesome Valley schoolhouse in the hills of
Sunday when he reached the said.
Fraschalla," he said; "I'd like I've
been reincarnated
Eastern Kentucky. The slimy will run July 20 to 22, and July 27 to 29 at the site of the old Calloway County Court
end of the aisle arfd was helped
Linda quit her job and took permission to marry your through her," Peter said.
House in the City-County Park. Pictured in the fight are 'Frank Gilliam, Murray, as Jesse Stuart, and Jim Reese,
into a waiting limousine.
special training to care for daughter."
"These last two years have
Mayfield, as Guy Hawkins.
"Chicago is my kind of Peter. When he was allowed to "Peter," Jim Fraschalla taught me a lot about life. But
town," he said when friends go home, she moved in with answered, "when you can ... Linda. She taught me about
and neighbors gathered in the Ids widowed mother to give walk down that aisle, she's all love."
old Italian neighborhood
broke into rousing applause.' _
Tiler and Linda, both—in
their 20s, had planned to be
Married after he left the
Marines in 1976. Then-eame
Ara.
the Car crash.
Doctors
at a Westlake
several hundred miles away, to be with
help his rural community realize the
-1* IV SUSAN TAYLOR
Hospital had pronounced
hospitalization
men
all
six-week
for
during
his
education
him
importance
of
CANNON
JOHN
and
Peter dead on arrival, until
in the Murray-Calloway County
and women, young and old alike," Mrs.
one groped for a pulse one last
Hospital; Murray made an everlasting
Trevathan continued.
In recognition of the unique bond
time
and finally felt
ties
family."
the
the
maintained
University,
his
Stuart
and
impresson
on
Stuart
has
between Murray State
something.
The cast of the production is comestablished between himself and the
Murray community, and author Jesse
"Three or four times they
prised of Murray area residents .and
Murray community by frequently
Stuart, the Murray-Calloway County
told us he had just a few hours
interested persons throughout western' visiting the area. In 1968, he was
Community Theatre is rehearsing the
left," said Ms motherj-Louise
Stuart's
Kentucky. It is being staged in front of
of
awarded one of the first two honorary
version
stage
Saraceno. "But I didn't
the landmark of Murray, Calloway
doctorates ever conferred by. Murray
autobiographical novel "The Thread
believe it and neither did
Courtty's first courthouse which has
State University.
That Runs So True."
4as
been restored to its original state, and
The following year Stuart, Wrather, Linda. Every night Lindi was
The production, which is being
talking
to
him
just
at
his
side,
new
State
the
Murray
placed as a tourist attraction in
and former president of
directed by Richard _Valentine, will be
as if it was any Other night, as
city-county nark.
University Harry -Sparks initiated the
-presented Thursday, Friday and
if they were on a date, as if
Director Valentine said, "The
Writing
Creative
Jesse Stuart
Saturday evening, July 20 to 22 and 27 to
backdrop of the old courthouse provides
Workshop. The eighth of the workshops --nothing had happened."
"
29 atthe site of the Old Calloway County , the perfect setting for this mountain
On holidays,at the hospital,
is now in progress at Murray State but
Court House in the new City-County
Linda
would
decorate
Peter's
schoolhouse drairt*.-Stuart is helped in
Stuart's health has prevented his atPark.
room. She told about her New
his efforts by an outstanding pupil, tendance.
Jo Bern Curtis. .oresident of the
EXOTIC SIGHTS — Three entrants in the Miss Universe Contest pose amid the anYear's celebration. -At
Naomi Dean Norris, who is Naomi
his
7
In
the
university
'addition,
***theatre group, described Stuart's
a
hat
on
him
cient
Mayan ruins at Chichen-Itza, Mexico. From left, they are: Diana Leticia Conte of
midnight.
I
put
Dean Stuart today."
original
acquired as a gift from Stuart,
'unique relationship with this -western
and I ew horns and told him
Panama, Olga Roxana Zumaran of Peru and Christina Margarita Ysaguirre of Belize.
journals
which
manuscrips,
papers
and
Kentucky community as begining when
th
ew Year was_liere. The
Executive Secretary for the Com- are now housed in The Jesse Stuart
The contest will be judged July 24 in Acapulco.
Stuart first came to Murray in 1954 at
munity Theatre, Mrs. Margaret Room of .Special Collections Library. allrses thought I was crazy,
(AP Laserphoto)
the request.of the late M. 0. Wrather,
Trevathan, commented, "Education,'
One
of
the
few
Kentuckians
ever
to
then public relations director at
which is usually a forbidden summer so honored, Stuart's work was prasél
Murray State College. Wrather had
topic, is the theme of our upcoming on his 70th birthday, August 8/1977,
asked Stuart to present the main adproduction. The story focuses on Stuart when Kentucky Governor Jj.tflan M.
dress to the teachers of the First
as the eighteen-year-old teacher of the Carroll proclaimed the ly "Jesse
District Education Association. As
one-room schoolhouse during the 1920's Stuart Day in Kentuck
agreed, Stuart carne to Murray in
in eastern Kentucky." Mrs. Trevathan,
"The Thread That uns So True" is
October of that year. At that time.
who also serves as the Calloway County the second
roepe
of
Murray-Calloway
internationally
however,
the
public librarian, noted, "Stuart's books County Comm it y Theatre's major
recognized poet-laureate's plans were
have the highest circulation of any summer p
Phone 753-2310
ctions. The third major
Murray,Ky.
Southside Shopping Center,
jolted to a halt by a heart attack sufauthor's books in the library collec- productio , which will end the summer
fered during the last sentence of his
tion."
theatre, rogram, -will be "You're A
address.
Good
Man, Charlie Brown," It will be
Mrs. Curris futher explained,
"Though fought politically by
presented in conjunction with the
"Stuart's-wife and daughter came from
community leaders and physically by ` /theatre group's second annual memtheir home in Greenup County, which is
rebellious students, Stuart struggled to
bership drive.

Relationship Between Jesse
Stuart And University Unique'

r

Sears

HOME APPLIANCE

BONUS SALE

Paglids Pizza and Italian Restaurant

Italian Spaghetti
Special
With Garlic Bread and 17 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)

99

Inside
Dining

Wednesday Night
Includes as Always

FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS

You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'
Luxurious I hoing
for 275 People

uarantee
Quick
Service
Now 2 Kitchens
To Better Serve
Our Customers

_Pagliors Pizza
510 Main

753-2975

GET A BONUS IN MERCHANDISE CERTIFICATES
WORTH $15, $25, or $35
ON A LATER SEARS CATALOG PURCHASE

Only

'Super Special For Kids 1/
Spaghetti and Salad
/2 Price 1

4 to 10 P.M.

7 DAYS ONLY—JULY 17thru JULY 24
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, WIN
VICE
NEW
PRESIDENT—Dr. Richarii
Butwelt tiac,-A4
- Wnied
new respieSibilities on
full-time basis as vicepresident for academic
programs at Murray State
University. Butwell, formerh
dean of the college of Arts
and Sciences at State University of New York at Fredonia,
succeeds Dr. William C.
Reed, who is returning to
the classroom as a member
of the teaching faculty. But
well worked with Read
during a transition period in
June. An internationally
recognized political science
on Southeast Asia, Butwell
earned the Ph. D. degree at
Oxford (England) University
where he was a FulbriOt
Scholar.

FVENILE cRpavliALS
TORTOLA";.'Itrittlae*--ihrgr
''zr-Onttists itt
these little Caribbean islands
say one reason the crime rate
here is so low is probably be
cause under-18 offenders are
punished in exactly the same
way as adult criminals. •

•

With the purchase of a Sears home appliance selling
for $150 or more, you get a bonus in merchandise certificates
that can be applied just like cash to a later Sears
catalog purchase of any kind of merchandise

15
25
'35

in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Home Appliance selling for

in Merchandise Certificates with the
Purchase of a Home Appliance selling for
in Merchandise Certificates with the
purchase of A Home Appliance sellknOr

OfferGaid
Only At

TO
$249.99

450
$250 $31:99
$350 NOIRE

Stirs eatirog
Offer Expires July 24, 1978
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GER Ia

DAY AFTER DAY

Poces offoctiv• Iffu July 25*
Warmly NM reserved
TIN Crow co

taproom 1976

(1
5

4

Kri6er
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
Each of them advertised items is re-aspired to he readily
avoilaide for sale eoch Kreger more, except es specifically
noted this,ad. lived. ma set of go advertised it.., we rill
offer yea yew choice of •comparable It... whom available,
reflecting the same savings or a rainchea which will *otitis
yes to porches. the advertised item et the odvertiseil price
within 30 days.

U.S. Gov't. Graded Choice Beef

COST - CUTTER COUPON

Oreep Flovortd

-CENTER—CUT
CHUCK STEAK

RICH'N READY
DRINK

Fresh Frozen

- BAKING
HENS

REDEEM
ALL
COUPONS

LIMIT TWO GALS
LIMIT ONE COUPON

HIM
OEM 24
RIM I

WITH
ONE

4-6

gallon

$10
PURCHASE

lb. avg.

NMI

aume

1%09
with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by law and in oddition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Expires July 25th.

lb.

Pr(

Mi 141
1711II
MG OM

n11111111111111111
BEEF 8. HYDRATED VEG. MUM AUX

CHOICE

LI.

U.S.D.A. GRADE 'A' MOLLY FARMS

BEEF
SHORT RIBS

,..79c

FRESH

FRYER
BACKS

bac
jr‘p

GENUINE

Pim
I•coul
Pith

19c

.1.13.

Bulk Shed

UAPT

$129

CALF LIVER

111

AURA

Koo

11.-S-GOV'E. GRADED CHOICE

KROGER'S
PRO
GROUND ROUND $159
PATTIES

iU S GOVT GRADED

Yogi

BACON
BY-THE-CASE

MSwi

25 LA Avg

L

_

LB $1 17

OPEN 24 HOURS

•

EXCEPT FROM MIDNIGHT SATURDAY
8 AM.SUNDAY

V est

FULLY-COOKED
HAM SLICES
$189

SHOP WHIN IT IS
CONIVINIIINT FOR YOU

(BONUS BUNDLE
5 LIS. CHOICE ROUND STEAKS
5 LUIS. LEAN PORK STEMS
5 LIS. FRISK GROUNDS'',
.5 LIS. FRYER QUARTERS
5 LBS. KROGER WIENERS
SIRS. PORN SAUSAGE Ikons OR cocu o

Pot Center Cut

30 LIS
OF MEAT,
ALL FOR

$35

LAHORE Si

•

ShZolied Picnics

DELUXE DEUCATESSEN
Phone Ahead...We'll Have
Your Order Ready!
759-4641

ctecti

89,
a 494

WATER ADDED

LI

SLICED

Pork Liver
mimosa;
Kroger Weiners

MEOW BY TM NEU

A ssortial Varieties

FOX DELUXE
PIZZA

SPAGHETTI
PLATE

Sliced Bacon

Nisnest-te•goodness

FRESH SEAFOODS
I

•ACCURATELY LABELLED SPECIES

-NEVER FROZEN 0

13 oz.

1241

$1 19

A

r

Chee

ti):-

TURKEY
NAM
$199

•RUSHED DIRKTLY TO KROGER FROM
RELIABLE EAST COAST FISHERIES

‘‘
\ GUARANTEED

FREW

MET DEL

Mr. Team lonetou NMI

•FRESHLY CAUGHT, THEN PACKED WITH
ICE IN SEALED CPO AINERS

A generous portion of tender pasta
covered with a rich red sauce,
cole slow, hot garlic bread or roll

1201 $929
PIG
a.

KWICI KEW

•

Cutlets
".46,
4106.41,V1‘.. Ne4164110.2174041.

A Roil Meal

PARLAY SC

Mars

Boiled Ham

Pal

AVAILABLE
TWOS III K
SAT ONLY

UV .094:
PIG. F

GLENDALE

Jumbo Bologna

12 01 00C
PKG. 1 /

Marg

Pork Sausage

FO
;
N i
A li
fif
e
lak

•OPEN DATED FOR ASSURED FRESMESS

Pb,.
Pond Raised
GIN COMM

$ 09

Bologna
WATT PORK

39

Spare Ribs

Fresh Ocao

FRESH
CATFISH
$169
lb. I

PERCH FILLETS
$199

CHOICE OF
FOUR MEATS

MEAT
•2 VEG.
•SALAD
•HOT ROLL
•1

Not!

In-Store Waited

PLATE
LUNCH

ONION
ROLLS

$189

Shredded or Clopped

7
SAL9ADc

CREAMY
COLE SLAW

- Fish-N -Batter

120z.$
39
PKG.
g

WILSON WESTERN STYLI

$1 79

Wieners ,

'T=

LI

_A

Kroger Garden

Bing Cherries

TV
Orange Flavored

884

lur

re

RICH'IIREADY

/

fINICT ULSORNIA 113521

8

Valemca Oranges
row after row
offreshness at down
to earth prices

r•
/41

I

SA, •

DRINK

..79`

lb.

Vi

tit

0101Y
Cool & Creamy

MACARONI

HADDOCK
FILLETS
$199
lb.

Viels•As'asis,

the

lb.

Fresh &Man

FOR

s.4ri

es&

(limit 2 jugs
with coupon above)

RED
\
NECTARINES
lbSt

;nosy corn,coveornal§

9109((eP5ymet.......

r

=

WOE?),20
Off
'
tnavardthepUrth01414110
I lb Mg (*mosso* Pnd

2

WORM $2-:00 OFF
*award Tho purchase of food
Old Fosh•on Gloodolo
==

c
ea OD
us OM

00

Mcosi. c
- um.cornea HIE

WORTH'i0490-E
Toward *4 ourches• ea

el.

Ant

okg of Skid

•=
m=

MN,come cowpfullig

VI[ccor corm cornea l's;
-

iMe
ritpurchom of

=

o 30 7 co con of Mono* Mew,

41.

_LEFAONM
wifh Des coupon
Epri...my 25*

'
;
2r
'
.
1
4.1.

ritithiscsup..

2:

EKENTos July 2501.

a
.l"
ee
m

with
Expires July 25*

an an
ON a

Aka
nes cosvEs, r ,
(Wei

July 25*

an so

$ -

p:Kon

sivisreill or itenibirr -um

HAMBURGER
DILLS

=
GIMP

•

111.
MIN
owo °I°

MOP 400
ti,,,(0,90n bnvt oft""` ow
fuggy,July 25*
r.."

.

!i[c-is!-sl)r_qi_cpyPoisirs

0150%,(ono to.a.o.11111:

--81rwfor

SWEET
PICKLES

E
lf
4
aor L

10`OW-

toward rtiopurttios• ot
IIIED

IMP NM

g

32 es.
woh„us

tImo one
I • clui,25ff
i

0 1 2 or por of Krovic

IMP

=in
!L. so

PEANUT
BUTTER
with this(oink.
:Limit
11,Pum hilY 25*

MID

-= WW
isow
NM al▪ p
OM MD
MEI SI
"

=

WORTH 75rOfF
?ow
,
d
purrhoi• 0F
n '12 of

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
t•71,•1
rrii,
this°ow.

irtli I Art.

1111111111r1111111111ICS7111111111111111111111111:111111111

1111111111iia N11111111111101.11111IINE
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WEEK
AFTER
WEEK,
lAY

[

TOTAL SATISFACTION GUARANTEE
'' Everything you buy at Kroger is guaranteed for
your total satisfaction regardless of
manufacturer. If you are not satisfied, Kroger
will replace your item with the same brand or a
comparable brand or refund your purchase price.

imEMINOINIMDIMimilmiamENE

COST-CUTTER COUPON]

KROGER COST-CUTTERS TRIM
YOUR FOOD BUDGET

COST-CUTTER COUPON

•

MINI
SqySoft
You
'
ll find

CHARMIN
TISSUE

WESSON
Pe
OIL

CrIS C TIERS

111111W
EMI
IMO

the cost-cutter symbols on
hundreds of your favorite items
throughout our store. Plus sock week
you
'
ll find cost-cutter weekly ad specials
for extra $411/111911 on grocery
items, dairy, frozen foods, healty
beauty aids,
meats and produce.

Green Giant
4 roll
Pkg..
11111111. with this coupon and S10.00 purchase excluding items,
NMI prohibited by law and in addition to the cost of coupon MIN
aim merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one. MUM
'
111
Expires July 25th.

ling items
of coupon
.imit one.

goo
fin
um

117: 79'

Yogurt Push-Ups

IlL

ALL FLAVORS

Cheese Spread

47'
o n;
am
6-4-1-11-99
854

Pimiento Spread
Pillsbury Biscuits
, gunsum
Swiss Cheese
z ,L)

Dynamo Liquid

14 a.
TCIM

10 COUNT IlUTTERMIUL

NATURAL

6401.$

WAS

Nestle Quilt
5269
Wiole Mumshroome.A.12s 57'
Pork & Beans
5,3' 51'
)orenows
2702 /
75
Glo Coot
$1
$315
Future Wax
on $335
32OZ.
CAA

120:. 25,4

4 OZ.

4

1502.
CANS

3/5 1 3789

1 7 02.
CANS

36'

39)
--WAS$1.29---

ACRT1JC

44 OZ.

1202.

WAS
s 49

611.

$719

*

PEANUT
BUTTER
Lao,$1119
,

Patio Assorted V.nstl.s

---"IUTTERMILK
BISCUITS

MEXICAN
DINNERS
Pkg.

en.

Pledge
mein Apple Juice
Apple Juice

NOW

$1 29
$1°9

63'

32 OZ.
IM

MOM CUT
14/
1
201
CAN

Asparagus

7'9'

150655

WAS $1.65

12 ox.

I

3/$1

99c

$

CAM

Eli OZ.
TUBS

12 OZ
CAMS

ELBOW
MACARONI

$2
64

3 1 02
UN

-.Orange Juice
Whipped Topping

5295

BAG

NOW

MIOWIOAT

MINUTE MAID

Ill/.

3/$1
$253
3/$1

INSTANT CHOCOLATE!RINK

2
P1

•-AIL-

39'

NOW

GREEN GIANT CREAM STYLI

GREE GIANT SLICED

NAVY DUTY

7 411.

II"

19c

KROGER SINGLE WRAPPED AMERICAN

1 002

DEL MONTI VAC PAC WNW MOM

WAS 39'

1
:111111111111111111'Gen11111111111111111
BIG ORYA1111011111

iiarnamburger Relish
Beef Dinner
Golden Corn
kidn'ael y Beans
Golden Corn

399c

with this coupon and $10.00 purchase excluding items
prohibited by low and,in addition to the cost of coupon
merchandise. Subject to applicable taxes. Limit one.
Expires July 25th.

offir
$1 29

WAS

NIBLETS
CORN

ININ1
ION

/4

Cut Asparagus

49'

$ OZ.
CAN

61
69'
39'

NOW
SUSHI REST

.4113As̀ 394
Baked Beans -*
Pizza Mix
sox S 1 9 $115
$ 23 $1 19
Pizza Mix
soma
Crunch 'N Munch sox
54'
In. 7595
BBQ Sauce
Thick RhA
1401.
CAN

EATINOIN SOFT WHIP

DAIRY
SPECIALS

Margarine
at 59
Margarine sox. 65a
coma
Cheese Slices 11:1: $1 15

1: 99'
a:$229

PARKAT SOFT

PKG.Of TWO
TINES

ICRAFT DELUXE

AVONDALE SNOESTRING

AMERICAN

ASSORTED

KROGER

COTTAGE2402.
CHEESE TUB

$1 1 9

HOT DOG
BUNS

9V

Milk

GAL.

Si

16 7/102.

0111 BOY AR DM PEPPERONI OR SAUSAGE
16 7/5 02
BOX
TREAT

4 01

ICE
MILK

49

ASSORTED FLAVORS
Yubi Yogurt....

3

GAL.
.CM.

aa`

E. la

89
(

DEL MONTE
CATSUP

141 GAL.
OM

59'

ctn.

MILE-NATURAL
Lemonade

KROGNIRROWNIN SWVIMIY 011112 OZ.PEG.- 711'

Oil SOUTH

KRUSTY ROLLS rrnr
RCM!
994 PIGPie Shells......
uge Bars
Fudge
Buns
2 'Az $1
0
FOR HOME II FAMILY

LS
G. 1 39
$1
O

ER02
.

KROGER a.SANDWKII

79

4
'
paw,
(

a

0

az

Psis Reliever

RUBBER
GLOVES

ANACIN
TABLETS

29
100 ct.
btl.

LANACANE
CREAM

Soothing

ITIEREADY

D • -,
I
.2"
-3TAN
Decongestant

MURINE
EYE DROPS

/1110#1

Final Net

NASAL DRISTAIN HAIR
SPRAY
SPRAY
$1 17
49
c.
btl.
,V441 Ro0,41

-mow

ni(cosT corm couroo1111:

F

of

r ocir

sable Ladles

O1. :, Disg.ICRER

am
NO

NMI S
MANS

99,

RAZOR

OB.=
MN um.
inn
On No
ON am

HITT!'
ICE
1,o n

311

hi 7SU

iffl111/1111.1111111Mill=

AID

ea.
thqs coupon Limit on
-Mires hily

Tissue

4 ROLL PEG

man
'Lull

[c.en_cytT2E1 _____ _______
WORTH 25 OFF
toward the purthossia,
a 32 a: iar of Embassy

SALAD
DRESSING
with this coupe. Limit ono
MITrittr----

kill.

!,1(c_slt curie ____________
Maxwell Nouse
-

an

:.•

a▪ s

=3
_ER
am II.

- COEM

LAO

Tissue

4 ROLL PEG

$34"

INSTANT

•

▪ SIP
111111

COFFEE'

Cake Mixes
atm
Shortening
Cheese

ow'
go MID
id ail
fi/

Good To Th.Loo--rop

MAXWELL HOUSE
OFFEE

with this taw.Limit one
?Win Juvy 15“1:"

ii
mi
llik.witi‘totwawarrirt 1160Pn%:" Itlf: •
*
"
Lompoc
rnthtbestaipon

199

-pa
ussiiiisssessullso

sox

$219

$169

Giant tide

410Z.
IMX

89'

i`oft'isilretty

4sou 89'

174
$1"

PKG.

ASSORTED FLAVORS

Hi C Drink

4607.
CAN

554

Ill COUNT ROLL

JIB CAN

$168

Bounty Towels
Ivory Liquid
mum
Down Liquid
Palmolive Liquid

2 BOLE
PIG

GIME

$198

2 LB PKG

22ITIOZ

894

AIMING DETERGENT

594
404
694 Northern Beans

*5/2 OZ. PEG.

2201

GENTLE

13 02. CAN

I206E1 DIY GREAT

11/
1
2OZ

irclibuyrood

--6et. s
inn

$42.

88'

694

Ot PEG

Cake Mixes
Advance
c

I 0 in $369

▪ so

$ 17 52: $
8
19
449

4%mei; 16'
-Margarine

en 8'
94
Veli 69'

Kul BONNET

JAN

-

I Li.
PIG.

584

Ink;""r.<0.0441111111C 01.1111[(64,(wry'.(010.0.3

PIP,I[cost corns coorol)111
IIA4nivell Noose

WT.
KG.

4 Iii OZ.
JAR

DUNCAN NINES

Cake Mix

O

$

NORTNERN

BITTY CROCIIII

$11 17

38

Baby Food

KROGER

09

22 lin

CHARMIN

EACII

$

3 OZ

$129

994

KRAFT VELVIETA

EACH

,

$ 7 39

MMITE

SERGEANT SENTRY IV

Dristse

z.ipyrof]
7r-Off

SKIPPER
FLASHLIGHT
COLORPAR lel 1

in.

1.2ot $129
tvbe

WITH
IIATTERIS

DRISTAN
TABLETS POLAROID
17 FILM
24c1.
9
FLEA
Family Pride 160z. Baby Oil
COLLAR
BABY
POWDER
iN AB" R
14 ez.7
GRILL
can

97c

--•'"'

S9c

1u",g
1

t

Sooting

110TGI L

,

us
csie
oz.
en.

320i

NOW

NOME PRIDE

STATE

ITEMT

„e-

73c

OT lAR

IIAKE

KROGER

MIRACLE WHIP

14
%pershi::30'
MOTOR
OIL

WAS
RAGU'ENKX I. ZESTY WITH MEAT

Spaghetti Sauce
Potted Meat
Vegetable Oil
Trash Bags
Fright Detergent

WAS 89'

12a. 794
PUG.

411

.
.rW
Ate rile

32 ox.
bti.

as:

KROGER MILD OR MEDIUM

Cheddar Stick

WAS $1.29

11 02

Poker Pa Vieille

MN KROGER
Buttermilk

KRAFT
MAYONNAISE
20in 25
or I

OPEN PET

DOGE.RALF PERCENT

2loct.$1
pkgs.

sib,f rER

G&W Pizza
"41: 69'
"do 794
Potatoes
Banquet Dinners.3.241:$ 1 39

Olff-DOT•AR•DEE NAMMIURGER

=

=t

AN Varieties

^

11111/
DRINK MIX
all
SIM MP•
ulm am
ins
111=

=
gni

ads.

imp

aie
ase
ow

makes

din

•

MIN

"1"rts

49

UM gm

Intent

NESCAFE
COFFEE
io.2.$ 45.
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FOR RESULTS
2 Notice

If You
heed Tbem:
Fire. . .

753-1441
753-1611

lesow . .
Amnion .

753-052

YOUR NEED IS our
NEEDIJNE,
concern
753-6333

It's A Fact

753-9331

immetut
.1hosne

753-5131

SKIRT • .

1594141

Canmeleasive
tan •
7534611
Pisa Ceara . . 753-7511
Sanw Ca,.. 153-0029
Nadas . .

753118

leas To ken

753-2211

Fester
Palely
Airport

4892111 '

753-5362

Social Concerns
Committee and
The Ledger &
Times

Free Gift Wrapping I
Ls a specialt) at
Storks Hardware
12th & Poplar
753-1227
FREE PARKING!

6 ti:lp Wanted

11,

Occapational Limnos
Occupational boars dvis
Penalty Sept. I, 1974
Tobacco Products
Soft drink and ke croons
restaurant
Pool ball
Theaters
Also inciadis
Cigarette and cold drink
machines

COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size
Wallets low as 24 cents,8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th.,
53-0035. Free Parking
lot, use our rear entrance.

Pools
Western Ky. Pools

442-9747
Paducah, Ky.
WATKINS
FOR
Products. Contact
Holman Jones, 217
South 13th., Phone 7533128.

N-43TICE TO. BIDDERS
Coldwater Church of
Christ is authorizing for
sale three old church
buildings to be removed
from property. Send
inquire or bid to Rt. 1,
Box 273. Murray, KY
42071 or call 489-2219,
4e9-2217, or 489-2145.

COMPLETE
M&, G
GLASS COMPANY. We
, have expanded- our
businaa.s to better serve
this community and in
doing so, we have moved
' to a new location at. 816
Coldwater Road. Phone
753-0180.

J. P.
NESBITT'S ;
'A SHOP TO :
Sale
Bedspreads
15°4 off
All Pictures
and Many
Wicker Items
Di:coveted
Coii;Te7Us!
641 North
wiasies Iowa
hineavre

7594588

NOTICE
CUSTOMERS OF MURRAY
NUMBER ONE WATER DISTRICT
Your Public Service Commission has
requested that the . present water rates be
published and they are as follows:
Monthly Rates.
,$4.50 Minimum Bill
First 2,000 Gallons
Next 3,000 Gallons
$1-60 per 1.000 Gal.
$1.25 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 5,000 Gallons
.95 per 1,000 Gal.
Next 10.000 Gal
.75
.per 1,000 Gal.
Next 30,000 Gal
65 per 1 000 Gal.
Next 50,000 Gal
Quer-100.000 Gal
.55 per 1,000 Gal.
Connection Chareges-$250.00

NOTICE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR BIDS
The Calloway County Fiscal Court will.receive
bids for the reroofing of the courthouse roof until
Wednesday, August 2, 1978 at 9:00 a.m. at which
time the bids will be opened. Bids should be
delivered to the County Judge's Office, Courthouse
Building, Murray, Kentucky. All bids submitted
should be based upon J. M. Specification No. 631 for
unnailable deck with reference to-one (1)- asbestos
base sheet, three (31 finishing aquadarn and
asbeston flashing. All bids should be accompanied
by a performance bond. Further specifications can
be obtained from the County Judge-Executive'a Office. The best- arid lowest bid meeting all
specifications and requirements will be accepted,
however, toe Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves.the right to reject any and all bids.

I

Your
Message
Makes A
Bigger
Splash...
HERE!
Newspaper advertising is
Irke having a pony line
tri our entite (imitation ,
Plate your message today(

Milierray
•Ledà 81 Timv

5 Lost And Found
MALE BLACK Labrador
Retriever. Reward
offered, 753-9382 after 4
p.m.
$25 REWARD for purse
that was taken our of
Ford Pinto at Dill's
Trailer Park Saturday
night. Keep money but
return
purse
with
papers. No questions
asked. Call 759-4849.
6 Help Wanted

15 Articles For Sale

UNATTACHED LADY to
live in and care for
unattached invalid lady.
Home and salary. 7591661.

LAST WEEK to order
EnBook
World
cyclopedia and have
them before school
starts, 753-5526.

10 Business Opportunity

PEA SHELLERS, does a
bushel in 'SO minutes,
$9.88. Wallitt Hardware,
Paris.

WELL ESTABLISHED
BUSINESS for sale due
to health reason. For
information write D-12,
Fox Meadows, Murray,
Ky 42071.

r-

Swimming
BIBLE FACTS INC. Isaiah 55:6 states "Seek
ye the Lord while he
may be found, Call ye
upon him while he is
near:•' Now is the time
to seek GOD! Bible
Services Saturdays 3
P.M. to 4:30 P.M. Bible
answers
or
study
anytime. 759-4600.

2 Notice

FREEZER BEEF choice
grain fed-aged beef.
Front quarter,85 cents a
pound, whole of half 95
cents a pound, hind
BODY SHOP in basement
quarter, $1 05 a pound
on private half acre,
hanging weight. Food
approximately 3 miles
Stamps accepted. We
from town. Call 753-0945
▪
also
custom
do
or 1-615-232-6943.
Paris
slaughtering,
Meat Processing, 642BRIDAL SHOP fur8201 off 641 One mile
nishing a complete line
north of Paris on old'
for the bride to be.
Murray Road.
Located southeast Mo.
Contact
buy.
Real
city.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel,
Byerfinder, Sikeston,
triple wall pipe, 6" x
Mo.
30", $17.88. Installation
kit, $26.95. Wallin
••••••••• •
Hardware,Paris.

:
• WEEDY
• PROFESSIONAL:
WEEDEATERS, Model
• 500
• -SALES- •
or 597, $43.99. Wallin
• Hardware,Paris.
•REPRESENTATIVES•

HELP WANTED at
Wiggins F.'urniture, 641 •
North. Ask for J. P.
Nesbitt. Call 753-4566. •*. we

the .e•on
• end hare 1 rmnelf,ate openings .0
Om Nita to, eeperieneed outode
• tale, repreeentative, marketing
- financial serwce, *Mich we at
I. ye ntly needed by every buuneits
• E kpected earning. of S35 to Sb0
000 in conweinsion your firit
yew troth good chance for ad,an
▪ cement into management. Call

•
• MANS THREE SPEED
bike and solid cherry
•
needed for evening shift.
bed. Phone 759-4706.
•
Apply in person at Sonic
•
•
Drive-in.
• GIRLS 21" bicycle,
•
manual typewriter. Call
JOURNEYMAN
plum- • NBC Ton Fre* 89) Ma 7590 •
492-8374.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
••
•
bers needed. Call 376- ••
5382.
10 HP ELECTRIC start
12. Insurance
36" cut riding mower.
NEED BABYSITTER for
good condition Call 753infant Morning light
UNBOLT
0026.
housework. Need own
INSURANCE
transportation.. Send
FOR SALE,20 sheets new
AGENCY
references to EIL-7.
walnut paneling
. _ Box
304 North 4th Stret.
140.
753-3704
sheet.
NEW PRONE
HELP WANTED car hop •

WANTED
WAITRESS
Apply in person Sykes
Cafe, 100 Maple Street,
Murray
NEED MATURE woman
to sit in my home for 2
small children. Hours 92, Monday through
Thursday Please call
753-9501

753-8110
13 For Sale Or Trade
A REAL nice' naugal/de
couch, makes a bed,
bittersweet color. Will
trade for antique of
similar value. '

CROWN.,_DELUXE gas
range, harvest gold,
excellent condition, used
1 year. 489-2773 after 5
p.m.

20 Sports Equipment

27 Mobile Home Sales

TWO WHEEL utility
trailer, aluminum car
top boat and motor. Call
753-1261.

FOR SALE a lot and
trailer furnished and a
big living room added on
and all newly painted. in
Hardin,$2800.753-6791.

1942 23' OWENS cruise,
150 hp Mercruise engine,
$3000 or will trade for
smaller boat of equal
value. 474-2788.

LOVELY TWO becVoom
on
home
m,pbile
beautifully landscaped
14 acre lot. This home is
in excellent condition
with many extras.
FOR
1977
SALE:
Located about 3 miles
aluminum 17 ft. Run-Aout of Murray just off 94
Bout Bow Rider with
E. on Hwy. 280 about 1"2
walk-thru
windshield,
miles. First gravel road
1977 Johnson 85 hp Tilt
past East Elementary,
and Trim motor, less
mobile home on
third
than 10 hours use and
the left. Can be seen
1977 Holsclaw trailer,
after 5 p.m. and all day
vinyl top, bow, aft and
weekends.
side curtains, cost new
over $5,000 must sell for 1976
MODEL 14x70 real
$3,800. Call 354-8920.
nice mobile home,
completely furnished on
1973 16' ARROW Glass
large lot located on East
Bass Boat and trailer
Highway. Call 753-8422.
with 1972 Johnson 85 HP
motor. Trolling motor,
12x10 5Th Avenue, air
depth finder line, well
conditioned and partly'
bin.
storage
box
furnished, underpinned
Excellent condition,
with tie down straps.
$2500. Call 436-5369.
753-5233 after 6 p.m.
22 Musical
UNFURNISHED MUSIC LESSONS: immediate openings for
piano, organ, or voice
Experienced
lessons.
teaching with degrees in
music. Private lessons
age 6 and up - beginners to advanced.
Rental purchase plan on
and
piano
organ.
Clayton, Dixieland
Shopping Center, 7537575.
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos.
Lonardo Piano : Co.,
across from Post Of
fice, Paris, TN.
KIMBALL
MUSIC
CENTER
601
Broadway, Paducah,
Ky. Across from Irving
Cobb Hotel. Ph. 443-3879.
Shop if you like, bTit
check our prices. Open
late Friday nights.

owners must sell 1977
Skyline, 14x70. Call 4928892 after 5 p.m.
28 Heating & Coohn
KING AUTOMATIC wood
heaters, deluxe porcelain cabinet, cast iron
grates, brick lines,
$199.95. Wallin Hardware, Paris.
29 Mobile Home Rentals
FOR RENT, 2 bedroom
trailer, Shady Oaks. 4892533.
TRAILER SPACE for
rent 4 miles west of
Murray has waterline.
Call 753-2987.
1, 2, and 3 BR 10, 12, and
14 ft. wide, central air,
shady lots, new furniture. Call' 753-5209after 6. Shady Oaks.

•

41 Public Sales

41 Public Sales
43 Real E

YARD SALE, Friday, &
Saturday 21,-- & 22, 8-?
Hwy 1836 between Lynn
Grove and Coldwater.
Piano, clothes, blaok
diamond cook stove,
odds and ends. 435-4446.
HOUSEHOLD
SALE.
Owner leaving town. See
items at 207 Spruce
Street.

FOUR PARTY garage
sale, toys, furniture,
boys and girls clothes,
housewares, glassware
items, 1607 Catalina
Drive, Just off S. 16th St.
Friday, July 21, 9-5 and
Saturday, July 22, 7 till
dark.
POTPOURI SALE
American Legion Hall
Friday July 21, 10 a.m.
till? Come and see-

BACK
YARD
SALE
1709 Farmer Ass.
Sat., July 22
9 a.m.- 5 p.m.
Baby's and children's
items
clothes,
playpen, toys, many
more...
Glassware, some furniture, drapes, old bottles,
miscellaneous
items...lots of junk.

I"MIST" Salo
For The Economically
minded person
I. ease Of Rata
Iil. will So hewed

CARPORT SALE, 1511
Storey, estate household
goods, antique Duncan
Phyfe sofa, wash stand,
baby bed, books, pictures, glass, bric-a-brac.
, Friday and Saturday,
8 ta6.
3621 GATESBOROLIGH
Circle, Saturday from 85, childrens
toys,
clothes, chairs, mattress, other clothes,
chest of drawers, lawn
mower, TV, party, is
moving.

FOR SALE, by owner; 25
acres 1,:x mile south of
Grocery.
Wiseharts
Good well and pump,
dandy little farm. Call
James, Bob, or Jimmy
at 753-7668 or 753-2394.

BRICK Eft
come pr
into this t
and pay J
present ;
come of
This ho
bedroom:
formal liv
room, bi
built-in ov
central ai
heat. Inca
furnished
rented for
Located
sity. Phon

COZY IS cute but big is
better.. Sit on your
screened-in porch and
watch the boats go
your
by.. Work in
workshop - then enjoy
your own bar room - All
under the spreading
shade trees. Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
SNUG AS A Bug in a
Rug...You'll enjoy the feeling of contentment
in this neat 2 BR, 1 bath
home in Alrno. A great
starter home with large
yard and priced to sell at
$14,500. for an appointment call Loretta
Jobs Realtors at 753-1492
or 753-2249.

Guy Sp;

-Your
In Re

75

901 Secomot

BY OWN
carama
living roc
area corn
and der
appliance
with hou:
grill, tart
lawn, bu
Call 753-46

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance & Real Estate
souths,d. Court Square
Murray, Kentucky

753-4451

PRICE RE
on this 70 a
35 tench
Owner m
state and
Priced no
Don't del
bargin.
phoning
REALTY,

SPLIT LEVEL, this
spacious 8 room split,
lev.el has in its 4000 sq.
ft. 4 BR, 2 bath, large
recreation room I.R.
kitchen, and utility_
room. It has central heat
and
air,
carpet
throughout and its own
private well. Only a
stones throw from
Croppie Hollow, 10 miles
SE of Murray on Hwy
280 just off Hwy. 121.
This is your opportunity
to get a steal without
going to jail. C. W.
Shelton Real Estate and
Auction Co., 730 Paris Road, Mayfield, KY
42066. 247-1385.

MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
PIANOS
AND ORGANSYARD SALE, July'21 and
Used:Appliances
rent, at Riviera Courts.
large
.,-22!- Complete bee -hive,
selection
Used T.V s
Call 753-3210.
available, rental14 Want To Buy
canning and freezing
Hedge S. Son, Inc
purchase
Want To Rent
31
plan
available.
containers, much more.
MANAGER -TECHNIWANT TO buy used Gym
2055. sr%
Selection
quality
407
S. 8th.
exRapidly
after
CIAN.
LOCAL PERSON wants a
Set. Call 436-2742
price cannot be beat
panding multiple table
small
private
apart6:00.
16 Home Furnishings
anywhere. Shop for
TV system operator has
ment, 1 BR near CARPORT SALE, Baby
bed, stroller, toys,
ANTIQUE IRON bed-__yourself and see. Open
an immediate opening
WANT TO BUY STANUniversity. Willing to fix
Friday's
til
8:00.
childrens
clothes, lawn
Call
condition.
excellent
for a self-motivated
DING timber. Will pay
up. Call E. H. Lax or
Claytons, _Dixieland
mower,
vaccum
759-1078 after 4 p.m.
manager - technician
top prices percentage or
Debbie Patton at 753Shopping
Center,
cleaner,
753bike
most
items
Excellent benefits and
acre. Call 4984757.
5285.
7575.
KENMORE
SEARS
25 cents. Saturday, 7
opportunities.
growth
15 Articles For Sale
32 Apartments For Rent
heavy duty washer and
am.- 2 p.m., 1613 Ryan.
Should have at least 2
23 Exterminating
489-2538
Call
dryer.
CANNERS,
PRESSURE
years of hands-on table
FOR RENT,one bedroom
polished
heavy
TV construction and
apartment,
stove, YARD SALE,July 21-22,2
miles from East Y
aluminum. Holds 18 FOR --SALE, color TV;
maintenance exrefrigerator, and water
FREE
Kenmore
on Hwy 230.
half
quarts,
Grocery
washer-dryer
pints,
or
4
7
perience. Please reply
furnished, 1414 Vine.
Furniture, bicycles,
combination; Frigidaire
gallons, $43.95. Wallin
Inspection
to Bot 3867, Evansville
stereo, camera, cassette
washer-dryer; TV Hardware,Paris.
APARTMENT NEAR
IND. 47736, Stting salary
Kelley's
record player. Call 753tape recorder, clothing
-University, couple only,
requirements. Equal
Termite
5646 or 753-2403.
for all ages.
$275 including utilities.
Opportunity Employer. TOMATO JUICER, no
& Pest
peeling, no coring, no
Available August 10,436FOR SALE, formica and
Wallin
LAWN SLAE Friday and
pre-cooking.
5479.
Control
TECHNICIAN,
BOYD-MAKIRS.°
X-RAY
Wilson art, kunenated
Saturday, July 21-22, 8
Hardware,Paris.
100 Soireb 5314
registered, needed
For Rent
Houses
REAL ESTATE
34
plastic, sizes 2'x4' a.m. to 7 p.m. all kinds
Miaow 753-3t74
immediately. Contact
753-8080
-tir12' at 50 cents per sq.
In Business Over
RE-DECORATED
of household items.
Personae-I --04fiee--3-__SHARP MICROWAVE
30 Years
ft.
hinges
door
Services
Cabinet
Professional
home,
country
electric
oven, stainless steel
20"-22
womens
Community
Hospital,
Certified BY EPA
AVM The Friendly Touch"
at
pair.
per
10
cents
couple,
city
water,
heat,
interior, cooks, browns,
clothes, baby items,
206 West South Street,
- B. V. Bi-Level, loaded
West Ky. Cabinet Co.,
garage, garden, no pets,
and defrosts, $199.95.
avon bottles, nickMayfield, KY 42066,
with
quality.
24.
3
Miscellaneous
Avenue.
1203
S
tory
references,
753-7551.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
nacks, 507 Beale Street.
(502) 247-5211.
bedroom,2 bath, great
36 For Rent Or lease
room with fireplace,
SMOKE
YARD SALE Wednesday
ALARMS, FOR SALE, quality
TEACHER: NEEDS
RIVIERA
electric heat, wall-tostove,
electric
items,
battery operita by
and Thursday from 9-4.
dependable person_ to
wall carpeting. Enjoy
BEAUTY
Mini
desk, lamps. oriental
On Ford Road r vs mile
Water
clean house. Most have
R15-08.
peace and quiet in this
SHOP
table,
massage
Warehouse
table,
. oft Wiswell Road)
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
own transportation. Call
scenic location.- Call
Running Specials Oa
sword, white fabric, 753Storage Space
753-9689.
Today
For
ApShampoo
5281.
For Rent
SIX PARTY yard sale at
FIREPLACE
ENl3311.
pointnient
T-Boyd
-Maj& getS
753-4758
608 S. 9th Friday and
CLOSURES with glass
RECEPMEDICAL
ors Real Estate, 105For July & August
doors
mesh
and
Saturday.
wire
family
for
TIONIST
N.12th.
16 New
Regular Permanents
37. Livestock Suppia.draw screen, all 'sizes
physician in Murray.
Patterns
and finishes, $64.99.
experience
12M
Secretary
NINE PIGS for sale, $275
Of vinyl cushion floor
SUMMER SPECIAL
Wallin Hardware,Paris.
required; medical office
Phone 4374669 after 4:30
on sale at Wiggins
901111116 On limb *i.e guar td
experience
helpful.
p.m.
lin
1.144a
Furniture,641 North.
FOR SALE most any type
Good pay. Send typed
38 Pets Supplies
153-0157
of decorative' rock,
letter and resume in18
Sewing
or
gravel,
white,
pea
We will on July 22, 1978,.
BOARDING,
cluding salary history to
beginning at about 10:00
brown. Also for sand,
a.m. at the Mrs. L. D. Valentine home, 2 miles east
GROOMING
AKC
P.O. Box 32 P. Murray.
SINGER GOLDEN Touch
lime, or driveway rock
miniature Schnauzer
of Puryear and next to the Henry-Calloway Country
& Sew Deluxe Zig-Zag, LOOKING
A
FOR
SCHOOL TEACHER
call or see Roger
puppies. Hidden Valley
Club, offer for sale at public Auction for cash the
Model 630 Call 753-9819. 'bargain in a 25" color
needs babysitter in
Hudson, 7534763 or 753435-4481.
Kennels,
following
items of household furniture, furnishings ,
'TV? Just received a
19 Farm Equipment
home for '78-'79 school
4545.
and appliances
100
of
shipment
year. References
COCK-A-PO() PUPPIES
BUSH HOG type mowers,
Magnavox TV. - Four
required..75.94745.
111611.1KE AN OFFER on 7
for sale, $25. Call 7534',$295; 5,$325, 6',$475;
have damaged cabinets,
1 - antique marble top dresser; 1 antique small
3197.
. hp fit tractor mower,
Kough
$aw
7',
with
perfect
TV's
dresser
with mirror; 2 antique chairs; 1 small an753-8154.
TARTY
PLAN
Equipment, 10 miles
complete new warranty.
tique bookcase; I antique kerosene lamp; 1 antique
AKC
REGISTERED
SUPERVISOR
west of Murray nn [NTrucking company loss
walnut table; 2 antique small tables; 1 antique day
NEW GE AIR CONCollie pups, 3 females,
MERRIC-MAC
toy
CO 382-2207..._
your gain. Come in
is
bed; several solid wood beds; 3 swivel rocking
DITIONER, only $14 per
$50
with
parties has opening for
papers,
$25
and make an offer.
TRUCK TOOL BOX •
month, W. A C. Call
chairs; 1 maple chest; 2 maple dressers and
without papers. Call 498supervisors
and
(layton's formerly J&B
Deluxe, $92,50. StanGoodyear Service Store,
8231.
mirrors; 1 solid cherry dining room suite with drop
demonstrators in your
Music, Dixieland
dard, $&.) 00. Truck bed
12th
&
Glendale,
leaves and 6 chairs; 1 maple breakfast set with 4
area. Quality merKY.
Murray,
Center,
CARIN TERRIER
Murray, KY 753-0595.
protectors, $75.00 Tail
chairs.
chandiseHighest
_ puppies,
AKC
4ate
protectors,
commission No in11 Mobile Home Sales
Many other items of household furnishings and
registered. Call 436-246/
stainless steel, $15
vestment, delivering or
applianees that will, also, be sold:
or 436-2720, Ricky Rick1972
12010,
MODEL
2
BR
Vinson
Traotor
Co.
753collection. Call Ann
man
Sunshine mobile, home,.
462. •
Baxter .collect 319-556I in Impala Chevrolet; 1 13-15 AC Tractor with
air
washerccinditioned,
=11 or write MERRIC41 Public ales
ennt;
arr
I large tract& tralTir; sereial &in
.'s of'FARMALL'cuis..toicto.ra
and service pole
__Box
.1222,,_
drifwn
horma_
farming -tmetintrl ritiftriellIke
tlyttra lac lift, bellY
ii good
Ton--sktr,
pietu7b
.Duhuulaa. Jima. 5200.1.Wailoissoi Home:-1-1flarttYle saddle, siiiiirVary
dlOWer, cultivators and
4-6-firS ldI,read3.
10' 1973 Chaste camper,
- other
items too numerous too mention
disc, $1500 Call 435-4326.
curtains, odds and ends,
excellent comfit
FULL TIME DE:SIGNER
WE BUY AND SELL used
furniture,
.41500.
1973
14'
John
Lowery
boat
Reason• for selling: for the settlement of the
needed. Must have
Anti
tat:licit'
FOR SALE
atr conditioners Dill
organ. 1814 Sherry Lane,
. 1974 20 hp Mercury
sticks.
can 4e
Estate of Mrs. I,. D,yalentine,deceased.
experience. Send
Electric, 753-9104 or 753tomato
Tuesday. Wednesday,
motor and trailer. 437Terms: Cash day of Sale.
resume to P.0. Box 32N.
2126
1551
and Thursday, 2-'
_ 4331

Used Furniture

WE HAVE
reasonah
bedroom
central li
in the vic
Vine SU
shoppinE
school, ai
home i
drapes,
stove, ar
Call
NEURAL
REALTO
St., 753-0
to see thi

hikka
0111

BOY
REAI
75;
Professi
With The

A House'
Investrne
12th St.
V. house
150'.
quality t
schedule
listing s
This One
Majors I
106N. 12tl

gnol

-41-64
•I

11.

PUBLIC SALE

Floored and r
mobile home

to osienittie

CUSTI
PLANTS-WICK(

an

C

5
.

pmen7

•••-••••

lai

IIK0SSI339 •
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OPEN SHOP INIHE
es

43 Real Estate
TV garage
furniture,
iris clothes,
, glassware
7 Catalina
)ff S. 16th St.
e 21, 9-5 and
uly 22, 7 till

It I SALE
Legion Hall
ly 21, 10 a.m.
and see.
te
)5( owner; 25
lie south of
Grocery.
and pump,
farm. Call
1, or Jimmy
or 753-2394.
te but big is
on your
porch and
boats go
your
in
• then enjoy
ar room - All
spreading
es. Loretta
ors 753-1492.
Bug in a
enjoy the
contentment
2 BR, 1 bath
mo. A great
le with large
iced to sell at
or an apcall Loretta
rs af 753-1492

1 Thurman
I Real Estate
ourt Square

Kentucky

4451

VEL,- this
I room split,
n its 4000 sq.
bath, large
room I,R.
and utility__
s central heat
r,
carpet
and its own
!.11. Only a
hrow from
How, 10 miles
Tay on Hwy
If Hwy. 121.
r opportunity
;teal without
jail. C. W.
al Estate and
)., 730 Paris
iyfield, KY
385.

1974 'THUNDERBIRD, CAB OVER CAMPE ,
F'. Poplar-brown
WE HAVE JUST listed a
AM-FM 8 track stereo,
sleeps 4, stove, water
reasonably priced two MILLIONAIRS need not
tilt steering, cruise
system $750. 489-2117.
call...fantastit
value
is
bedroom home in a
control, all power, 53,000
central location. This is • the only way to describe
actual mkles, call 753this
3
BR
double wide
SEE THE NATIONS No. 1
in the vicinity of 6th and
REALTY
7745.
mobile
home
on
2
acres
travel trailer Prowler,
Vine Street close to
in Kirksey area. Sell
5271468 - 7539625
available in 27 different
shopping downtown,
1976 VW Rabbit. Call Bob
with or without furniture
floor plans. Arrowhead
school, and hospital. the
Wynn
at
75e-4333.
or will consider trade on
Camper Sales, Hwy 80
home includes the
property in town. Call
E, Mayfield, 247-8187.
drapes, refrigerator,
1968
FOR
SALE
Ideal
VALIANT',
Loretta Jobs Realtors at
stove, and dishwasher.
automatic transmission,
wooded building site
753-1492
or
753-2249.
Call
JOHN
C.
power steering, runs 1971) 26' STARCRAFT
consisting of 3.18 acres
travel trailer, bunk bed
NEUBAUER,
great, $225. Call 767and located in Graves
style 8, complete with
REALTOR, 206 N. 4th
6252.
County 9 miles Southhitch and awning. 753St., 753-0101 or 753-7531
west of - Me.yfreld at
7728.
to see this good buy.
1976
Hwy.
Monaco
DODGE
45
intersection of
station wagon, 35,000
This is a
and Bell
BIG 73 Chevrolet camper
BRICK HOME plus inmiles, local car, $3475.
choir
of property
special truck, 8,200come property. Move
Call Taylor Motors, 753very
andw, riced
GVW, 12-16.5 chrome
into this beautiful home
1372.
reasonable at $5500, and
rear wheels, double
and pay ,mortgage' with
owner will finance.
batteries, dual gas
Linked Feature Syndtcate Inc ,
present additional in1976
VOLKSWAGEN
42 acre farm with 3 BR brick
KOPPERUD
Phone
tanks, heat, air, radio,
come of $450 per mo.
ham. Located south of
Rabbit, ac, radio, 30,000
REALTY, 753-1222 for
wired for top or trailer,
This home has 3
Merril ea kkaktep. This fern
CARTER
"PRESIDENT
CAN
miles.
GET
Call
767-6101.
TOUGH
.. more information.
, trailer hitch, camper
bedrooms, 1'2 baths,
bus geed towable lead, sat
WITH CONESS 1F HE WANTS TO,
top,
gas
range,
formal living and dining
bodkimp, hoes* hes harR LA LTURS
BUT
DON'T -((:)U TRY tT AROUND HERE!' 1965 PLYMOUTH refrigerator; electric
ihrtied floors, central pas
room, birch cabinets,
Valiant, straight shift,
water heater, low
heat, full basement. Good
built-in oven and range,
48. Automotive Senice
new tires, dependable,
Sale
For
Homes
46.
mileage. $4800 or truck,
location, reasonably priced.
central air, natural gas
cheap transportation.
$3350; camper $1850.
heat. Income property is
EDELBROCK TORKER
Can be seen at 506 S. 6th.
3 BR Ws bath, B.V. Woe
Sam
Harris, 753-8061.
furnished and fully
Manifold for any small
South 12th at Sycamore
located in Winterised. Nat
OWNER -1600
BY
rented for fall semester.
Chevrolet. Also
block
1975
CHEVY
LUV.
Call
TELEPHONE 7511051
contra satiric heat tad
Keenland, 1'2 story 3
Located near Univer753-3662 after 4:30 p.m. WHITES CAMPER
550 Holley carburator
kitclees•frowily ceabfaatiea,
SALES your starcraftBR, special features
sity. Phone 436-5479.
and chrome air cleaner.
IDEAL SMALL inpleasy if dents, eadeeed
dealer. You've got a
include formal dining
Call 753-0487 after 5 p.m.
1971 DATSUN 510 wagon.
vestment-509_ N. 4th
- wrap.fide WO pit dude
good thing going with
family room with
room,
Red
with
black
interior,
trees. City water and sewer.
Street. 3 BR home
Starcraft. Compete line
decorative fire place,
Guy Spann Realty
automatic transmission.
Priced 1.30's.
presently rented for $150
travel trailers, pop ups,
study, game room, ' FOR TIRES, in-the-field
'tour Key People
Air
conditioned, one
per month. Large lot
parts and accessories.
sewing area, patio and
In Real (state
farm tire service, truck
owner, 45,000 miles,
with
fenced
back
yard,
Toppers and
used
753 7724
deck overlooking large
service, front end
tire
$1275.
Call 753-4599 or
and garden spot. Low,
901 Sycamore
Murray, Ky.
campers. East 94 HighCOMMERCIAL PROPshaded yard, double'
alignment, brakes,
753-1351.
low price of $14,000.
way, 4 miles from
ERTY for sale. Located
garage. 753-7295.
-Shocks, tune-ups, acNelson Shroat Realtors,
Murray.
Call 753-0605.
on South 12th Street.
cessories, and prompt
1974 CUTLESS Salon,
Uncle Jeff's Shopping
BY OWNER on CirAdIdeal location
phone
service,
for
loaded with extras, low 51 Services Offered
NICE TWO BR, living
Center, 759-1707.
carama Drive. 3 BR;
restaurant, or any retail
vanced, Inc., 759-4788.
mileage, 753-9951 after 5 DO YOU
room, dining room,
living room and dining
need slumps
business. This is a 137' x
p.m.
kitchen,
utility
room,
area combined, kitchen
removed
from
your yard'
49
Used
Cars
&
Trucks
183' lot, prime business
full
basement,
4.-EL 77
or land cleared of
and den combined,
location. Phone KOP1970 PORSCHE 914, 4
aluminum siding, deep
appliances and curtains
stumps? We can remove
PERUD REALTY, 753FOR
SALE,
1972targa top, moon roof,
well: Pi miles fromcity
with house, patio with
stumps up to 24"
1222 for more inChevrolet
pick-up
truck,
$1650. Day 759-1161,
limit. Call 753-2841, 8 til
grill, large established
beneath ground. Leaves
V-8:excellent condition.
formation.
night 753-2738.
4.
Only sawdust and chips
lawn, built-in garage.
YD-MAJO
753-3072 after 5.
Call for free. Estimate,
Call 753-4673.
REAL ESTATE
1974 VOLKS WAGON
HOUSE,1500 Canterbury,
Steve Shaw, 753-9490 or
753-8080'
_Fleet1940
SALE,
Super Beetle. 2 new
central gas heat and air, FOR
THE NELSON SHROAT
Bob Kemp, 435-4343.
PRICE REDUCED $5000
wood Cadillac, A-1.
tires, new battery, good
attached garage, double'
"eroiesasonal Services
on this 70 acre farm with
CO. REALTORS
753-3613.
'
With The Friendly Touch"
Call
condition.
condition. $1950. Call, LICENSED -ELEC.,
wide drive, patio,
35 tendable a-Cres.
759-1707
759-4/11.
$52,900. Call 753-9710.
TRICIAN prompt efOwner moved out of
UnLakefront-House
1%7 MUSTANG, 6 cyl.. _
Uncle Jeffs Dine*,0116°'
ficient *ervice. No job
Construction.
state and wants to sell!
der
automatic, fair con- 1975 AUDI 100 LS, fully
HOME FOR SALE by
too small. Call Ernest
Good water frontage.
Priced now at $30,000.
dition,$700 or best offer.
equipped, very sharp,
owner; 641 N, 4 miles
Completed
on outside
White, 753-0605.
„ Don't delay on this
SELL YOUR • FARM
753-5388 after 5 p.m. . good mileage, priced
Call
from 'Murray. 3 BR
and completed bath,
bargin. Act now by
KOPPERUD
through
reasonable.
628-3627.
frame, kitchen-dining
rest of house with
WATER WELLS. Smith
REALTY, 711 Main. We
phoning KOPPERUD
1973 DATSI:N 610 wagon,
combination, large
Studs. Deep well. ConDrilling Co., 24 in. wells.
REALTY, 753-1222.
have had many inquires
factory air, AM with 1974 OLDSMOBILE Delta
utiltiy room, brick patio,
crete boat dock. 2 lots.
Call 1-527-1836 after.
regarding all types of
88
Royal,
burgundy
on
tape, low mileage. Call
and- storage area. 21-2
3.8 miles from New
p.m.
farm land and acreage
burgundy with white
753-0011 after 5.,
Concord on Hwy. 444.
acres with barn and
tracts. If you have a
top.
Has
power
and
air,
Boyd-Majors
MOBILE HOME ANReal
pond. Curtains, dishfarm or acreage tract to
extra clean car with
Estate, 105N. 12th.
CHORS; underpinning
washer,
disposal,
sell, Contact us at 7531973 BROWN Capri,
45,000 miles, $2450. Call
ay/flings, carports and
refrigerator, and range
753-2349.
1222. Also if you have
miles.
70,500
492-8102 after 4:00 p.m.
!roofs sealed. Call Jack
44.
Lots
For
Sale
included.
Completely
been wanting to purGlover 753-1873 after 5
carpeted. 759-4588-or 753chase acreage, contact
1972 DATUM, good
1974 PINTO, automatic,
17 ACRES cropland With
p.m. or weekends.
7637.
us for an update on
shape. Call 759-1152
potential trailer or
radial tires, $1J8[489properties listed for sale
after 4:30
2595.
'KUM site, $13,900.
FOR SALE, Essex soy
THREE ROOM furnished
in Calloiray County. We
North Calloway, '2 mile
Professional Services
bean seed. 489-2602.
house, 10 miles east of
With The Fnendly Touchat
KOPPERUD
off 641. Call 7534750.
SALE,
VW 1970 MAVERICK,.759FOR
Murray, $2500. 442-8670.
A House That's A Real
REALTY provide a
LICENSED ELECor 753-3672.
dunebuggy, fiberglass
Investment. 211 South
Complete range of Real
47 Motorcycles
BEAUTIFUL PIE
- TRICIAN and gas inbody, Mag white letter12th St. -3 bedroom, B.
Estate Service. Phone
stallation
will. do
SHAPED lot in Oaks
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
435-4429.
wheels,
FOR SALE Honda 450,
V. house and lot 150* x
us today.
plumbing, heating,
Estate subdivision, 105
Datsun King Cab. Call
good condition, 753-2467
... _
150'.
Exceptional
sewer cleaning. Call 753front, 197 on track, 22.5
FOR SALE, Y1/2 Inter- • 328-8619 after 5 p.m.
after 5 p.m.
quality home, on lot
7203.
deep. Call 753-2636 after
national 1619 with 21'
scheduled for B-4
Waldrop ,Realty
3 p.m.
1973 PLYMOUTH Duster,
van
with
roll-up
box,
1974
YAMAHA
360
MX
listing soon. Check
AIR CONDITIONING
in
ness
factory air, excellent
406r, V-8, real good
dirt bike, new knobby
This One Today. Boydsales and service, R. C.
$450.
-condition,
Call
1956
753condition.
Since
'
Phone
759tire
chain
and
rear
Majors Real Estate,
Evans,474-2748. BY_OWNER, 4 • large
2636.
-4811.
7334644
sprokett, -$450 or best
105N.12th.
bedrooms 2 baths
offer Call 753-5368 after
I DO PAINTING of all
kitchen -den
wijeh
5 p.m.
1970 IMPALA, 350 2 1966 CHEVROLET Imkinds, call day or night
fireplace, central air,
pala. Call 767-4474. •
barrel. 15-16 miles per
437-4152.
gas heat,quiet area with
'71 HONDA 450 CC, very
gallon. good gas milage.
shade, patio with gas
clean, $625. Call 759-1161
*Excellent Mechanical 1971 FORD Maverick,
grill. Over 2000 feet
AND
or 767-4386.
radio automatic,ex-_ COMMERCIAL
_ _
condition $650 435416;4
_ *PRESCRIPTIONS__
'king area and large
backhoe and
residential
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
_
cellent
condition,.
1995.
--after 4.30 -garage. In Bagwell
1967 SUZUKI 200-TC.7
trenching work -4i-cc
•IIADINC BRANDS -Of COSMETICS
753-7853.
Manor,call 753-9602.
excellent condition, best
hauring.-Call collect 4311974
DATSON
710 coupe,
•HOUIST ER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
offer, 489-2773 after 5
4756.
BY
OWNER,
1972
Impala
very dean, one owner.
BRICK HOME plus in'p.m.
Needs minor body work, , Chevrolet, Sears radial
tank
come property. Move
tires, power and airi-__FOR YOUR. septic'
$1200. Call 753-6059.
48 Automotive Service
work
backhoe
and
into this beautiful home
good condition. Call 753needs. Also septic tank
and pay mortgage with
TRUCK TIRE Sale 4684 after 5 p.m.
FREE
1975
Call John
cleaning.
VOLVO
present aliditional in164
E, exHiway tread, 700x15.", 6
20 MILE
cellent condition. 1973 FORD customized van.
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
come of $450 per mo.
ply, 927.57 plus $2.8.5
DELIVERY
TR 6, excellent con436-5348.
This home has 3
Has 8 track stereo, C.B.,
FET, 750x16", 8 ply,
dition. Call 753-0799
bedrooms, P2 baths,
753-0984
AM -FM
radio,
$35.39 plus $3.59 FET.
days, and 753-2317
formal living and dining
television, speakers PAINTING INTERIOR,
Wallin
Hardware,
nights.
exterior. Also dry wall
room birch cabinets,'
front and rear, couchParis.
Paned end reedy. Up •3 12 s 24. Also barn style, offices, cottages,
finishing. 10 years exbuilt-in oven and range, 11111111=111111•1111•1111111•11111•11111
bed,
icebox,
sink,
portaMor
mobile home ad oat, and patios, or U-BUltD, pre-crt completely needy
perience. Call 436-2563.
central air, natural gas
potti, carpeted, air
to assemble up to 24 a 60 Buy the beitT199 less.
Nornbuckle Barber Shop
Worley.
Ralph
heat. Income property
conditioned. Call 753is furnished and fully
_
209 Walnut Street
CUSTOM-BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS
0476.
ELECL
AUTHORIZED
NEW OFFICE NOUNS
rentedlor fall semester.
50 Campers
TROLUX Sales and
Located near UniverMonday-Friday -7:30-2:30 Saturday 7:3001 5:00
1974 FORD mini-motor
Service in Paducah, 107
sity. Phone 436-5479.
PLANTS WICKER .41ANGERS.POTS• ,SOlk- ACaSSORIES.1.: SHAVE $1.25
PRICE HAIR CUT 81.50
home, excellent conJefferson_ Phone 443---- 1
CAL1,753-4013
Pt
dition. Day, 759-1161;
6469. In Murray call
FOR SALE BY OWNER,
night, 753-2738new on market brick, 3
Tony Montgomery 753bedroom carpeted, walk
6469.
STARCRAFT
1974
in closets, 2 baths, 2 car
Starmaster 8. excellent
garage with a storage
BEAUTIFY' your home
condition. Call 345-2028,
room, central gas beak
with lightweight easy-toMayfield.
-and electric air, entry
install Eldorado Stone
hall, living room, large
No costly footings or
'Dresden, TN., 2 BR home, NE of - 197 2 STARCRAFT
den with wood burning
foundations. 100 percent
Dresden off Hwy.89.
.Starmaster 6, pop-up
masonary
fireplace and dining
fireproof
camper, electricor gas
'Cuba, KY two and three RR home,
area, kitchen with dishproduct. Less than the
has
refrigerator,
South of Cuba located on Howard Canter
washer and disposal,
cost of natural -stone
awning, excellent
.---bailt.4a-s0eiee-with-beed,-Use for _interior or ex-.
condition:- CA11-496-114M.-/nod renter -antrmanyAdsiar„
:rum
-0.weletit_sro-•Icre:MMDcar.d,
it-yourself project or we
-"-TATTIfietr trITITirrOMO'
FOR SALE overcab
- 'Owner will finance easy terms low
with built-in cabinets,
will install. Buy direct
camper for -long wheel
Piantse--?
down
payment
will consider
or
central vacuum, patio
our factoty
from
base pick-up. Comreasonable cash offer.
with grill, intercom,
Timber-Lodge Stone and
self-contained
pletely
ixieland ('enter 753-9668
For information contact or call collect
landscaped, near high
N
Fireplace, 706
can be seen at Muse of
School, 804 Minerva
Market Street, Paris.
Willow,
east
4
on
miles
JOE NARTLEY
Place, 753-0196 or 753Tenn. 38242. Phone 901
Hwy. 94 Phone 436-2437
SII8OSSD)Y -1105 S1011 SVIONVI4 -111131M1iNIfld
7908.
642-1328,
(502)441-72i
after 8 p.m

QUALITY

elLf.et

g

51 Services Offered

Si Services Offered

FENCE SALES at Sears
w. Call Sears 753-2310
for ee estimates for
your

PIANO TUNING anti
repair. Call Joe Jacksan
after 5 p.m. 753-7149. ,

DRIVEWAY WHITE
CARPET CLEA I G at
rocked and graded, rlyes.
reasonable r
rap delivered ad
Prompt and efficient
placed, decorated ro4,
'''1
'
. 7C5r
1335
om. Carpet Care,
,
11elinds, masonry sane',
estimates. Call
Garrison, 755,
Cliff.
all
of
SPRAY PAINTING
m.
5429 afte
kinds. Metal roofs,
barns, farms and
HOUSE FRAM
homes. Call Ralph
persquare foot. 437
Worley, 436-2563.
ALL TYPES backhoe aric:1
NEED TREES CUT?
septic tank work. Field
Landolt Tree Service.
tile lines installed, '26
Call George Landoll.,
years
experience.
753-8170.
Licensed through Health
Department. Call ReX
INSULATION
BLOWN
Camp, 753-5933.
IN by Sears save on
these high heat and
SOLAR
ENERQV
cooling bills. Call Sears
headquarters,
753-2310
for
free
residential, comestimates.
mercial, and industrial.
Also dealers for Volcano
COLLEGE STUDENT
II, the most efficient
needs job, will do baby
wood
burner
in
sitting, house cleaning,
America. Solar King of
mow lawns. Call Kathy
'Mayfield, 247-1253, 607
at 753-0749.
W. Broadway.
SMALL DOZER.Ideal for
ROOFING, excellent
leveling or spreading,
references. Call 753-1486
753-0129 or 753-7370.
between 7 and 3.30 ask
for
Shelley.
GUTTERING BY SEARS
Sears continuous gutter
CARPENTERS
installed per your
AVAILABLE to do
specifications.
Call
small
jobs. Satisfaction
Sears 75.3-2310 for free
guaranteed, 753-6471
estimates.
after 4 p.m.
B'USHOGGING and
discing. Call 753-1261.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING - sealing,
patching striping. For
free estimates call 7531537.

Carrier
-BUMITY-4RVICE
Company Inc. Air condition sales and ser-vice. Modern sheet
metal
department.
Larry
Wisehart,
President. Phone 7539290.

ANY KIND of hauling in
city or county. Call 7591247 or -753-9685.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry, work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Phone clay
or night.442-7026.
54 Free Column
FR E TWO CUTE
female part Beagle
puppies. Call 753-8234 or
come by 1207 Kirkwood.
FREE. KITTENS.
436-5502.

Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.

Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301

PHONE
502-685-4961.

WALLIS DRUG

PEOPLE ON THE GO
GO GALLERY

VIM

Mout 10:00
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-41111•rnmi
HOMES
FOR SALE

Going Out
Of Business

ACCESSORIES-

ique small
1 small anr, 1 antique
intique day
'et rocking
.ssers and
with drop
set with 4

John Smith, Realtor
YES! YES! YES!!!
People in the know call Gallery when they are
planning a move.
,Whether it be Los Angeles, Dallas, or just across
town in Murray, Kentucky, your local Gallery of
Homes Can make it a smooth move.

THE GALLERY WAY
INCLUDES:

*Guaranteed Trade-Ins
*Gold Bond Protection
(Home Warranty)
*Referral Services
*National Exposure
*Professional Counselors
Plus Many Other Reasons
Yi,ii
List WIth ult. 1..cii(lcr 111
Weq ern Kent uckyll

Call
753-7411

a

.11•-•

.1.1•11.

•••••

•
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•
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f

al Services
incRy Touch"
we', loaded
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3
bath, great
fireplace,
at. wall-toting. Enjoy
quiet in this
ation.- Call
For
Ap-Tioyd-MajEstate, 105

ent of the

43 Real Estate

PEN RESITS

I

:STATE
ION

actor with
ileins of "

43.Real Estate

CLASSIFIED
11.

lernreaFFItr".„

41

Or Call
Ron Talent - 753-9894
James Herndon - 759-1184
Cynthia Gamble - 759-1396
Linda McKinney - 753-8567

'46
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Ways To Avoid Boredom (?)

almost totally obstructed with
By VICKI VARELA
saliva,
amalgam debris,
Associated Press Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Some cotton balls and AO..fruzen
people will 'do anything to fingers," he said. .
avoid boredom, including - "My life had become a
picking a fight in a karate compendium of insignificant
school, -chewing tinfoil or details ... 1 was being drowned
getting the address of in an ocean of trivia," he
everyone who has ever eaten a continued. "How many more
years could I endure this
Big Mac.
These are a few of the scratching ion fillings) before
suggestions made by 13 men one day that amalgam carver
and women at the fourth in my hand suddenly, tem.
annual Borecitan Anonymous sfornied itself into a razorConvention on Monday in sharp machete and the patient
Manhattan as part of National at that moment became the
Avoid Boredom Week.
victtn. of a dentist done
Richard Karlen, a dentist mad"
from Newark, NJ., read a
George Lewis, who founded
humorous script about his the 200-member anti-boredom
boredom with his work. He society four years ago, said he
described almost letting a was dedicated to helping the
phtient choke to death because country overcome boredom by
he was so bored.
"keeping the mind th a terrific
The pharynx became fantasy."

CONTINUES MILITARY CAREER — Master Sergeant
John A. Magness, III. (right) haying served in the Army for
the past 17 years, continues his military career by reenlistment. MSG Magness has served in assignments at
Supreme Allied Command Headquarters, in Europe: the
Pentagon. in Washington, D. C.; and for the past three
years, as Administrative NCO at Murray State's Military
Science Department. He is being administered the oath
by Captain Ellis L Pennington. Adjutant for the ROTC
Detachment. -

The small group discussed
everything from what they
think aboutlwhen they are
bored to joRes about boredom
b) lists of boring people,
states, occupations, films, and
.istitutions.
Ranking high on the list of
boring people were Billy
Carter, Howard Cosell,
Barbara • Walters, Bella
Abzug, Farrah Fawcettmajors and Bert Reynolds.

•

State

In In
To Ec

Boring
cities
were
Cleveland; Cedar Rapids,
jowa; Anchorage, Alaska;
l'opeka and Kansas City,
Kan.; and Omaha,Neb.
Discussion toiiics that
topped the boring list were the
energy and Middle East
crises, the New York City
fiscal crisis and Jimmy
Carter's teeth.

LOUISVILI
government
the second la
nation — of,
tucky's publi(
78 school yea
tucky Educat
At the sam
Kentucky Rs
the state rank
revenue — It
public elem
schools from

REFRESHING EXPERIENCE — Water volleyball can be a refreshing experience for
campers in Land Between The Lakes, TVA's 170,000-acre public demonstration
area in
western Kentucky and Tennessee. Almost completely surrounded by 220,000
surface
acres of water, campers in the three family campgrounds have a wide variety
of
recreation activities to choose from.

Bel Air Center
Phone
9-9 Daily
12-6 Sunday
753-8304

DVOlIT 1111111 rEITERS

In a news
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session,the st
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load governor
revenue corn
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The shift st(
power equaliz
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8100 property
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Those taxes
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power equalii
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TWICE AS FAST AS ASPIRIN
REGULAR\

NOUTIIII-S11-,

CAP

12 Oz. REG. S1.620` OFF LIBEL

SAY-RITE'S
LOW
PRICEIqc

Air
A
SAVE

In addition t
said increased
schools also wi
percentage of I
state.
In the perce
to public set
government, I
the nation witl
ranked Ilth in
the KEA said.

AA

SAVE
$1.06

DISCOUNT

SUPER
1.5
OZ.
REG.
$1.49

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

First
in
Qua- ty

77

TOOTIPASTE
6.5 OL 30' OFF LABEL

REG $1.69

ButlerX G•U•M
TOOTHBRUSHES

POLIDENT

EXCEDRIN

40's
REG. $1.69

REG.$1.85

60 TABLETS

Theatre

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

$1.19

*111 SOFT JUNIOR

PEPSODENT

The state edi
47th to 45th
of funds spent
in average
amount this yo
it was $1,156.
But Kentuci
seven borderin
according to t
And, the r
apparently
as it did in 1976
salary of teac

Begins'

85,

ANTACID TABLETS

RpiaidS
AN ACID TABLETS

'REGULAR
"SPEARMINT

ALBERTO_ -

•

ANTACID TABLETS

V05 HAIR SPRAY
48C

7 Oz.

CLOSE-

Rolaids
Rolaids
ANTACID TABLETS

REG.
$1.19
'REGULAR
OIARD TO HOLD

kx:redible
- i4-hour
hold

SPECIAL iiisispispny.

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

REG.
$3.05

BREAKFAST OFFER

fr;;•-•:•••;;Z:D•
OF •.4

MUG, BOWL &PLACEMAT
SET for only $1.00

Beginning
Calloway Cou
will present J
Thread That I
will begin at
county park
Friday and S
July 27-29.
The play de
keep open a
eastern Kentu
"We feel tha
by everyone.
tertainment,"
manager of tt
Admission is
for children
citizens.
•.,--

SAVE
70c

With Proof of Purchase
WITN IRON
REG. $3.31

See Details on Back
Panel & Package Insert

$1 96
60 TABLETS

4111101111111011111
DISPOSABLE LIGHTER
REG. 79c EA.

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE
419R

96

FABERGE, ORGANICS

FABERGE' ORGANICS

SHAMPOO

4

CONDITIONER

15 Oz.

15 oz.
Rag. $2.25

REG. $2.25

/

ROLL-ON

I

2.5 Oz.

*REGULAR
•OILT

\ SAVE
97G

•
•

DEODORANT

REG. $2.41
25e OFF LABEL

SAY-RITE'S
LOW PRICE

.
imma
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—
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researchir
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